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farm, Garden and Household. 
Clipping Horses. 
1'he man who really loves his horses, 
says Tint Field and Farm, does not re- 
quire to be told that the clipped animal 
Millers severely if allowed to stand un- 
covered in the bleak air of winter. But, 
unfortunately, there are a good many Pe°- 
who have come into the possession ol 
Iui.k-stepping horses who have no teal 
atfeeti ■ l..r the ui duals which sene them, 
.oid with whom tite delicate sense ot hu- 
manity is I touted. These people care 
move for show than comfort, and they 
\e keep a dipped horse shivering all 
the chid' streets. In some eases 
\ n,av tic a small blanket over the 
l.ui i never enters into their heads 
pi itect the shorn equine. 
Vo. aiup; is an excellent thing when 
i; ;,-p, -ii w I, udgment. but it is nothing 
-i; 1 ••r.ielt' "hen made indiscrimin- 
heavy horse which docs slow 
i- -ir I never be deprived of his na- 
■ a: ot Pair Ashe has to face all 
v cat ier and does not warm his 
1 a 'clcnt exercise, a long and 
ial. !: .a .— it iai to his health 
ii a-) lliii w lh ’hi* light active 
r- m -re,it \t take him front 
,. him a merry spin 
..... being are 
is long the 
o. lin e severely in aerating 
.ii.re- i ihe skin in a rneas- 
.. rig pg. ii ami at the end ol a 
... ,peil in a wet mass. To 
e ist ’'til' iiiui tur hours with 
ui.! s ibjeet him to other ineon- 
lo lot rub him dry, he 
ight in ids stall, just as 
M mu -: w.iiild do were you 
I and woo balmy sleep be- 
lt is direet- 
o '■• 1111 tin clipped horse. 
o' orih his best efforts In* 
in m nires naturally, and 
i.nr P ..m-orb the moisture, 
m!,.\ enot the sweat drops. 
stable alter a drive, 
itlc grooming, be is 
|\ |■ i.iiik.'t and a comfortable 
; ‘if- ! -lands to reason, however. 
mil 1. i— should not be tieil 
,.i-ide -'mil without being eare- 
■ ,• I whh wo.den clothing, nor 
I n ion-. .I p. shiver through a 
a the carriage traces 
i. inv 1 u!i to liuish her gossip- 
11ii n sonic gos-ipinjg friend. If 
Mir carriage horses, votl should i 
a nr httsiucss hi descending to 
I !■ Mlieut Oil or coach, to see 
!•,. as heavy blankets 
: lie -e o a, in !.- I o allow the 
,, |.. -lam! unproteoteii in the 
to practice downright 
Home-Made Farm Sleds. 
\\ ii t teimincil to make a sled, 
tin- Farmer, and there has been 
\|.. riciii'c in the work, the 
i.i I. i\\ one that suits 
utrru alter it as nearly 
mi!* u-rd will admit ot; but be 
i-, >:!,.■ the beams of such length 
between the stake holes 
ilie' a- the distance between 
eke- n |t e wagon—and the boxes 
rack.- v me will do tor the other, 
u Ivi ah making the sleds low, 
w ; n: iei something alter the 
■ a ne-boat, on account of the 
■ e111 ■ 
1 loading logs, etc., upon 
a. mt v. e like the high sled. Any- 
nit a man e:,u lift eight or ten in- 
uigh. ue eau lift fifteen or twenty, 
w lev skels have to be used with 
••■wer. the difference in convenience 
gi. -it importance. The high sled 
id\antage 1 be beams are not 
-taut.; aching on protruding stones, 
-1. .,r tittle stumps It will pass over 
v- through deep -now more readily, 
an ! ; a- i: bet let appearance when used 
i. the ptildii highway 
i. I plank raves are much better than 
1 lie plank on a double or two- 
,..l should be about one inch and 
tl i.-k. md at h nst six it not ten in- 
ches The :-lei will be more dnra- 
■ -lake h e-are put through the 
ack i. out close to, the beams, 
taples licicw. The trouble ot 
; in' stake holes till up with lmi'l 
: avoided, and the beams are not 
and worn out as when bored thro’. 
K\tend the raves to the ends of the 
earns, and around the front ends, or ta- 
in oil' the outer edge trom front of for- 
d beam to tin runner: this will pre- 
t the brain ends from catching while 
ig through the woods. Do not key 
up the parts too tightly A sled that wiil 
giv, under tortuous circumstances, 
when he.iilv loaded, will stand much 
more tlmi .'in-that will not. The nearer 
the se- ire to the seat ot the load, the 
ti \ w ill pull it: therefore, place 
c .iibleirees as far hack as possible. 
A to. n h on' of centre of roller is about 
Venetian red and yellow ochre 
nnke a good paint, for sleds 
Mow Oiten Simula Cows be Milked. 
|{o:Mla .i\ in tlio milking of cows is ol 
much :iii|> .nance as regularity in fced- 
ig i!> in in a state ol nature, the cow 
relieved ol its milk a great many times 
i\ A all allowed to remain with 
me:her will help itsell seven or eight 
ne i-ael. day Fmler such circumstan- 
ri.ddei ut the cow will remain small, 
a.ifiv.i d to retain the milk secreted 
d the twelve hours, feverish symp- 
tom ii' 1 kelv to lie produced. flic prae- 
tiee ! milking rows more than twice in 
Ml ir~ ea uses the rapacity of the udder 
he greatly increased, and probaldv 
n maintaining the lacteal secretion 
it altei pregnancy has taken place. 
\' lu ] however, by an artificial system, 
tli- «•••«- lias been enabled to retain her 
v tin til inconvenience for twelve 
hours r so she ought to be milked regu- 
lar:' i-'iui day : t the same hour. When 
the time mi king arrives, the udder 
in distended to its utmost 
"a at', and if the milk is not speedily 
i: 'Veil, tiie animal sutlers considerable 
< tsis ul lever, the result oi allow 
minis t" main too long unmilked, 
indeed, by no means ol unlreipient 
n -in It is especially necessary to 
|tt■ ini to ;liis point lor some days alter 
the uuinial has brought forth its young, 
t‘" luring that period v-rv little irritation 
1 111 ueteal organs is likely to bring on 
M"ii ui' M lalal ol all maladies, fever. If 
11 'M Me too lung delayed, nature will 
1 help tin- poor animal. An absorp 
<1 iii .ii 11:t.«i t.lif IiIimmI will to hifjiu: 
extent take place, and that which remains 
-ii M.e udder will become deteriorated. 
W lien noglei't to milk a r ow at the regular 
time is repeated several times, the secre- 
N ol the lluiil is permanently cheeked, 
and there are many cases where by such 
m, an animal has become dry in less 
■ a month | Irish Fanner’s Gazette. 
Good Lambs. 
In. ii'- a gooil many men keeping 
hui'l a o lending, and for some time 
*'iune intend to teed, on very poor hay. 
this lo'".. they expect the sheep will 
hrivi during the winter Two or three 
weeks before time for ewes to lamb, they 
itend to commence feeding better hay 
nd perhaps a little grain. These men 
xpeet that under thiscimrse of treatment, 
the evves will come out in good condition, 
1 iiug lorth good land*, produce fine 
ti' i'i s. and, taken all round, yield a largo 
percentage of profit on their cost and 
II ni These men are doomed to disap- 
pointment. They are trying to do an im- 
possibility and failure must be the result, 
sheep need good hay just as much as any k.nd ol farm stock. They will not thrive unless they are well fed. 
Fwes which are to have lambs the com- 
■ ng spring, ■ ught to be well fed with line 
nay. or, what is better yet, nice rowen 
a lew roots will also be very beneficial' 
!i they are well feu and cared lor, they will probably have good, strong iambs. l<ui they cannot do this without they have 
sufficient nourishment. If poorly fed, they 
will be poor and sickly. Their lambs will be weak, many of them will die, and those 
which live will he of an inferior quality aud sell for a low price, 'file sheep will 
have light fleeces, the wool will be of un- 
even texture and will sell lor a low figure. It may he laid down as a settled principle, that it sheep are well kept they are a source of considerable profit. TN E. Homestead. 
Farm Paragraphs. 
A mixture ot hard wood ashes and salt 
should be placed where cattle may have 
access to it daily. 
11 is said that 20,000 cc ws are kept lor 
dairy purposes within a radius ot twenty 
miles of Wheateu, Illinois. 
Henry Colburn, of Js’orthborough, has 
this year raised 342 bushels of common 
English turnips on three eighths of an 
acre. 
The village ol i’aysandu in Uruguay has 
packed in tins and exported to England 
over 150,000 ox tongues the past season. 
Kitty-two thousand pounds to the acre 
on a twelve acre Held is the story they tell 
of a sweet potato crop in Kern county, 
California. 
A vessel has just left San Francisco for 
Liverpool, with a cargo ol 150,000 bushels 
of wheat—the largest cargo ot that grain 
that has ever crossed the ocean. 
Three Southdown ewes owned by a Mr. 
Savage, of Bangor, raised seven lambs 
this season, that sold lor tjttj each, and tlie 
seven weighed 420 pounds. 
The corn crop of the United States lor 
1874, is reported by tne agricultural de- 
partment at slightly more than 800,000,- 
(iou bushels. This is a reduction of 120,- 
000,000 from the corn crop of 1875. 
Mould in cellars may be destroyed by 
burning sulphur in them while they are 
tightly closed. The cellar should, of 
course, be thoroughly ventilated after- 
wards, before being entered by any one. 
Over two million young shad have been 
distributed by the Vermont tisli commis- 
sioners, and the experiment of making 
them live without periodic migration to 
the sea has proved successful. 
"Old Dixie,” a merino ram owned by 
J.J. Brainard, Attica. V V.. has shorn for 
seven rears tleeces that have averaged 
thirty pounds each. His two heaviest 
fleeces of one year’s growth have weighed 
da jiounds each. 
A patent has just been secured for pre- 
serving butter and other perishable arti- 
cles fresh and sweet without the use ol ice, 
by simply lining packages with the pulp 
of poplar wood, which is furnished in 
sheets suitable for the purpose. 
A new potato known as the WhiteQueen, 
has been produced in France, from which 
in good soil, it is said that from twelve to 
lifteen tubers are formed, many of which 
attain or exceed twenty pounds in weight. 
The llavor is said to be verv fine. 
From the various cheese factory statis- 
ites we learn that from 1) to lb pounds ot 
milk are required for one pound of cheese 
and that the manufactured article has 
\ cry generally been sold for about Id cents 
a pound. Butter must be sold lor at least 
Id cents a pound to make it as profitable 
as cheese. 
The Venom of 'Wit. 
The sting of the sarcasm lies in tJxe in- 
tention ot the speaker, and one may trust 
that the best of the pleasantries over which 
succeeding generations have made merry 
were uttered with enough good humor to 
take most of the venom out of them. 
There was surely a genial smile on the 
face of M. d'Argenson when he congratu- 
lated his ignorant nephew on his appoint- 
ment as librarian to the King, and ob 
served that he would now have a line op- i 
portunity of learning to read. And per- 
haps (ien. Quintus lcilius smiled a little 
when he hazarded a little jest with the 
groat Frederick at a time when his .Majes- 
ty was not in a laughing humor. Just be- 
fore engaging the French at ltossbaeh, the 
King said to the General, that, if lie were 
beaten, he should fly the country, go to l 
Venice, and turn doctor. “Your Majesty 
would then keep to the profession of assas- 
sin ?” growled the old soldier. Of the 
same quality perhaps was the reply given j 
to the Czar Nicholas, when he asked the 
painter, Horace Vernet, whether, with his 
liberal ideas, he would undertake to do a 
battle scene, representing a victory ot 
Russians over Roles. “Why not, sire?” 
exclaimed the latter; “I have mere than 
once painted Christ nailed to the cross.” 
Illuminated with a gracious smile must 
also have been the famous retort ol the 
prefect’s wile upon Napoleon. She had 
been an object ot gossip, and Napoleon, 
meeting her at a state ball, rudely ad- 
dressed her, “Well, madame, are you as 
fond ol men as ever?” 
The poor lady had enough presence of 
mind to answer, “Yes, sire, when they are 
polite;” upon which the Kmpcror turned 
away rather abruptly, and illustrated the 
littleness of his mind by depriving her 
husband of his place, three days later. 
And the alleged impertinences of the cele- 
brated Abernethy must have been relieved 
with a grim humor and bonhomie that 
took away much of their grossness. The 
Duke of Norfolk, who applied to him for 
treatment, probably enj >ycd as well as 
needed an heroic diagnosis, for he notori- 
ously paid little attention to his person 
“Did your grace ever try a clean shirt?” 
asked the old doctor, and what a freema- 
sonry ol good fellowship is implied in the 
very terms of the question ! It is dillicult 
tu miuv> w 111:1 tu unity uir mir umvu'u 
what is permissible in conversation and 
what is not. Reflections on the moral 
character ol anybody while that person is 
present are unpardonable, however bril- 
liant may be the wit in which they are 
wrapped. Of course there is a further 
rule which is very comprehensive—name- 
ly, that nothing should ever be said that 
will in any way give pain to any person 
within hearing. Rut while human nature 
remains as it has been fr*m the beginning, 
men can hardly be expected to refrain from 
a thousand-and-one ways of suggesting to 
each other that they are fools. [Tinsley’s 
Magazine 
It is well known that Crowned Heads 
and people of that sort invariably take all 
they can get in the way of earthly goods. 
A knowledge of this fact lately moved a 
person in Fulton, N. Y„ to prepare a half- 
barrel of the soft and enticing compound 
called apple butter, and to dispatch the 
same, as per address, to “ller Majesty 
Queen Victoria, Ruckingham Palace, Fug- 
land.” Such graceful and beautiful little 
attentions as this are what cement the 
bonds of humanity and shed a solt light 
of tol-de-rol over the dreary pathway of 
existence. It is to lie hoped that this kindly 
gentleman will not have an experience 
like that of the Michigan farmer, who 
shipped a barrel of flour to the same 
Crowned Head not long ago, and while 
promising all his neighbors to show them the autograph letter ot thanks, was slight- 
ly amazed to learn that his barrel had 
been sold at auction with some other un- 
claimed and less regal freight. [N. Y. 
Tribune. 
An old lady in Lockport recently achiev- 
ed eminence by carrying a quart of popped 
corn to a donation party aad eating two 
dozen fried oysters, a pound ol crackers, 
three slices of fruit, cake, half a mince pie, 
and some apples, alter which she was 
threatened with a “-spasm, and in the 
effort to prevent it she sacrificed ah the 
wine their was in the house. She attends 
donations regularly, and does a good deal 
for the church in that way’. 
In England, the waist of a lady’s dress 
is called the “body.” A young American 
girl, on a visit to an Flnglish country 
house, which had the reputation of being haunted, had subdued her nervousness 
sufficiently to Jail into a light slumber, when a gentle tap at the door, and a sepul- 
chral voice whispered through the key- 
hole, “I want to come in and get my 
body.” 
The “Amen" of the Stones. 
Blind with age, went Beda forth to preach 
The blessed Gospel to the world, and teach 
The listening crowd of village, and of town. 
A peasant school-hoy led him up and down, 
Proclaiming aye God's word with youthful lire. 
Bather in childish folly than in scorn, 
The lad the trusting graybeard led, one morn, 
Down to a vale where massive stones around 
Were strewed. ‘A congregation tills the ground’ 
He said, ‘and, lo, they wait to hear thee, sire’. 
JL'p rose the aged pilgrim, took the text. 
Turned it, explained it, and applied it next, 
Implored, exhorted, prayed, and, ending, bow- 
ed his head, 
And to the listening crowd the Pater Nos ter 
said. 
When he had ended, from the circling stones 
The cry went forth as if in human tones. 
•Amen, most reverend father!’ and again 
The circling stones in concert cried, ‘.Amen!’ 
The boy shrank back, remorseful on his knees, 
Confessed his fault and sought to make his 
peace. 
■Mock not God’s word.’ the old man tohim said. 
‘Know that, though men were mute lo it and 
dead, 
The very stones will witness. 'Ti> a living 
word, 
And eulteth sharply, like a two-edged sword. 
And if all human hearts to stone should turn, 
A human heart within these stones would burn. 
The Opportune Remittance. 
It was away back in 1858, when our old 
partner, Jep Smith, awakened one beauti- 
ful morning in the picturesque town of 
Mokelumne Hill, in old Toulmnnecounty, 
California. It was a beautiful June morn- 
ing: California’s matchless sun was-hill- 
ing in amber skies, the birds were twitter- 
ing from the tree that shaded Jep’s win- 
dow, and the perfume of a garden of rare 
flowers stole in through the open window 
like incense. 
Hut Jep was not exceedingly happy on 
this soft morning. He was a stranger in 
Mokelumne Hill. He had reached there 
on the evening previous, coining in from 
Jackson on foot. He was not in very good 
health. He had decent clothes and a car- 
pet-sack, with an extra collar, but he was 
a total stranger, and his exchequer showed 
exactly the sum of Of this amount 
he knew the bill tor supper, lodging, and 
breakfast would consume just one-half". 
These reflections passed through liis mind 
as he dressed himself Meanwhile he dis- 
covered himself to be whistling “John 
Anderson. My .To,” and he says he learned 
by experience that when a man awakens 
from a thinking lit he generally finds him- 
self whistling. He descended with reason- 
able dignity the stairs to the bar room, 
answered the host’s nod and good morn- 
ing. reinsed quietly a proffered cocktail, 
passed into the dining-room and ate his 
breakfast mechanically, for he was still 
thinking. Breakfast over, he paid his bill 
and, adding an extra quarter to it, said : 
“A cigar, if you please.” The cigar was 
furnished and an extra one urged by the 
landlord and accepted by Jep. The odor 
of that cigar is still fragrant in Jep’s 
memory, for it was a courtesy to him 
where, though he wore a quiet face, his 
heart was exceedingly heavy. Jep lit his 
cigar, and. taking a seat on the bench out- 
side the door, waited lor the Columbia 
stage to start. 
Jep was going to Columbia himself, but 
he was going on loot, and somehow he 
did not wish to hurt the driver’s feelings 
by making him drive by him without ask- 
ing him to ride. While waiting, and 
watching, and thinking, he was not aware 
that he noticed anything, but later in the 
day he remembered that the near leader 
was a stylish gray, but pigeon-toed ; his 
mate was a brown with a star in the lore- 
head and a quarter crack in the oil" fore 
hoof The wheelers were bays; the oil" 
one had a splint under the right knee, and 
the near one kept working his head up and 
down as though he had a sore neck under 
the collar. The near inside rein oil the 
leaders was twisted, anti the blinders on 
the nlf-wheeler were too light over his 
eyes. The stage rolled away, and after a 
little iurther delay Jep picked up his car- 
pet sack and took his way in the direction 
pointed out by the red dirt which the 
wheels ot the coach threw up in dust. 
It was a hot June morning. The sun 
was a volcano in heaven; the earth be- 
neath seemed like a vast plain of lava as 
yet not half cooled. It was 7 :J0 when he 
started; at 10 a man by the wayside told 
him it was eight miles to Mokelumne Hill. 
At 1 o’clock he sat down a moment to bold 
one foot, which was dialling with the 
heat, in a stream which babbled across the 
road; and here a passer by inlormed him 
it was eignt miles to JUokelumne, anti 
“’bout twenty-one to Columbia.” Passing 
a grocery, lie stopped and asked lor a 
quarter's worth of crackers, and when 
they were weighed he took lour ol them 
(he always remembered the number), and, 
putting down the quarter, walked on. In 
tlie morning he had hummed softly songs 
to himself as he walked, but the songs had 
long been hushed, and now he tugged 
grimly on in silence. About ;! P. JM.. lie 
stopped at a house and asked for a drink 
of water. There was a solitary man in 
the open door and a solitary dog on a 
chain outside. The dog was a Newfound- 
land, and though he barked furiously and 
surged fiercely upon his chain, his looks 
belied him, for his long lace spoke in 
every lineament that iie was dying lor a 
romp. So ,lep walked up to him and 
stroked his shaggy head and expressed to 
him the belief that his apparent bad 
humor was all ablutf; that he really would 
not hurt a kitten, and the dog put his paws 
on Jep’s shoulders and licked his face. 
The owner apologised for the dog; said he 
hoped he would be worth something 
some time, though he feared lie was too 
good hearted to ever be of any account, 
lie tendered the water, but, taking a sec- 
ond look at dop, asked him it he would 
not prefer a drink of cool "mi Ik, and with- 
out waiting for an answer, turned and 
went to his milk house hard by and 
brought a pint of the beverage, lie was 
half gardener and halt dairyman, and 
lived all alone with his dog. They were 
probably much alike. Iloth tried to look 
gram aim sullen at strangers, but they 
were both too good-hearted to make any 
attempt at being savage a success. Jep 
swallowed the milk without taking iiis 
lips from the eup, and thanking the man 
and shaking the paw of the dog, again 
trudged on. 
About 4 o’clock lie stopped once more 
to inquire the way. The'man ol whom he 
asked told linn it was eleven miles by the 
road to Columbia, but by taking the trail, 
which was plain, he could save three and 
a hall miles. This was a consideration, 
and in answer to further inquiries lip was 
told the trail led over a hill in sight, then 
over another beyond, and there at the foot 
of the second hill he would strike the 
main load again where it crossed the 
Stanislaus. He took the trail, hut has 
never taken one since where a road could 
be billowed. The iirst hill was an Alps to 
his tired limbs—the second was a Hima- 
laya He says to this day the chapparral 
and nianzanita on that last hill will he the 
last things he will remember on earth, so 
horribly hot and dreary did they seem to 
him. 
But the river was reached at last, and 
lor a quarter the lerryinan landed him on 
the lurther bank. By this time lie was 
tired indeed, and sharp pains began to 
pierce his limbs like needles. Up that endless lull from the river he climbed, and 
so weary had lie grown that he was obliged 
to stop and rest every fifty or sixty yards. 
Near the summit he came to a little cot- 
tage. half hid in a clump of trees beside 
the road. Seeing a woman on the piazza, 
lie entered the gate and approached her to 
ask tor a cup of water, lie was lame, be- 
grimed with sweat and dust, and haggard 
with fatigue. The woman was young and 
pretty, and was probably some miner’s pet 
just imported from the Hast, lor she was 
evidently frightened at the stranger’s ap- 
proach—which a California girl would not 
have been—and little nameless tricks 
about her dress made Jep believe she had 
made herself as pretty as possible, and 
was waiting a young husband’s return. 
She was dressed in simple white, with a 
blue ribbon around her neck and a sasli or 
ribbon of the same color round her waist, 
and had a little bunch of bright llowers— 
pinks, Jep thought—at her throat. Her 
eyes were brown and her hair likewise, 
save when the sunlight turned it to gold. 
Jep tried to ask for water, but his tongue 
was so parched he could only whisper. 
The look of fear changed to one of infinite 
pity at Jep’s request and she lairly sprang 
to get the water. Jep used to say that the 
flash of womanly pity in her face had 
made him partial to brown hair and eyes 
ever since. 
Again lie took up his march; and now 
the sun was almost set, and soon it was 
gone, and the night closed swiftly down. 
At last he discerned lights and soon found 
himself in a little town. Supposing his 
journey was over, he asked for a hotel, 
and was told there was none nearer than 
Columbia, which was yet two miles away. 
Two miles! Could he ever walk two 
miles? He continued his journey, and at 
If F. M., found himself in the express of- 
fice in Columbia. 
It was Saturday night, and the miners 
were thronging the oiliee to sell their dust. 
At last lie made his way to the counter, 
and, while waiting his turn, so feariully 
did his limbs pain him, that he supported 
himself upon his elbows on the counter to 
rest himself. At length in answer to the 
sharp “Well, sir. what can I do for you ?” 
Jep asked for a letter. There was no let- 
ter for Jep Smith, no package, no nothing. 
This was terrible. He had certainly ex- 
pected a letter with a remittance, and lie 
had nothing. Ilis resolution was quickly 
taken. He turned to a civil looking miner 
beside him, and asked him if lie would tell 
him where the best hotel in town was. 
His idea was to go straight to the land- 
lord, tell him all about the Smiths, and 
beg liis indulgence for a’week or two un- 
til a remittance came. The miner said 
politely, “1 will show you, sir, a good 
hotel.” 
Hi' followed the miner around the cor- 
ner, and in a few minutes was brought 
face ti> face with a woman who seemed to 
liis tired eyes a very Amazon. The miner 
said: “Airs. McGraw, this gentleman 
wants board and a private room for a 
week, or perhaps ten days.” The woman 
eyed Jep fora moment before she answer- 
ed. and in that moment his resolution was 
taken to say nothing of his depleted purse, 
for he knew it would not answer with her, 
and he was too weary to go any further. 
The woman spoke at last: “Misther, we 
has but one private room, and it conies 
very high.” Jep looked up very frank and 
clear as he answered: “Madam, money 
is no object, in the world with me at 
present: all 1 want is a place by myself 
where J can be quiet for a few days.’ ‘Very 
well, sir,” said the woman shortly. “Have 
you had supper?” Jep went to the supper 
table, drank a cup of tea, but could not 
cut one mouthful, lie left the table, found 
a bath house, and in a bath as hot as he 
could bear experienced instant relief for 
his aching limbs. He slept that night like 
a millionaire. 
Descending next morning to the bar 
room, the landlord, the husband of the 
Amazon was on watch. He was a short 
man, with shaggy eyebrows, and a fearful 
broad pair of shoulders. Jep refused the 
drink proffered him by his host, and sat 
down to think things over a little. Hard- 
ly was he seated when a man came from 
the breakfast-room. “Four bits,” said the 
host shortly, “liailley, sir,” said the man, 
“1 have not the coin now jist, but I will 
bring it to vecs to-inorrow.” “You will?” 
said the host, sententiourly. and, coming 
from behind the bar, he laid one terrible 
hand on the man’s neck and with one kick 
raised him almost to the ceiling. Then, 
seizing him with the disengaged hand, he 
hoisted him at arm's length and tossed 
him through the door and over the side- 
walk, apparently without an effort. He 
then, without speaking returned behind 
the bar, and again took up his watch with- 
out the slightest trace of excitement or 
emotion, as if what he had done was a 
necessary and frequent accompaniment of 
hotel-keeping in the mountains 
Meanwhile Jep was calculating what 
might happen in case his remittance was 
delayed. The week wore away without 
incidenl. There was breakfast dinner and 
supper every day, and the Bridget who 
waited upon the table at every dinner 
would come up to Jep and say. Vv'iii 
yees have some ot the roast poark, or the 
roast bate, or a bit of the baked hart ?” 
Those three dishes were indelibly impress- 
ed on Jep’s memory during that week. 
The second Sunday came, and Monday 
and Tuesday. The express reached Colum- 
bia about ,’l F. M. 
That last afternoon Jep, as he passed 
through the bar room to go to the express 
ollicc, noticed the host and hostess in ear- 
nest conversation, accompanied on the 
part of the man with violent gestures and 
dark glances at Jep, as he moved slowly 
out of the room. The expressman met 
him this day with a smile. “You are all 
right to-day,” he said, throwing down 
upon the counter a roll of double eagles. 
“Will you give me small gold and silver 
tor three or four of these?” Jep asked. 
The expressman obliged him, and, tilling 
one pocket full, he purchased a cigar, (he 
had not smoked before tor ten days) and 
started for his hotel. 
As he entered, the landlady came to him, 
Hushed and evidently troubled, and hesi- 
tatingly commenced : “Misther Smith,” 
said she, “1 have been talking with the 
old man ; you don’t know, may be, that 
a new married pair had come to the house, 
and we was wonderin’ would it make you 
any troubles were yees to give up your 
room lor a night to these.” 
Jep always doubted about there being 
any newly-married couple in that house 
that day, and believes it was a plan to 
transfer him from the private room to the 
corral, but he did not stop to discuss the 
proposition. He merely said: ‘It does 
not matter, Mrs. McGraw. I shall have to 
leave town to-night. 1 am going to Sonora. 
How much is my bill ?” 
'Flic woman was so much surprised and 
incredulous that she could not speak for a 
moment. She commenced at last: “Yees 
know yees had our linest room, Misther 
Smith ?” 
“A cleJiglittul room, .Madam, was .Jep s 
reply. 
“And yees have boarded the whole 
time,” she continued. 
“Your table is superb, Madam,” said 
Jep. 
"Under the circumstances, would yens 
consider the bill was uni'easonablc at 
thirteen dollars and a half?” she asked. 
Then came .Top’s triumphal moment. 
Thrusting his baud to the bottom ol his 
pocket, he withdrew it full ol gold. Toss- 
ing a $20 piece to the stupefied woman, 
he said : “M i’s. McGraw, accept that, and, 
believe me. your kindness to me will never 
be forgotten.” 
Then the poor woman exposed the whole 
fear that had possessed the household on 
Jep’s account. Dropped her elbows upon 
the counter, she cried out suddenly: “I 
tould the old mon yeos was all right!” 
Both followed Jep down the steps, and 
invoked allmannerof blessings upon him, 
and the “old mon.” as he rung Jep’s hand, 
saitl: “it might be yees would be travel- 
ling and get broke. If yees ever does 
make my house your home, for we both 
know a gentleman the moment we claps 
our eyes .upon him.” 
But Jep thinks to this day that if his 
money had hung tire another day there 
would have been another man thrown out 
of that house, or else the fastest foot-race 
would have been seen that was ever run 
in Columbia. 
‘‘I can’t say as lie went to Heayen,” remarked 
a Fort Scott citizen of a deceased townsman, 
“but he paid a bill of eleven years’ standing 
only the day before he died, and you can judge 
for yourself.” 
Death or Marriage. 
The ancient clock in Deacon Shermer’s 
old-fashioned kitchen was slowly chiming 
the hour «f nine. It was no smart toy, no 
trille of bronze or alabaster, but a tall, 
square, solid relic of the last century, look- 
ing not unlike a eullin-ease set on end, in 
the corner—a clock that had lasted through 
four generations, and. judging from ap- 
pearances, was quite likely to last through 
several more. Deacon Shermer cherished 
the old heir-loom with a sort of pride 
which he himself would scarcely have con- 
fessed to. 
There was a great, ruddy lire of chest- 
nut logs in the red brick-paved fire-place; 
and the candles in the brightly-polished 
brass sticks were winking merrily from the 
high wooden mantle, where they shared 
the post of honor with a curious sea-shell 
and a couple of vases, each containing a 
fresh osage orange, from the hedge that 
skirted the clover field behind the barn. 
At the window, a curtain of gaudy chintz 
shut out the tens of thousands of stars that 
were shining brightly on that Irosty au- 
tumnal night, and on the cozy rug of the 
parti-colored rags a fat tortoise-shell cat 
purred away the slowly lapsing minutes. 
But the tortoise-shell cat was not the only 
inhabitant id' the snug farm-house kitchen. 
“Timothy !” said Mary Shermer, decid- 
edly, “if you don't behave yourself. I'll 
What she would do, Mary did not say; 
the sentence was terminated by a laugh 
that set the dimples round her mouth in 
motion, just as a beam of June sunshine 
plays across a cluster of red-ripe cherries. 
Mary Shermer was just seventeen—a 
plump, rosy girl, with jet hair, brushed 
back from a low forehead, and perfectly 
arched eyebrows, that gave a bewitching 
expression of surprise to a pair of melting 
hazel eyes. She was rather dark ; but the 
most severe critic would not have found 
fault with the peach-like bloom upon her 
cheeks and the dewy red of her full, dainti- 
ly curved lips. Kvidently Mr. Timothy 
Marshall was quite satisfied with Mary’s 
style of beauty. 
“Como, Mary,” said Tim, moving his 
chair where lie could best watch (he Hush 
of the firelight upon her face, and picking 
up tlie thread of the conversation where 
he had dropped it when it became neces- 
sary for Mary to bid him “behave him- 
self’—“you might promise. It's nine 
o'clock, and your father will soon be 
home.” 
“What, Tim?” said Mary, demurely, 
fitting a square of red in her patch-work, 
and intensely observing the fact. 
“Nonsense, Mary! Tou know what 
very Well, l’romise to marry me before 
Christmas! 1 tell you what, Mary, it is 
all very well for you to keep putting it 
oil', but I can’t stand it. What with your 
lather’s furbidding me in the house and 
that romantic Tom Stanley’s coming here 
every Sunday night-” 
Mary gave her pretty head a toss. “As 
if Mr Stanley's coming here made any 
umcmiiv in my leeungs, iiui 
“Xu, lull Mary, it isn't pleasant, you 
know. I'm as good a man as Tom Stan- 
ley, il 1 don’t own railroad shares and keep 
an account at the llamiltonville bank ; and 
1 love you, Mary, Iroin the very bottom ot 
my heart! Xow this matter lies between 
you and me only; no other person in the 
world has a right to interfere between us. 
Come—promise me!” lie held both her 
hands in his and looked earnestly into the 
liquid hazel eyes. 
■•Do you love me, Marv?” 
“You know 1 love you. Tim.” 
“Then we may just as well.-Hush! 
what’s that ?” 
There was a portentous sound of draw- 
ing bolts and rattling latches in the porch- 
room beyond—a scraping of heavy boots 
along the lloor. Mary rose to her feet 
with sudden scarlet suffusion on her brow 
and cheeks. 
“<Hi, Tim, it is father 1'' 
“Suppose il is ?” 
“But lie nmsu’t lind you here. Tim ! 
lit ile yourself somewhere, do!' 
■ \\ hat nonsense, Mary !” said tile voting 
man, resolutely standing his ground. “1 
haven’t come to steal his spoons Why 
should I creep awav like a detected burg- 
lar?” 
“For my sake, Tim Oh, Tim, if you 
ever loved me, do a> I say ! Xot in that 
closet; it is close to his bed-room; not 
through that window ; it is nailed down 
tight. He's coming! lie’s coming ! Here, 
l ira, quitU !" 
And, in the drawing of a breath, she 
had pushed Timothy .Marshall into the 
square pendulum case of the tall old clock, 
and turned the key on him. It was not a 
pleasant place of refuge, inasmuch as his 
shoulders were squeezed on either side, 
and his head flattened against springs and 
wheels above, and the air was unpleasant 
and close; but Tim made the best of mai- 
lers, and shook with suppressed laughter 
m His solitary prison cell. 
“Well! a jolly scrape to he in,” thought 
Tim, “ami no knowing when I'll be out 
of it. Mary's a shrewd little puss, how- 
ever, and I can't do better than to leave 
matters in her hands.” 
“So you haven't gone to bed yet, Mary ?” 
said Deacon Shermer, slowly unwinding 
the two yards ot woolen scarf with which 
he generally encased his throat of an eve- 
ning. “Xotyet, lather,’’ said Mary, pick- 
ing up her scattered bits ot patch-work 
with a glowing cheek. “Did you have a 
pleasant meeting?’’ 
“Well, yes,” quoth the Deacon, reflec- 
tively, sitting down before the lire greatlv 
to Mary's consternation,—she had hoped 
he would have gone to bed at once, ac- 
cording to his usual custom,—“it was 
tol’bly pleasant, Elder Huskier was there, 
and Elder Hopkins—and—well, all the 
church folks, pretty much. Why. how red 
your cheeks are, Mary : fired, ain’t you ? 
Well, you needn’t sit up for me, my dear; 
it must be getting late.” 
The Deacon glanced mechanically up 
atthe clock. Mary felt the blood growing 
cold in her veins. “Twenty minutes past 
nine—why. it must be later than that! 
Why, land o’ Canaan, the old clock has 
stopped!’’ I he old clock had stopped; nor 
was it at all wonderful under the circum- 
stances. "1 wound it up this inornin’, I’m 
sartin.” said the Deacon, very much dis- 
turbed. “It never sarved me such a trick 
afore, all the years it’s stood there Your 
aunt Jane used to say it was a sign of death 
or marriage in the family before the year 
was out.” 
mere was a suppresseu sounu use a 
chuckle behind the eloek-case as Deacon 
Shermer tumbled on the shelf tor the clock 
key. ‘These springs must be out of order 
somehow,” said the Deacon decisively. 
“How scared you look, child ! There ain’t 
no cause for bein’ scared 1 don’t put much 
faith in your aunt Jane’s old time super- 
stition. Where in the name of all pos- 
sessed is the key ? 1 could ha’ declared I 
left it in the case.” 
“Isn’t it on the shelf, father?” asked 
Mary guiltily, conscious that it was snug- 
ly reposing in the pocket of her cheeked 
gingham dress. 
“No, nor ’taint in my pocket neither." 
And down went the Deacon, stiffly enough, 
on his knees, to examine the floor, lest, 
perchance, the missing key might have 
fallen there. 
“Well, I never knowed anything so 
strange in all my life,” said the Deacon. 
“it is really strange,” faltered hypo- 
critical Mary. 
“I’ll have a reg’lar search to-morrow,” 
said Deacon Shermer. “It must be some- 
where around.” 
“Yes, it must,” said Mary, tremulous- 
ly. 
“Only,” the deacon went on, slowly, 
resuming his place before the lire, “I kind 
o’ don't like to have the old clock stand 
still a single night. When I wake up, 
you know, it seems like it was sort o’ 
talking to me in the stillness.” The dea- 
con looked thoughtfully at the fiery black 
log. Mary fidgeted uneasily about the 
room, straightening table covers, setting 
back chairs and thinking—oh, if he would 
only go to lied 1 
As lie sat there his eyelids began to 
droop and his head to nod somnolently. 
Mary’s eyes brightened up with a sparkle 
something like hope. 
“Child I he said, suddenly straightening 
up the stiff-back chair, “you’d better go 
to bed. I’ll sit up a while longer till the 
logs burn out!’’ 
“But, father, I’m not sleepy.” 
“Go to bed, my child 1” reiterated the 
deacon, with a good humored authority 
that brooked no opposition; and Mary 
crept out of the room, ready to cry with 
anxiety and mortification. 
“It Tim will only keep quiet a little 
while longer,’’ she thought, sitting on the 
stairs while the newly-risen moon stream- 
ed in chilly splendor. “Father sleeps so 
soundly—and he is sure to go to sleep in 
his chair. I could just steal in and release 
him as quietly as possible.” She sat there, 
her plump lingers interlaced, and her eyes 
fixed dreamily on the Hour, while all the 
time her ears were strained to the utmost 
capacity to catch every sound in the kitch- 
en beyond. Hark! was that the wail of 
the wind, or was it something to her liter- 
ally “nearer and dearer?” 'r es, she could 
not be mistaken now; it was actually a 
snore. 
Mary rose softly to her feet with renew- 
ed hope. Surely now was the accepted 
time. Noiselessly as the floating shadow 
she crossed the hall, opened the kitchen 
door and stole across the creaking boards 
ol the lloor. The candles were out. but 
the shifting lustre ot the fire-light reveal- 
ed her lather nodding before the fire, with 
closed eyes and hands hanging at his sides. 
“He's certainly asleep,” thought Mary. 
With a heart that beat quick and fast, 
she drew the key lront her pocket and 
proceeded, in spite ol the nervous trem- 
bling of her lingers, to lift it into the lock. 
•So absorbed was she that she never notic- 
ed the cessation of the heavy breathing — 
never saw the deacon start suddenly into 
wakefulness and look around him. Love, 
is blind, and it is equally true that he is 
deaf. The deacon rose quickly up with a 
shrewd twinkle in his eyes, ami Mary gave 
a little frightened shriek, as a hand lei! 
softly on her arm. possessing itself quietly 
of the kev. 
‘■Let me iitT|> you,” said the deacon. 
“Father, 1—1 tound the key," fullered 
Mary, “and-” 
“Found the key, eh!” returned the dea- 
con. “Well, that's lucky ; now wo can find 
out what's the matter with the (dock.” 
Mary’s heart throbbing so wildly a mo- 
tnent ago, seemed to stand still as her 
lather turned the key and opened the door 
ol the clock ease. 
“Hal—lo exclaimed the deacon, as Mr. 
Timothy Marshall tumbled into the room. 
“Si) you was the matter with the clock, 
eh ?” 
“Yes, sir,’ said Tim. composedly. “I 
hope 1 haven't seriously mterlerrod with 
the works of the clock." 
“You’ve seriously interferred with ini'." 
said tiie deacon, waxing indignant. “What 
do you mean, sir, by hiding in my house 
like a thief?” 
“Indeed! indeed! father,'’ cried Mary, 
bursting into tears, “it wasn’t his I’auit. 
lie didn’t want to hide, but 1 put him 
there.” 
“You did, eh ! And may 1 ask what lor l1" 
“Father,” faltered Mary rather irrele- 
vantly, “1 love him—and he loves me !" 
“Is that any reason why he should hide 
in the clock case, miss?" 
"No—but—lather! 1 can never niarr\ 
Mr. Stanley, lie is so soft, and I—” 
Mary’s tears finished the sentence tor 
her. The deacon looked down (not un- 
kindly ) on her bowed head and the tender 
arm that supported it. Apparently, “the 
course of true lo\e,” roughly though it ran 
was overwhelming all his own world! v- 
wise arrangements in it- tide. 
“And so you two young folks really 
think you love each other!1" said the dea- 
con meditatively. 
“1 love her with all my heart and soul, 
sir,” said Tim earnestly “I’m not rich, i 
know, hut I can work tor her !’’ 
"And lean work for myself, too. father," 
interposed Mary with eyes that shone like 
softened stars. 
“And you said yourself, sir,” went on 
Tim, “that the stopping of the clock 
meant either “a death or a marriage.” (>1 
course we don’t want any deaths; so don’t 
von think tile most sensible thing we can 
do is to help on a marriage as soon as 
possible ?” 
The deacon laughed in spite of himself. 
“It's late," lie said. “Come around to- 
morrow morning and we ll talk about it 
No, Mary, I’m not angry with y ou. child. 
1 s’pose young folks will be young folks 
and there’s no use try in’ to stop them." 
A- the deacon re-hung the pendulum 
and set the iron tongue ol the old clock 
talking again, 'Tim Marshall paused on 
the doorstep to whisper to Mary : 
“What shall it he. Mary, a death or a 
marriage ?” 
And she in turn whispered, “a marriage, 
I hope.” 
“My darling” said Tim, “it’s worth 
passing a lifetime behind the clock-case to 
feel as 1 do now. 
Funeral Flowers. 
M lien life is over, its buttle kmght, its 
hopes ami fears and sorrows ended, and 
no more need nor opportunity remains for 
human cheer and friendliness to kindle the i 
glazed eye or tin ill the heart that has 
ceased to heat, then the elegant casket is J 
provided and the sweetest and costliest 
llowers are heaped around. Their language 
is eloquent of tenderness and sympathy, I 
speaking more than even lips or tears can 
utter of garnered affections and sundered 
ties and broken hopes. As the funeral 
hour arrives, how many friends appear! 
Kvery room is crowded by an unwonted 
presence. More llowers are brought. Their 
perfume loads the air with a heavy sweet- 
ness, and when at last the narrow hearse 
receives its occupant, living hands still 
east in the llowers, the last sacrifice that 
the heart can otter. It is all well. Who 
shall forbid the llowers? Who shall dose- j 
crate the best sentiments ol humanity by j 
crying. “Why all this waste?” And yet, 
could those eyelids move,could those eves j 
behold the friendly crowd, that marble 
face feel the dropping tear, could that oft 
discouraged heart have the great surprise 
of knowing that so many did really cher- 
ish such regard I And why not? This is 
the question of the flowers: Wii\ don't 
you scatter us beforehand along the paths 
of the living? Why not have suflercd us 
to tell of your affection while the ear could 
listen, to delight the admiring eye when 
it could appreciate? Why not oftener, 
before tins, have tilled the house with the 
fragrance of your kindly sympathies'? 
Yrou came to the funeral, ami your coming 
was no pretence. You really cherished 
that departed friend in your heart of 
hearts. But how little knew he of it! In 
the hurry of your secret love, you have 
passed him by on the other side, and Ids 
house a thousand times, but when his 
funeral was announced, you went in, and 
not empty-handed. You carried flowers, 
and with the llowers, regrets. Triends, 
let us bring the flowers sooner. 
Wooden Ships. The Philadelphia hedg- 
er says: Of wooden sailing vessels, we 
understand that, in English and continen- 
tal ports, the American ships and barks 
that are properly constructed stand at the 
head oi the list. They can always get 
employment at the best rates and insur- 
ance at the lowest premiums, and siiippers 
throughout the world aro constantly in- 
quiring tor them. Their model, capacity, 
sea-going qualities and strength of con- 
struction are all in favor, so that they 
outrank the wooden sailing ships of ail 
other nations. 
Thurlow Weed says Andrew Johnson in the 
Senate will probably be a watch dou over the 
Treasury. 
‘‘Music Hath Charms-" 
The following was related to me by one 
who was an eye-witness—an old man now, 
but with this scene as vividly tixed in his 
mem >ry as though it had occurred onlv 
yesterday: 
In the year 1838, a man named Tappan 
moved with his family, Irom New York to 
the remote Western country, said family 
consisting, besides himself, of a wife and 
six daughters. lie had faded in business; 
was broken in spirit; his children, he 
thought needed fresh air; so he accepted 
as a gift irom his brother, a large tract of 
land upon the edge of the wilderness, and 
settled thereon. Very soon enterprising 
people began to settle beyond him. and 
there came to lie much travel past his 
door; and, as an act of humanity, he fre- 
quently entertained wayfarers. As these 
calls upon his hospitality became more 
and more frequent, lie enlarged his house 
to meet the requirements of a comfortable 
inn, and put up the usual inn-keeper’s j 
sign. 
Not long alter this a party of young 
men, eight or ten in number, well mount- 
ed, were returning by a roundabout way 
from an electioneering expedition. Thev 
had stopped at every tavern on their route, 
and toward the middle of the afternoon 
they reined up before Tappan’s door, pret- 
ty well under the influence of various 
kinds of tiery fluid, and having dismount- 
ed and secured their horses, they entered 
the house and noisily demanded whiskey. 
Now it so happened that Mr. Tappan 
and his wife were both away, and onlv his 
daughters were in charge ; and it also hap- 
pened that the host, being a rigid teetota- 
ler, had never kept any spirituous liquors 
in the house. Ot this fact they were in- 
formed by tlie oldest daughter, a hand- 
some, intelligent girl of eighteen. Hut 
the riotously-inclined invaders had no care 
just then for female beauty, nor were they 
moved by the tear and distrust ot the 
frightened girls; but they still demanded 
whiskey, and when they had become as- 
sured that they could not have it, the\ re- 
solved they would cut down the sigh be 
tore the door, and the leader so informed 
the young lady. 
"You must do as you please, gentle 
men," she said, shrinking, while her little 
sisters gathered around her for protection ; 
I cannot prevent yon." 
"A tavern-sign and no whiskey ! Such i 
a sign is a base Iraud. 
■'1 lye—down with it!” 
"M hoi e is your axe p" 
‘■'ion will liml it somewhere by the 
Wood-pile, sir.” 
Three or Tour of the parly made a rush 
for the wood-pile, cursing as they went, | 
while the leader ol the gang, a young 
man who would have been decidedlv Laud- 
some if lie had been bimselt, w ith others 
of his companions, took a notion to over- 
haul the house, insisting that there must 
be “a drop of something” .somewhere. 
And we may here say that the whole party 
considered themselves gentlemen. They 
were well dressed, and respectably con- 
nected. 
In a small, well-lurnished apartment, 
apart from the guests' room, was found a 
piauoli n'te. 
••Hullo !'' cried tin- leader, ‘’who plays I 
on this( an you !" 
"It is mine, sir,” answered the girl thus 
addressed. 
“t an y ou play P” 
"Yes. sir.' 
"< 'an you sing/” 
"I sing sometimes, sir 
"Will you sing and play for n 
‘•With pleasure, sir 
Ahe ope-ned the piano, and sat down a id 
played and -ang The Maiden's Prayer.” 
lbr voice was clear ami musical, and 
sweetly rich, and the accompaniment 
was played with rare skill and grace. 
The little sisters gathered in a seniiciivh 
close around the instrument, and the here- 
totore riotoii.-but riotous no more—drew 
near and nearer upon the outside. Some 
ol them had neve r heard a piano before, j 
but not one id'them had heard sweeter 
music, \lter a pause, at the conclusion 
ol the pieee. the leader spoke again, but 
in a strangely subdued tone: 
"Will you sing for us another song'.” 
And she sang and played that sweet 
song, i he Old I Ionic." 
'The men who had gone in seaic’i ol the 
axe, hearing the music, had lelt the wood- 
pile and entered the house. 
Other songs were -ung, in several of 
which two of the younger sisters joined.' 
The riotous spirits were all subdued, and 
hull the party ha I wet cheeks Their 
sympathies were aroused, their hearts | 
opened, and the best, part of their natures 
brought lo the surlree ; and when the\ had 
taxed their fair songstress so Tar that they 
Telt ashamed to tax her more, they thanked 
her heartily, and withdrew with as much 
decorum as might have been exhibited hail 
they been retiring from belorc the throne 
of a monarch, 
A year after this event*AIr. Tappan 
chanced to be in Jueksony ille. on business, 
where he was introduced to Philip st. 
Clair, a rising young lawyer of the place 
"Is this tin- Mr. Tappan who. one year 
ago. kept a public-house on the < 'loud Hill 
road 1 asked M. ( lair. 
"The same, sir.” 
•■And I. sir." pursued the lawyer, “was t 
the. leader of that party of riotous men 
who so shnmef.llh Tightened your daugh- 
ters. I suppose they told you n| th cir- 
cumstance '■" 
1 "11. 
“Well, Mr Tappan, lrom .hat day 1 
have not touched, as a beverage, any in- 
toxicating drink. 1 would like to see your 
eldest daughter, and tell her of the bless- 
ing her sweet music bestowed upon me." 
Mr. l'appan knew M. ( lair well by 
reputation, and cheerfully invited him to 
call whenever he could make it conven- 
ient. 
St ( lair once more visited the wayside 
inn, the result of which was. that in less 
than another year the sweet songstress had 
become his wife. 
“My blessed ange l," he said, el sjting 
her to iiis bosom when she was his. wn to 
cherish and protect, “never, never can I 
sufficiently thank Heaven for the pi wi- 
dence that led me within your saving 
Ihicnee in that dark hour ot my life.” 
Some time ago a well-known miner in 
this vicinity, who has a very shaky idea 
of the security of the banking system, be- 
lieving more faithfully in the old-fashion- 
ed injunction, “when you get a good thing 
keep it," pulled up stakes, ami set otf for 
a prolonged absence on foreign shores. 
Before leaving, however, he dug a hole 
in a sequestered part ol his land, and 
there deposited tlie hoarded gains of many 
a yeiv hard toil, to the amount ot $b(M>0 
or SOOt.it) in gold and went liis way medi- 
tating o.i the frailty of all banks except 
clay hanks, as the receptacles ot golden 
treasure In the long absence of our 
friend the premises were occupied by bis 
son, who continued to make various 
changes and improvements thereon, until 
finally many ot the old landmarks were 
obliterated, and the burial-place ol the 
hidden treasure desecrated by being over- 
trodden by a prolific family of pigs, com- 
fortably domiciled above it:. The old gen- 
tleman returned to his native hearth, and 
went in search of his buried gold. Every 
trace by which he had hoped to locate it 
had disappeared, all ctlbrts at resurrection 
seemed hopeless, and the search was 
dually abandoned, when it was lound 
that the maternal swine, in her burrovvings 
and routings, had unearthed several $20 
gold pieces ot the golden coin. She had 
lound the open sesame, and the long-hid- 
den treasure was revealed intact, [Du- 
buque Herald. 
A Boston fellow lost $200 while looking 
at the King [Exchange, 
That’s nothing compared with the Con- 
necticut chap whoJ“saw” three kings and 
lost $700 [tost. 
..II II '. 
Miss Putnam’s Colt 
It was a pretty creature; a delicate, red 
dish yellow color, deepening to jet black 
at its hoof's and ears, while the long, grace- 
ful and flowing tail, and waving, abun- 
dant mane, were delicately shaded, catch- 
ing pale amber lights in their highest 
curves, but every hair toned down to so 
berest chestnut at the ends. 
It had large, soft eyes; line slender 
limbs, and a graceful, arching neck, and 
no one knew its good points better than 
its owner, Miss Irene Putnam. 
.She was a staunch, straightforward New 
England woman, as proper and Puritanic 
as her name, and a very brief aci|uainl- 
ance would show any one that she had her 
own ideas of life's proprieties, as stern 
and changeless as the “Laws of the Medes 
and Persians.” 
This dainty colt was a part of the farm 
stock, and so was counted in among Miss 
Putnam’s possessions, without any espec- 
ial valuation, for the farm had been left 
her by her father, and she carried it on as 
successfully as he had ever done. 
Put Dr. Walden, living a mile away, 
had looked with longing eyes upon the 
colt; his own horse was growing old and 
dult; he felt that it would belikea glimpse 
of new life to hold the reins over that 
glossy hack, to watch tin set of those tine 
ears, the arching <>t the graceful neck. 
••Thou shall not covet,” he said to him 
self, and laughed at the school boyish re- 
proof; but at the same, he wanted the 
colt. 
At last he gathered up his courage, and 
stopped, one warm summer night, at the 
cow-yard barn, just as Miss Putnam was 
coiuing out well live or six shining tin 
milk pails on her arms, to milk the cnw> 
that she would not trust to any otlie maud. 
"Good evening, Miss Putnam.’’ said the 
doctor. 
The woman turned, not switt, or slow, 
hut wi111 a linn, decided motion, and look- 
ing Hm speaker full in the lace, said : 
"Is anybody siek down to Hiram's?” 
“No, oh no; in fact, the village is re- 
markably healthy this season, and there 
are ver\ few people siek anywhere.” 
“1 am glad to hear it. You spoke so 
sudden, you startled me;” and as though 
that settled the matter, she moved on. 
The doctor coughed, whistled t feu 
notes, and then -aid : 
“Miss Putnam*’ 
She rose with the milking stool in her 
hand, and lived her clear, .pn -t oning 
eyes oil him, but did not speak. 
“1 was a-thinking—that is, I don’t -up- 
pose it's any sort of use to say mulling 
about it, but 1 was a-woiuhiring if you had 
ever thought ol selling that sorrel colt of 
Yours.” 
A keen, satirical light shot ini the grey 
eyes, and with almost a laugh, she an 
swered him: 
“I don't know as there’s any law again ■! 
a man's buying a horse il lie wants i ■. 
1 on needn't stammer so over il 
Then you will sell him 
"1 did not say so.'’ 
“Hut you meant it—you implied it 
No: I hi word was prompt and di 
eisive, and the tone had a dash of bittei 
ness in it ■ 1 hat eolt was born am 
brought up on this farm—same as l w a-, 
and here he will do his work, and live and 
die—same as 1 shall.” 
.''In- sal down again as slm said this, and 
the doctor, still leaning on the bars, could 
hear the soft ehecl, eheel, cheel-will-eheel 
as the milk streamed into tin 1 pail, torccd 
bv tiie linn grasp ot Miss Putnam's strong. 
y et gentle lingers. 
lie thought bow invaluable such a calm, 
active, self-pus es.-ed woman would be 
among sick people, especially children, 
whose mothers were generally panic 
stricken, and utterly useless. 
lie knew her house was as neat as wax 
work, her farm well eared for, hut seldom 
the voice of kith or kin was heard there, 
and never a little child played round her 
door. Musing thus, tie did not notice that 
the pail was full until the straight, lithe 
figure stood betore him : then recovering 
his eonsetefisncxs, lie said 
■| beg vour pardon. Miss Putnam I 
hope 1 have not otl'ended you." 
•No,- she answered. "I do not take 
oll'enee easily: but," and her voiee grew 
more bitter than before, "1 am not in the 
habit of raising stock to sell, and 1 hardly 
think it would pay at this time o' life, to 
take up the business of a horse joeket 
Bv this time she had taken another pail, 
seated herself by another cow, and was 
going on with her work. 
< heel-wetd, cheel-wcel Went the milk, 
with a sharp ring against the hottinn ot 
the pail, and to this tune the doctor walked 
away, thinking. 
I'he next day, call it) g to see a sick obi Id. 
he found it down with scarlet fever, and 
betore the week was out a dozen more 
rases appeared, lie was busy day and 
night., as Miss Putnam heard by way id 
her hired help, and one morning she saw 
him pass, urging his fat wheezy horse 
along as fast as he could. 
"\\ hat a fool I am,” site said resolute 
Iv. to keep that lazy little Sultan eating 
his head oil while that man really needs 
him. He is a good man, ton ; the drag ol 
a set iif shill less relations has kepi him 
poor, I nit I guess nobody e\ er knew him 
to refuse to help a persim in trouble, lie 
was kind to father;" her eves softened as 
she thought, ot the long and weary illness 
through which she had depended Upon 
|ir. Walden for advice and assistance 
"i'll give him the roll outright, as mv 
contribution toward helping the sick whom 
he is alway s serving." and having reached 
this conclusion. Mis' Putnam, having no 
one : > consult, or even to inlo.rm.. took a 
card, and wrote upon it in her clear, deli- 
rate hand : 
I'he poor ye ha' e always with you." 
1 nnn, through you, may my life be 
devoted. Sultan. 
She taste,ii*il this securely !■> the halter, 
ami t'>li 1 i.bene/.er Hollis who worked 
fur her, to take that horse ov er to lioetoi 
\Yalileu's stable, tie him carefully, ami 
leave him. 
“If you so" hi> mother," she aihleil, 
“am! she asks you anything about Un- 
horse, tell her the. doctor has traded tor it, 
and that is all you need to say.” 
There was no one to wonder at, or tint! 
fault with anything Miss l’utnain chose to 
do, and yet she had fretted herself almost 
into a fever over the ono impulsive and 
imprudent act ol her lilt*, when in early 
twilight Doctor Walden stopped again at 
her gate, and walking direct jy to the porch 
where she stood, said gravely : 
‘•.Mi" Putnam, I have neither olnipicuce 
nor skill to talk, hut 1 need you now, and 
if I could make you understand lunv much 
confidence I have in you, 1 think you 
would saeriliee something of your pleas- 
ut 1 il< here for the good of others.’ 
A rosy llush sottened all the hard lines 
ol Miss Putnam's face, as she thought how 
long and how well she had liked the Doe 
tor. “Aral yet,” she said in a low trem- 
bling voice, “1 do not think it is exaetlv 
right for a man to oiler to marry a woman 
only because she had given him a horse.” 
“Marry ! Ilorse I” 
The doctor stopped hack aghast, and 
looked at the llushed and downcast lace 
before him 
“I declare she looks prettier than I over 
saw her.” he thought, and then, as she 
did not speak he said aloud on spoke 
about a horse !” 
“Yes; did you not liiul my sorrel coll, 
Sultan in your stable to-night 
■1 have not been at home to-night ?’ lie 
answered. “1 have been at the factory 
village all the alternoon. A lever has 
broken out among the children, and the 
parents are nearly frantic.” 
“And you are working very hard. I 
knew your old horse wasn’t able to carry 
you through, and so to-day I gave Sultan, 
not to you, but to the poor and siiilering, 
whom you so faithfully serve.” 
With gracious gentleness the doctor 
bent and kissed the hand that rested on 
the porch door, and m the troublous weeks 
that followed, the only sign of happier 
heart-life that the keen-eyed villagers saw, 
between “her at thirty-six, and “him at 
lorty. was that Dr. Walden drove Miss 
Putnam's colt 
She walks in beauty like the night 
Ol’cloudless climes and starry skies, 
cannot always he truthfully said of a, 
man’s wife who sails nervously across her 
bed-room towards the coal-shovel as soon 
as she hears him burrowing into the front 
door with his night-key. 
Tho Civil Rights Sill. A Stormy 
Sceaa. 
1 ho Vt’aslHu&lon correspondent ot the 
Boston l’ost, uinli’r date of i'eb dth. gives 
the following account ot the exciting scenes 
during Tie consideration of the Civil Rights 
Bill, and its passage under the amended 
rules— 
In anticipation ■ ■ 1 the important charac- 
ter of the proceedings of the House to-day 
on tin* < ivil Rights ijuestion the galleries 
w re at an early hour filled to their utmost 
limits by mix.ous spectators representing 
all classes. Indeed, so great was the de- sire to Lea:- ti;e debate tiiat the corridors 
were tilicd with persons, both male and 
temale. who waited patiently in the hope 
that some of the "ins" would gi t tired and 
giv tin ;ii a chance, but most of them 
Were disappointed. lor the proceedings 
proved to be ot such a peculiar and inter- 
esting character that those who had seats 
occupied them until the adjournment. The 
... nailery, like the others, were 
crowded with those entitled to its privi- 
lege-. and per nips some lew who had got 
in on their acquaintance with the more fa- 
vored correspondc. ts, hut all had room. 
I he regular press report will show that 
the bill was not passed, and it will show, 
also, tin proceedings taken by the House 
to punish a violation of its rules in the Use 
by one ot the members of unparliamentary 
language during the session. 
d he ('ivil Rights bill was the lirsl inci- 
dent : but. before its consideration. Mr. 
Lamar, of Mississippi, arose to a personal 
explanation and disclaimed certain of his 
utterances a- reported in the published re- 
I /! ■ j»i< *(*r(Ml!H^S ol VCStC!*(l:l\ SOVO- 
ral other members made personal expla- 
nation-. :.’id a lew I'x'pressed their views 
mi the ( n il Rights question. 1 p to this 
time nothing very remarkable had occur- 
red, blit wlicn -Mi .lulin Young Hmwn got 
■ in* llnor tlie e\ l■-!.)<-lit began, lb. this 
time tin- 11 ---! o| ih< House as well ns the 
-cats were crowded with persons who had 
been unable to obtain admission to the gal- 
leries \ ire i'resiilent Wilson and many 
of the Senators were also present as inter- 
ested spectators. Mr. Rrown had not pro- 
ceeded lar before ii was apparent that his 
remarks ivi-n intended to have a personal 
application. Referring to some ol the acts 
ot tin- Republican party, he said they were 
bon in malignity when he was interrupt- 
ed by a point ol order by .Mr. Hale, oi 
N--u York, but lie- Speaker ruled that the 
words did not transcend the ordinary lim- 
its ol debate, which was applauded by the 
i h-inocra!.-.. I’rnccediug, he addressed him- 
self in direct terms to the members of the 
opposition as having been tried and found 
wanting, when lie was notified that lie 
must address his remarks to the House in 
the ordinary manner, which lv did by con- 
tinuing: Y mr conduct in iiiis and other 
matters. .Mr Speaker, etc. This put the 
laugh on .Mr. lilaine. who enjoyed it 
with tin.* -tiler members. As lie pr-ieei -led 
he warmed up with his subject, and soon 
lie poured forth a torrent ol invective 
against the imaginary man he had in his 
mind's eye. As the words were uttered 
lie seemed, to tremble with excitement, 
hut lie halted promptly as the Speaker’s 
gavel lull, and listened lo the inquiry as 
to whether he referred to a member ol tiie 
House, promptly as lie had halted 1m 
as promptly responded, that ho nad men- 
tioned no names; that he had a man in 
his eye. During this time the excitement 
had spread through the hall and the mem- 
bers sat waiting for the blow they felt 
must come. He resinned, referred to the 
Scottish murderer whose name was linked 
with his infamous calling, and concluded 
with this terrible philippic—“If I should 
he called upon to characterize one pusilla- 
nimous in war, inhuman in peace, forbid- 
ding in morals and infamous in politic-.. I 
should call him Kutlerized.” 
lh<- bomb hail exploded. Near!, even 
man in the House was on his leet. There 
was a faint effort at applause, but it was 
drowned in the cries of “Order” and the 
taps of the .Speaker's gavel, l’robably the 
only two members in their seats at this 
lime were the assailant and assailed. Mr. 
Butler occupied his accustomed seal lie 
may have been a shade paler than a mo- 
ment before, but he made no move or 
sign. He glanced quickly over the hall, 
and -aid that if he needed a delem e the 
Republican majority were ready to fur- 
nish if, without any word from bin in 
his seal on the other side sat Mr. Brown; 
his face was flushed and in his excitement 
r he toyed nervously with a paper in his 
desk He saw the storm his hot blood and 
angry words had aroused, and was proba- 
bly thinking of the consequences they 
would certainly entail. Hi- speech, though 
short, had been lull of tire. 
Alter a mighty effort, order was in a 
measure restored, and Mr Hale, of New 
York, asked that the words be taken down 
and reported Mr. Xegley excitedly ex- 
eiauned. “lie should be expelled,” and 
n response came from tin- Democratic 
-ide orb of Mi, don't : don’t scare us to 
•lout!: J l,r Speaker then, with some 
••evenly of manner, accused Mr Brown of 
acting in bad failil in evading bis question, 
and -aid til it ,1 was an unpardonable 
brea.-h id etiquette, but there was no re- 
sponse i tin- complaint. While the re- 
porter was writing out the words, the 
s son- iu I e- Hull--- wa a suggestive one; 
the lines 'vore cTarly drawn, and the 
party lir a wen- on the party side. Mr. 
Hale and Mr Hawes were in consultation, 
'll mu in Id, apT to .sen, was loaning 
tl: -In>ijli!t-r ut the reporter. Ah. 
Biri' eh; ir wa< surrounded by his 
friend- uni all through llie 11 *»iist*, both 
on tin1 !i or anil in the space outside the 
r til, lU' ;u11. r and t isitors stood in groups 
discus dug the event. < hi tin- Democratic 
-ide, All -si-s Reek, Rand.di and l.amar 
were whi-pering and sending pages lor 
paper. Air Cox had prepared himself 
" -til a "o ollhe reein'll and Mr. AleLeau 
and 111111• r- w ere at the desk id Mr. Drown. 
Soon Air Reek and others wore consulting 
with him, and dually the ( ierk was reach 
Order was restored and the objectionable 
words w en- read in a distinct voice by the 
Clerk amid th breathless silence ol the 
assemblage. 
The reading concluded. Air. Hale, ol' 
Mew Y rk. arose and sent to the desk the 
resolution id censure. This brought to 
their leel main of the Democrats, hut 
thinking it. would lead to an endless de- 
bate, Air. Hale demanded the previous 
question. Air. < 'ox and he had a little spat 
about some word- used on a former iinva- 
sion by Mr. Hale. Air. Dawes then offered 
hi- resolution of expulsion amid applause 
which was soon cheeked. Short speeches, 
pro and eon. were made 1>\ Messrs. Cox, 
Haiti, oi ,\eiv 1 ork, niiiniigi'. nine, in 
Maine, ami Mr. Lamar, who hail been ap- 
pointed the representative ol' Mr. Brown. 
In a dignified manner he reverted to the 
I net of the looseness ol speech which so 
often characterized the debate, and while 
tie did not seek to justify the language lie 
sought to excuse it on account ol preced- 
e its which were then and subsequently 
mentioned. Mr. ldawes inquired whct.icr 
Air. Brown wished to say anything, to 
which that gentleman brietly responded by 
stating that lie thought the language he 
had used to the Speaker in the colloquy 
was clear and explicit, and he disclaimed 
having acted in bad faith or in an evasive 
manner. Air. Dawes further asked whether 
he had anything to say about the remarks 
themselves, to which he replied firmly, 
“No, sir; 1 stand by the record.” After 
some further remarks pro and eon, by Air. 
lloar on the one hand and Messrs. Lamar 
and Wood on the other, Air. Dawes, lind- 
i lg there was no chance for the adoption 
ol his resolution of expulsion, which re- 
quired a two-thirds vote, withdrew it. 
As the roll was being called oil the lim- 
t on to lay Air. Hale’s resolution on the 
table, Air. Butler lett his seat ami walked 
about the hall, speaking to the different 
members and appearing unconcerned, 
once or twice crossing to the Democratic 
side to speak with Alessrs. Wood and 
Eldridge, who stood very near where Air 
Brown sat by the side of Air. Lamar 
While this was going on, Air. Brown pre 
pared two copies of his resignation, on< 
to be handed to the Speaker, and tin 
other to be telegraphed to the Goyernoi 
o! Kentucky; birt the wiser counsels o 
h s friends prevailed, and he concluded ti 
brw to the mandates ol the House am 
pay the penalty of his offence by accept 
ing the censure. He was lor the time be 
ing the centre of attraction, hut bore ii 
q lietly, as he had somewhat cooled off 
b he motion to lay oil the table was nol 
agreed to; the previous question was 
seconded and the roll was called on the 
passage ol' the resolution. 
When this was proceeding Mr. Blaine 
left the chair, and taking a position at the 
Clerk’s desk, wrote out the brief censure 
it. was soon his duty to indict. The vote 
was then announced 161 to 7u. (ien. But- 
ler asked and obtained leave to make a 
personal explanation, in the course of 
which he declared that during his eight 
vears’service in Congress he had never 
begun a personal attack on any man, blit 
when a man attacked him he had never 
leit him until he was sorn for it. Mr. 
Brown was then called for, and proceed- 
ing down the aisle he was met m trout ot 
tile Speaker's chair and bowed slightly. 
The reprimand w as then administered in 
a dignified manner by the Speaker. Mr. 
Brown said but a lew words in reply and 
then took his seat. The House at once 
settled down to comparative quiet, and 
soon took a recess until to-morrow morn- 
ing. Throughout the entire day there was 
a more positive, well-defined division ot 
the two political parties than has been ob- 
served tor many a day, excepting, of 
coarse, the time during which this question 
of civil rights has been before the House, 
flic Democrats voted and acted solidly in 
defence ot their colleague, Mr. Brown, 
while the Republicans, with but few ex- 
ceptions, stood in the attitude of deter- 
mined adversaries. 
Pile excitement which possessed every- 
body in that vast number of persons who 
witnessed the proceeding is indescribable. 
The turmoil and confusion on the floor 
w as not equalled in the days of the pen- 
dency of the < ’redit Mobilier reports, when 
the v otes tor expulsion and censure ot the 
j deceased Oakes Ames and dames Brooks 
wen being taken. Senator Stevenson, ot 
i Kentucky, says he advised Mr. Brow n to 
! resign or to explain that his remarks were 
made ir the heat of debate, or to retract 
1 
ami apologize for his utterance, an oppor- 
tunity tor which was afforded by -Mr 
i-ama s u ell-considered and impassionate 
remarks. -Mr. Brown has had a rather re- 
markable career. He has been elected to 
Congress lour limes, but lias served less 
than two years. He was first rejected be- 
cause lie was ineligible on account of age 
next he was reinsert admission on account 
of political disabilities, and had he been 
expelled to-day it is probable that he 
would have declined to serve his term in 
the next House. He intended to have 
avoided the censure finally passed upon 
him, but was induced by his friends to 
vvithold his resignation and submit to the 




in the >eii:ite UYdncsdav, an unl'uvorahlc 
r< port was made -.11 th«' petition tor the division 
of the town of Mont \ die. 'Hie Rill to seen re 
• 'ducal ion <»t t :i»- youth oftlie .State f compu Isory 
duration bill) passed to he engrossed. 
Petitions At, presented ai.d referred. Hill an 
ad to iiirorporatr tiie ( amdrii Marine Railway : 
of Win. ( piiwiiv to extend wharf into tide 
waters at Hlueliill Falls. 
In the House, unfavorable reports were made 
on order relating to evidence in equity eases; 
! relative to an expression of opinion of the 
judge* of courts as to ijuesiions ol fact; relative 
to miM-oiidurt of juror*: favorably on Hill re- 
lating to ii*tribution of .-ehool moneys, allow- 
ing :io per cent to smaller district* : bill relating 
to di-closure of poor debtors. The contested 
election case of tin* town of Roothbay was de- 
rided in favor of Heed, contestant: ease ot 
Pittsfield in favor of Vickery. the -ittiug mem- 
j her—both Hemocrats. The bill to prevent 
] fraud, designed to protect farmer- from venders 
of worthless agricultural implements, was de- 
feated. Fnfavorable report made on petition 
of Nathan ! >. Talbot, et als. for an act to incor- 
porate the Roekport Ice Co. 
Reported ought to pass on lull an act to legal- 
ize the. doings oi Louis 31. Partridge of Stock- 
ton. as a Justice of the Peace and Quorum. 
Read and assigned. 
Remonstrances of certain person* against the 
extension of time for the location and building 
of the Hay ^ River railroad. Presented and re- 
ferred to com. on Railroad*. 
Feb. 4. 
In the Senate Thursday, favorable reports! 
we.e made on bills to prevent cruelty to ani- ; 
mal-: relating to foreign railroad corporations, 
compelling the payment of judgment found 
again*t them within sixty day*: also bill to 
abolish tlie death penalty, which provides that 
murder and arson hercai'tcr committed shall in 
all c;ns be punishable by imprisonment for 
life. 1 v'lib such solitary enntinem nt as the judge 
pre.-iding mav direct. The resolve to reimburse j the county of Knox for the expense of the trial 
of ( F. Robbins, the •• Anni- R.** murderer, | 
pa-*cd to lie cngros*sd. 
In the House, unfavorable report* were 
made on tlie proposition to deduct mom > < 
pended for free high schools from tin school 
fund-: to repeal the free high school law : order j 
relating to liens on farm product* in favor of 
laborer*; and favorably on lull* allowing the 
Cobb Lime Company to increase tin capital 
stock to .>siMi.ooi); to extend tlit* charter of tlie 
(Forge* Valley Railroad Company: bill to 
amend the law* relating to intoxicating liquor- 
providing same penalties for persons who know- 
ingly transport liquors into the State or from 
place to place, as for sale, also liquors subject 
to seizure while in transit; oil relating to con- 
tested election cases, prov ding that notice be 
served by tin* contestant lift ecu dav before the 
meeting of tin* Legislature, and all testimony j 
to be taken w ithin three d ivs after the organ- 
ization. 
I nfav orahle report made >11 petition of Hiram 
Hci ry ami other- to be *• t oil' from Palermo 
and annexed to Lila rly. 
Feb. L 
In the S •mite Frida.v. Favorable report* were 
made on the resolve appropriating >'!)00b for 
tin Rath .Military and N’av al Orphan*’ As \ lum ; 
biil re-e-tab!i-hing the bounH oil bears and 
wolve*; resolve appropriating §?!'U»7‘d.7h for the 
Pen di-eot tribe ot Indian*. 
In the House, a Hill was presented providing 
that when am citv or town hold* one-lifth of 
tie* capital stock of anv railroad, any citizen 
w ho i* a freeholder shall be eligible as a direc- 
tor of -itch road. Adverse report* were made 
on order relating to administration on estates 
ot persons presumed to be dead: relating to 
bill- of bank* in band- of receiver*. The com- 
pulsory education bill was tabled on its third 
reading. Among the bills enacted of both 
branches are—to incorporate the Maine Pure 
Rio.id Jersey Stock Association; Rangor and 
Flisworth Steamboat Company: Reported hill 
all act to legalize the dojng**?if school district 
No. in the tow n of St. (.F orge, in the countv 
of Knox. Read and assigned. 
Favorable report on petition, hill an act 
amending an act entitled an act for the better 
protection of lobster* in the State of Maim*. 
Printed under rule. [Hive* the right to catch 
and *el| through the vear, but prohibit* canning 
during the monthsof August and September.J 
Feb. Ci. 
Small amount of business in S.-nate of an un- 
important IIK'INU 
In the House that body insisted on it- vote 
repealing the act relating to idiotic inmates in 
the Insane Hospital. The memorial ot the Na- 
tional Hoard of Trade was referred to the next 
Legislature. Favorable* reports wa re made on 
tin* b’ll creating a lien on pressed bay for labor: 
resolve in favor of the Pa**amaquoddy Indians 
of SloOO; resolve to reimburse certain towns 
money paid for soldiers bounties' in October, 
1SG4, amounting to $1(1.400. The Hill relating 
to intoxicating liquors was passed to be en- 
grossed. 
Mr. 31e(Ji!very, from the Committee on rail- 
roads, reported ought to pas- on bill an act to 
•*x:end the time for the location and completion 
"f the Penobscot Ray and River Railroad. 
Laid on the table and ordered to b» printed, on 
motion of Mr. Pitcher. [Hrant* a further term 
of •’> years, provided said company shall not 
construct anv bridge across Relfast bav or har- 
bor below Lane'* wharf. J 
Feb. s. 
In tb" Senate Monday. the bill in regard to 
idiotic persons in the Insane Hospital was 
tabled, pending a motion to insist. Tlie bills 
and resolve passed to be engrossed in the House 
Saturday were read and assigned. Tin; bills 
passed to be enacted in the Hous< Saturday 
were passed to be enacted in the Senate and 
-ent to the Governor; also bill relative to head 
money. 
In the House, the Education Committee re- 
ported a bill allowing towns to abolish the 
school districts. The bill relative to stolen 
bonds was passed to be engrossed. Passed to 
be enacted. Hill to abolish head money. Finally 
passed, resolves in favor of Knox countv: in 
tavor of Education Committee; in favor of the 
centennial board. 
Hill an act to extend the time for the location 
and completion of the Penobscot Hay and River 
I Railroad, was read twice, and laid on the table, 
j and Thursday assigned for its third reading, 011 motion of Mr. Pitcher. 
I- KU. 
| 111 the Senate the bill relating to intoxicating 
liquors was tabled. Hill to abolish capital pun- 
ishment was refused a passage, 15 for and 15 
against. Hill to extend the time for locating 
and completing the (ieorges Valley Hailroiul 
was passed to lie engrossed. 
Ill the House the bill for compulsory education 
received a passage. A motion to indefinitely 
postpone the hill was defeated bv a vote of '.If 
to 2fi. Hill to authorize the building of a rail- 
road from Lewiston to Augusta was passed. 
TheAlaska Bol'ndauv. A correspond- 
ent, under date of Victoria, Hritish Col- 
umbia, Jan. C, says: It is regarded as 
particularly desired that prompt measures 
should be taken properly to settle and 
mark the boundary between this province 
and the territory of Alaska; already sev- 
eral disputes between Canadian and 
1 American officials are reported to have taken place,and inasmuch as the popula- tion oi the debatable ground consists al- most entirely of miners not always con- siderate and rarely gentle, it is leared 
that at any moment an outbreak, whose 
consequences will be serious aud undesir- 
able, may occur. 
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Injustice to the South. 
The Presidential canvass of Vi7'l, in its 
arguments, was run on the basis ol sec- 
tionalism, and the dividing line of the 
war of the rebellion. It was a success to 
the republican party, but it did incalcula- 
ble harm to the country, by repelling the 
feeling of nationality and brotherhood 
which had begun to assert itself, and to 
heal the wounds of the late conflict, lie 
is an enemy to any country who labors to 
stir up the slumbering strifes of its peo- 
ple. and to tan the dying embers of war. 
And yet, if we can judge by the tone 
nl the administration papers, these are to 
be the battle cries with which they intend 
to light the Presidential contest, ot l.STti. 
II a southern representative repels asper- 
sion upon his section, or grows warm in 
defending the integrity of his constituents, 
—as a northern man may do unquestioned 
—the act is straightway denounced as an 
outcropping of the old spirit of slavery, 
the threatening ot anew rebellion against 
the government of the Union. 
The appearance in tiie House of Repre- 
sentatives and Senate at Washington ot 
men who were confederates in the war, 
and who, casting aside alike military trap- 
pings and hostility to tiie Union, cannot 
lie cited as evidence of a growing dis- 
loyalty. On the other hand, it is tiie most 
cheering sign of the times to the patriot. 
These are not the men who assisted in 
fomenting discord and war, aiding the 
purposes ot the radicals ot the north. The 
southern fire-eater is no more. The race 
has died out,—not in battle, but by re- 
tirement and lapse of time. The men who 
broke up the Charleston convention in 
iSfid are not the men who are coming to 
seats in our national councils. These arc 
the business and professional men whose 
valor and sense ot obligation to their sec- 
tion carried them into the army—compan- 
ions, it may be, of that (leu. Longstieet 
who lias become so distinguished as a re- 
publican leader and official in the south 
They fought valiantly, and as long as they 
could. They were conquered. Acknowl- 
edging their mistake, and renewing their 
allegiance to the constitution, they pro 
pose to stand by tiie country against all 
enemies. 
There is no utterance of these men that 
need excite the slightest alarm. The 
young member from Kentucky may have 
been a triile hasty and inconsiderate on 
the floor of the House last week; but it 
must be borne in mind that he repelled an 
insult upon his people, coming irom the 
cess-pool of Ben. Butler’s dirty imagina- 
tion, and on such an occasion much is to 
be pardoned. But consider the remarks 
ol such men as Gordon ol Georgia, With- 
ers and Kemper ot Virginia, Hansom of 
North Carolina. Take the newly elected 
Senator from Missouri, Gen. Cockrell, 
who acquired his title in the Confederate 
service, and what well-wisher to the coun- 
try desires abetter expression of devotion 
than he records? We quote from a recent 
speech— 
When the rear of the last hostile gun died 
away, with more than the heroism of the Uo- 
inan Curtins we tilled that eluism with aii our 
hopes for the establishment of a separate na- 
tionality, and bowed in recognition of our ulle- 
gianee to the federal I'nion and our love to our 
common country. We besprinkled it with tears, 
and immediately there sprang up. as if hy the 
hand of magie, beautiful and perennial flowers 
of the richest and sweetest fragrance, which 
waited love amt peace and friendship and good 
will northward and southward and eastward 
and westward, and we planted ourselves in the 
midst, with the olive branch of peace extended 
to those who had differed with us during the 
war, and we proclaimed peace, friendship and 
love, and that voice lias reverberated through- 
out the length and breadth of our entire land. 
And we occupy that position to-day. 
It would be most ill advised policy, the 
worst ot injustice both to them and the 
country, which would repel the public ser- 
vices ol such men as these. After a war 
of four long years to reduce these people 
to submission, are we to deny the fact when 
they do sabmit? 11 the late war was not 
to obtain this very result, in heaven's name 
what was it lor? 
if the radicals have no better stock in 
trade lor the contest of 1S7C, they had bet- 
ter not go into it. The elections of 1«74 
shew the temper of the people. And the 
party which seeks to recover its vanishing 
power by such expedients, will be ground 
to powder, as it will deserve to be. 
Another inventor has died poor. Mr. 
Langdon, the inventor of the Florence 
sewing-machine, and several instruments 
and machines ol great value. He died in 
Florida, ot consumption, on Tuesday, lie 
received a very small sum of money for 
his sewing-machine invention, but lived 
in Florence, Mass beneath the shadow 
of immense factories, which were turning 
out two thousand machines per month, 
and among men who grew rich on the 
cunning of his brain. Ho followed the 
rule. The rich inventor is the exception. 
(it'ii. Samuel F. Ilersey, member of 
Congress from the F ilth District, died in 
Bangor on Wednesday evening, alter a 
long and painful illness. lie was a gen- 
tleman of large wealth, great business 
capacity and enterprise. Ill health has 
kept him from any participation in the 
business of Congress lor more than a year 
past. As he was also member elect of the 
next Congress, his decease leaves a vacan- 
cy which will call for a special election. 
—Two leading radical members ol the 
North Carolina House of Representatives, 
publicly abandoned the party when they 
heard ol the passage of the civil rights bill. 
The iAalU'oad Briuge- 
The hearing on the question oi re-gal- 
vanlzing the corpse of the Bay and River 
Railroad Company, with permission to 
build a bridge across Belfast harbor, was 
beard before the committee at Augusta, 
un Wednesday the third inst. By all the 
rules of justice, law and legislation, the 
case belonged to the remonstrants. The 
petitioners came before the committee 
confessedly outside the law, in the fact 
that they had not given the notice of their 
intention, as required by statute, either by 
serving notice or publication in the news- 
papers. This point was made and lifted 
by Mayor Brooks, Judge Williamson and 
Mr. Milliken, who appeared for the re- 
monstrants. But it was put aside, as not 
of the slightest consequence. This was 
but one of the many grievances under 
which our city labored in this matter. 
It was desirable, of course, for the Bay 
and River Company that it should make a 
show of a division among the citizens oi 
Beliast. But, to 1 lie honor of our people, 
be it said that, outside the profession ot 
the law, no one could be found to utter one 
word in favor ol such an outrage upon the 
rights of the city. We are sorry to record 
the fact that Messrs. Jewett and McLellan 
did consent to appear tor the bridge, and 
to represent that division of sentiment. 
As counsellors for the existing Belf ast and 
Moosehead Road, they had received about 
§5000 for their services towards securing 
that road in its rights of terminus upon 
the harbor, and unobstructed passage to 
the sea. On last Wednesday,—for how 
large a lee we know not—they both ap- 
peared at Augusta, in advocacy of a bridge 
which will, if ever built, very seriously 
impair, if not destroy those rights We 
are unacquainted with the rules, written 
or unwritten, by which the members ot 
the legal profession are governed in this 
respect, or the method by which the chas- 
tity of their honor is kept inviolate, and 
therefore venture no comments. 
There was no witness for the bridge 
save the. railroad company’s engineer, 
and lie was very badly tangled up by the 
cross-questioning of Mr. Miliiken. For 
the city there appeared. W \V. C astle, U. 
Sibley, t'apt. Reuben Burgess, Win. Pitch- 
er, Capt. Geo. Ryan, Daniel hane, W. li. 
Swan. 11. G. Lewis, Daniel llaraden, and 
A. A. llowes. They all testified that a 
bridge below the wharves would be ruin- 
ous to navigation and the business of the 
city. There were for the same side many 
other witnesses that there was no time to 
examine. 
Mr. Miliiken made a very able and 
forcible argument against bridging the 
harbor as the petitioners asked. 
lion. A. P. Morrill and Hon. J. W. Brad- 
bury represented the Maine Central, which 
had leased the Belfast and Moosehead 
Road, and purchased valuable wharf priv- 
ileges above the proposed bridge. 
The result ot the hearing was that the 
majority of the committee voted to report 
a bill, allowing a bridge at or above 
Lane’s wharf; the minority (three mem- 
bers) a bill that the bridge shall be above 
the Maine Central depot, unless the rail- 
road commissioners shall decide such a 
crossing to be not feasible. 
Wo have thus far said nothing ol the 
appearance and arguments of Jewett, the 
original, aggressive and irrepressible. li 
we were to draw a truthful picture of the 
day's performances before that crowded 
house, we fear that it might be called ex- 
aggerated. But it will not lie considered 
uniair to let our readers see what other 
witnesses, who may lie fairly supposed 
to have “nothing extenuated nor set down 
aught in malice” have sketched. We sub- 
join a few ot this kind— 
Fl’om the Kennebec Journal. 
The appearance, in the interests ot the 
respondents, of the old war-horse, fanner- 
lawyer, Hon. A. (i. Jewett, of Belfast, was 
the signal for filling the Senate chamber, 
and every body was on the broad grin when 
the corners ol the old gentleman’s mouth 
began to twitch and “pucker” before send- 
ing forth torrent alter torrent of personal 
ties and sarcasm He said if the bridge 
Is built below the wharves, you will not 
have to go on to any of these people’s 
lands We don’t want to run over and kill 
tins little ehild of the Maine Central, you 
know! MeLellan had been counsel for 
the Maine Central, and ho knows ail about 
the matter, you know ! We don't want to 
run over these dead men’s bodies, hey! 
and they come here and -ay they want 
notice before they are killed, hey l’Oor 
Bellast! poor liLtle Belfast! She wants 
the road built, you know ! she says so. 
you know! hey' but she throws every ob- 
stacle in the way, you know! and calls in 
the Maine Central and everybody else to 
resist the building of a single inch ! Still 
she wants the road built! oh, yes, you 
know ! Let them bring all the testimony 
before toe committee, and then the com- 
mittee will decide for themselves whether 
anybody has had order of notice. This 
ehild is born, with all its limbs end several 
parts, and the question is shall it live? 
hey? II t !i ■ bridge can’t cross below or 
above, you know, where shall it cross, 
hey ! 
Mr. Jewel asked, who gave all these 
Belfast people tickets to come up here, 
hey? Here ; re the President, Directors, 
and countless others, who have come up 
to represent the views of the Maine Cen- 
tral, you know ! He was not to be cheat 
oil. hey? and meant to call tilings by their 
right names, you know ! it is a hard un- 
dertaking to build the road, and it can’t 
be built without the utmost public spirit 
and activity. The charter should be a 
clear one, you know, so that we shan’t 
have to walk right straight into the jaws 
of the Maine Central, that at one time 
threw all its power against us—a bull-dog 
on one side and a bipod-hound on the 
other, you know ! If these are the ft lends 
of the road, Cod spare us front such 
friends ! He wanted the matter fixed so 
that the road wouldn’t fall into had hands. 
Mr Jewett continued to the great mer- 
riment of tile usually grave gentlemen of 
the committee, and the crowd—roaring 
and fuming like an enraged lion in a cage. 
From tlit* lVrtlumi Argus. 
There was another circus this afternoon 
before the railroad committee, on the pro- 
position to put a bridge across Belfast har- 
bor at the foot of Main street. A. C. 
Jewett, Esq., of Bellast, was also present, 
and kept up his usual lire of chin music. 
He shouted and yelled till the audience 
roared, and himself was red in the lace. 
This Jewett is a character in his wav. 11 is 
dress is rough, and his coat, of the reefer 
style, makes him look top heavy. His 
hair is white, and flows in straggling locks 
over his ears and neck, His face is ot a 
Roman east, and is capable of making 
some tearful ami wonderful expressions. 
Ilis voice, at its normal pitch, is not un- 
pleasant. but he gets excited before he has 
spoken a dozen words, when his voice ele- 
vates to a shrill treble, which coupled with 
his fantastical gestures, give to his declam- 
ations a grotesqueness which is very iunnv. 
In an examination he is constantly inter- 
rupting others, and is never satisfied un- 
less lie can make use ol some invective or 
epithet against some one. This habit of 
his drew forth this remark from Mr. Brad- 
bury to-day : "I am not accustomed to 
such unseemly interruptions, and wish the 
gentleman would confine himself to the 
bounds of civilized people.” Whenever 
Jewett appears the outsiders look for a 
circus and get it. It was an imposing sight 
to see the white-haired old man stand up 
there before the congregated railroad wis- 
dom of the whole Legislature, and say his 
little piece. He appeared to enjoy it as 
much as any of them. When they laugh- 
ed, he laughed ; when they applauded,lie 
pounded his cane the harder, and racked 
uis brain to find some more opprobrious 
epithet to throw at the city cf Belfast or 
the Maine Central railroad. It didn’t seem 
to disturb him in the least to have lion. 
J. W. Bradbury call him an uncivilized 
heathen, or words to that effect. 
From the Portland Press. 
It was a low comedy entertainment, the 
“star” being Hon. A. G. Jewett of Belfast. 
As a contortionist, both in voice and figure, 
Mr. Jewett has no rival in Maine. 
Civil Rights in Congress. 
The Civil Rights bill that last week 
passed the House at Washington, is the 
same in substance which has been so long 
before Congress. It was, before passage, 
shorn of the provisions lor mixed schools 
and burial in cemeteries of the whites. 
But it provides, with numerous pains and 
penalties, that negroes shall have the seats 
they may choose in theatres, at hotel ta- 
bles, in palace ears, rooms on steamers, 
and all kindred matters. They are also to 
sit on juries in all courts. 
Whatever" this bill may actually accom- 
plish, it it shall pass the Senate and be- 
come a law, may be dillieult to predict— 
for these party devices sometimes, like the 
gun of Hudibras, kick the owner over. 
But of the intention that it shall be a 
powerful prop to the falling fortunes of 
the republican party, there is no doubt. 
It will spawn upon the country an army 
of negro complainants—informers and 
persecutors by profession, whose business 
it will be to travel about the country, forc- 
ing their society upon disgusted white 
people, and getting kicked out, for which 
they will make cases in courts. Prosecu- 
tions will make disturbances in the south, 
disturbances will create a demand for 
more troops, and a consequent enlarge- 
ment of the army. With an increased 
army, a disturbed country, and a military 
President, what may not be in the future ? 
lUucn lias Deen done lor the negroes— 
enough in all conscience until lie lias 
learned to properly use his privileges. By 
successive amendments of the constitution 
they have been emancipated, made citizens 
and invested with legal rights. This new 
law is an attempt to make them the social 
equal of those who have an intelligence 
and refinement which they can never hope 
to have—an attempt both loolisli and fu- 
tile. It is an attempt to reverse the laws 
of nature, which have established the feel- 
ings and instinct of race—the prejudices, 
if you will, of the superior caste against 
| social contact. The negroes themselves, 
as a whole, care nothing for this. The 
country has no need of it. But it does 
need an increase of industry, a revival of 
business, a renewal of prosperity, with 
which all this tolly is directly at war. 
When the day of reckoning shall come, 
as come it must, the men that stir up this 
needless strife must answer lor it. 
The Beecher case drags along, without 
any special interest, now that Tilton lias 
| told his story. It is said by those who are 
posted that the defence will make a sen- 
sation when it opens. The general im- 
pression in New York is said to lie that 
Tilton has made up a very strong case 
which will take a great deal of testimony 
to break down. But a gentleman who 
might be supposed to know, said, in an- 
swer to a reporter's queries, “Wait, till 
they get through and our side gets to work- 
The people of Brooklyn will hear a bomb- 
shell burst that will astonish everybody.’ 
The line of defence will undoubtedly be 
based upon trying to prove that the whole 
ease is one of conspiracy and blackmail. 
Gen. Tracy will open for the defence, and 
is now hard at work on his speech. 
Carpenter went under in Wisconsin, as 
Chandler did in Michigan. “One by one 
the roses fall.” The people don't appear 
to fancy these administration posies. Car- 
penter’s successor is Angus Cameron, a 
middle aged lawyer, hitherto a republican 
—a very honest man, and therefore in fu- 
ture a Democrat. 
—Joseph Chase, of Newport, a well 
known and highly esteemed citizen and 
a prominent democrat, died in that town 
last week. 
—A new page from history; it turns out, ac- 
cording to the New Bedford Standard, that 
American Independence is due to eider. For 
Williams, Spaulding and Van Wirt, oil the au- 
thority of the grandfather of a writer in that 
paper, wore on their way from camp to a cider 
mill when thev fell in with and captured the 
unfortunate Major Andre and thus frustrated 
Arnold’s treason. 
llow’s this Bro. Simpson? Had you 
not better rehabilitate your old eider 
press? [Gardiner Journal. 
Oh, yes. We always knew cider to be 
the beverage of patriotism. That’s why 
these radicals frown on it so much As 
for the cider press, it is in honorable re- 
tirement, awaiting its country's call. 
—Gen. Schenek, II. S. Minister to Eng- 
land, is author of a work on the game of 
poker, recently printed in that country, 
it is the General’s one contribution to the 
world of letters, lie recently explained 
that it was written while he was a guest 
at an English country house tor the amuse- 
ment of the party, and was printed on a 
private printing press without his knowl- 
edge. 
— D N. Mold-land, Esq., was representa- 
tive from Rockland when the Bay and 
River Railroad charter was extended in 
187o We then took him to task for sav- 
ing some disparaging things of the capaci- 
ty of Belfast harbor. He writes to ask 
what we think of Jewett’s estimate of Bel- 
fast and Belfast people—“what say, sir?’’ 
We give it up, and oiler to Mortland an 
apology. 
—At the annual meeting of the New 
England Agricultural Society, last week, 
the following Maine men were among the 
officers elected: Vice-president, Wildes 
P talker; Trustees, C. .1 Gilman, Fred 
Atwood, Ruins l’rince, S. T. Holbrook, 
Seward Dill, N. R Boutelle, M. If. Hussey, 
J. W. Lang, W. S. Tilton, S. II. Tewks- 
bury and Waldo T. Pierce. 
—There never was a worse behaving minori- 
ty than tlie Democrats have been. [Portland 
Press. 
tVe don’t remember to have read of any, 
since (.'apt, Noah and his iolks declined to 
be drowned with the overwhelming major- 
ity of that time. But at the next towrn 
meeting, organized on the top ot Ararat, 
the conservatives prevailed. 
—We learn that at the hearing in Augusta, a 
Belfast man said that it was a little monument 
some three miles below the harbor in the vicin- 
ity of Long Island that kept the ice in Belfast 
harbor. Wouldn’t a bridge at Owl’s Head have 
the same effect? [Camden Herald. 
Our neighbor might allow Knowiton to 
use some of his large railroad fund in con- 
structing a bridge over the editorial cra- 
nium, and try it. 
—A Michigan subscriber to the Journal, 
who was formerly a Waldo county repub- 
lican, writes to us as follows— 
Political matters have a strong democratic 
tendency. The great mass of republicans, evi- 
dently disgusted with the present order of 
things, are either swelling the democratic 
ranks, or withholding votes and influence. The 
defeat of Chandler is a good key to the situa- 
tion here. 
—The Portlanders are travelling on the 
ice to islands three miles down the bay. 
For the Journal. 
Is the Earth Approaching the Sun ? 
According to Enckc’s calculations, based 
on the transit ol' Venus in the year 1761 
and 1769, the earth’s distance from the 
sun was 95,000,000 miles. The calcula- 
tions conjecturally made on the transit of 
1874 reduces the distance about 10,000,- 
000 miles; thus contracting the earth’s 
orbit about one ninth, if Eucke was cor- 
rect. Other measurements of the distance 
have been made, coming down as late as 
1868, corresponding reasonably' near with 
Encke. Seemingly' to explain the differ- 
ence in these estimates and those made on 
the basis ol the late transit, it is affirmed 
that the sun’s parallax has been gradually- 
increasing, and diminishing the sun’s dis- 
tance from the earth in the same ratio. 
It is a matter ot no alarming import- 
ance whether the distance of the sun from 
th&earth has ever been correctly comput- 
ed or not. But the idea, or fact if it be 
so, that the earth is gradually approach- 
ing the sun, is a matter of much greater 
importance. 2sot on account of our liabil- 
ity to drop into the fierv mass very soon 
or very suddenly, but from the results 
that would seem to follow during the pro- 
gress of approximation. Upon the sup- 
position that the earth has approached 
some 10,000,000 miles nearer to the sun 
than it was in 1769, it would seem to be 
a consequent lact that the earth’s orbit 
lias been contracted about one mum in 
the last 105 years. Our years are com- 
puted by the annual revolutions of the 
earth around the sun. Mow upon assum- 
ing it to be a lact that the earth moves 
with the same velocity in the contracted 
orbit of 1874, that it did in the one ot 4709, 
does it not follow that the earth’s revolu- 
tion round the sun would be completed in 
a proportionately less time? If not, why 
not ? It the distance around the sun has 
been reduced one ninth part by the con- 
traction ot the earth’s orbit one ninth part, 
the earth moving with the same velocity, 
would make an annual revolution in one 
ninth less time, which would make the 
year 1874 forty days shorter than 1709. 
This would seem to be the result, propor- 
tionately, whether the earth’s orbit was 
reduced more or less in distance. The 
diurnal revolution of the earth would not 
be effected unless coining more fully into 
tiie sphere ot the sun's attraction its mo- 
tion should he accelerated thereby. In 
that case the length ot days would he 
shortened as well as years. But has any 
thing ot this kind ever been noticed ? It 
no perceptible difference in time lias been 
observed in the last 105 years, it would 
seem to show that the theory of the earth’s 
approximation -to the sun at the rate stat- 
ed, is incorrect. At least it so appears to 
me. Perhaps this can ho explained by 
those competent to do so, if there is any 
thing in these suggestions worth explain- 
ing. As for myself, I am more of a skep- 
tic in these things than an astronomer. 
Querist. 
A Foolish Slander. 
Mr. Editor: 1 notice the remarks ot 
Mr. Jewett at Augusta, last week, in which 
he took occasion needlessly to abuse the 
city of Belfast and her people, as slow 
coaches, penurious and spiritless, who 
ought to get into their graves—and much 
more to the same purpose. As one of the 
people, J desire to repel that abusive and 
insulting language. AVc are not all pos- 
sessed of the enterprise, liberality and 
public spirit ot which Mr Jewett is so 
conspicuous an example. Let us see lmw 
he stands in these respects on the record. 
In 1805, Belfast was afflicted by a terri- 
ble fire, in which many poor people suf- 
fered. The citizens contributed a large 
sum lor the relief of the sufferers, How 
much did Mr. Jewett give ? Not one cent. 
In 1869, Belfast began and soon after- 
wards completed a railroad to help the 
city, at a cost of nearly one million dol- 
lars. II ow much did Air. Jewett contri- 
bute? Not a penny. 
ip 1873 Belfast was one third destroyed 
by a terrible conflagration which left al- 
most a hundred families homeless, flu 
story ot their sufferings drew contribu- 
tions trout all portions of the com',try— 
charity that was received by the homeless 
and hungry with tears of gratitude llov. 
much of these many thousands came from 
Air. Jewett? Not one cent, 
A few years ago, the citizens of Be Hast, 
with a view of finding work for the un- 
employed labor of the city, subscribed 
largely to build a shoe factory, which has 
become a success. How much stock did 
Air. Jewett take ? Not a penny's worth. 
Hoes it become a man who holds with 
such a grip to his purse -Lings and turns 
his face from every local enterprise, to 
talk before the Legislature ot the penuri- 
ousness and lack of enterprise ol his fel- 
low citizens, and send such slanders broad- 
cast over the state ? A ( iti/kn 
— In the general closing of Penobscot 
Bay with ice, Lorn Belfast to White Head, 
Camden lias shared the universal frigidity. 
The editor ot the Herald, we learn, fought 
valiantly against fate, by rushing to the 
shore with a h a-pot lull of warm water_ 
but it was of no avail. 
—Air. Henry Ford, recently of the Bos- 
ton branch of the publishing house ot .1, 
B. Ford Jt Co., died very suddenly in New 
\ ork on Thursday lrom an over dose of 
laudanum, incautiously taken, to procure 
sleep He was a gentleman greatly res- 
pected. 
—Air. Barker, Democrat, of New Hamp- 
shire, has offered in Congress a resolution 
of inquiry which will draw out somethin"- 
about the packing of the navy yards with 
voters last Jail. It was a piece ot bare- 
faced corruption that that ought to be sift- 
ed to the bottom. 
—The river is frozen so solid at Bm-ksport 
ferry that teams cross without difficulty or 
risk. The ferryman earns an honest pen- 
ny by keeping the landings in good order, 
and acting as guide to strangers. The 
open polar sea of 187:.', towards Winter- 
port, is sealed up. 
—Several of the down iver towns are poking fun at Belfast oil the superiority of their bare 
bore over hers. [Bangor Commercial. 
They’ve got over it now. All their har- 
bors are under a sheet of ice that spreads 
like a shroud from Bangor to White Head. 
We arc all of a color. 
bile the Alaine thermometer points 
way down below zero, the Jacksonville 
Union tries to make us feel bad by talking 
about green pease and tomatoes. But by 
and by they‘11 want to trade for some #f 
our iee. 
Some persons were baptised at Bruttleboro, 
> t., last, Sunday, through a hole in the ice. 
It is said that “earth has no sorrow that 
heaven cannot heal,” but it may be doubted 
whether the road to the localitv is through 
a hole in the ice at this season. 
—One hundred and fifty of the people 
of Bucksport are going to Bangor to see 
Alartha. She is an opera. 
ANNALS OF BELFAST FOR HALF A CENTURY. 
I? Y A X 0 L D S E T T L K 11. 
011A 1*TEK E. (1852.) 
There aro many still living who will re- 
member with kindness and respect the 
Rev.Edward D. Very who but a short time 
previous to this date was pastor of the 
Baptist Church in this place. lie was 
drowned near Horton, X. S., on the 8th ol 
June. He was on his return from Cape 
Blomidon where lie had been, with a party 
consisting of Prof. Chipman and four stud- 
ents of Acadia college, for the purpose of 
collecting specimens of the minerals found 
in that locality, when the boat in which 
they were was upset and they were all, 
with cue ot their two boatmen, drowned. 
Mr. Very was a graduate of Dartmouth 
and studied theology at Bangor. His un- 
timely death was much deplored by his 
numerous friends here and elsewhere. 
Rev. William Frothingham, for twenty- 
eight years Pastor of the Unitarian Society 
in this place, died on the 24th of June in 
his seventy-sixth year. lie was buried 
from the Unitarian Church, which was 
draped with the emblems of mourning, 
on the Sunday following; the funeral ser- 
vices were conducted by his successor in 
the pulpit, Rev. Dr. Palfrey. 
Mr. Frothingham was born at Cam- 
bridge, Mass., March 14. 1777, graduated 
at Harvard in 17£fl), and was first settled 
in Saugus. Mass., about 18U4. lie first 
came to this place as a teacher and mis- 
sionary in 1817 ; at that time the stnt.-il 
religious services of the society to which 
he ministered were held in the aeademv. 
In the spring ot 1818 he was invited by 
the Society to become their settled minis- 
ter. that invitation he accepted in the 
spring following, anil on the 21st of July 
he was duly installed. lie continued to 
be their pastor until the spring ot 18 17 
when bv reason of declining healtli lie was 
compelled to relinquish the duties id Ids 
office. The last sermon he wrote was pro 
pared tor Fast Day, April 8th, but was 
never preached, lie was not an eloquent 
preacher, but there was a simplicity of 
style and sincerity of purpose in Ids dis- 
courses which were far more effective in 
producing permanent results than any 
mere oratorical display ever can be. He 
was not a controversialist but sought 
rather to follow after the tilings that make 
for peace and things wherewith one may 
edily another. No breath ol censure ever 
tarnished his character and his memory is 
cherished with love and respect by all who 
knew him. 
On the 29th ot the same month Henry 
Clay died at Washington. He also, like 
the venerable clergyman above noticed, 
was born in 1777, on the twelith day ol 
April. On the receipt of the sad intelli- 
gence the Whig llag was display ed draped 
with crape, and the Democratic llag was 
set at half mast At sunset minute gnus 
wore fired and the bells were tolled. 
1 )ne more, and the list ot those the term- 
ination of whose earthly pilgrimage this 
year we have to chronicle is ended. Daniel 
Webster died at Marshfield, Mass., on the 
morning of the 24th of October. On re- 
ceipt of the intelligence, in the morning 
of the day lollowing, a general feeling of 
sadness seemed to pervade all classes in 
our community. The flags on the Demo- 
cratic and Whig flag-statfs floated at half- 
mast during the day; the llag over the 
office of the Republican Journal and the 
revenue ensign on the Custom House were 
tr mined with crape. At half past twelve 
o’cioek minute guns were fired and the 
bells on all the churches were, tolled. 1 he 
last words ot the dying statesman, "I still 
live!”, acquired a now significance: they 
became prophetic. The universal expres- 
sion of sorrow at the announcement of his 
deatli demonstrated that he still lived, as 
ho always will live, in the memory ol his 
countrymen. 
Fourth of July being Sunday was cele- 
brated on the fifth. A national salute was 
fired at sunrise, noon and sunset, flic 
national ensign with the names "f the 
Whig candidates for the Presidency and 
vice Presidency—Scott and Graham—at- 
tached. was displayed from the Whig flag- 
staff erected on the Saturday preceding 
at the foot of Franklin street. The flag- 
staff was 12b loot in height and stood, al- 
though like the party erecting it sadly 
shorn in dimensions, until May o. D7l. 
Having "outlived its usefulness” and hav- 
ing come to be regarded dangerous in con- 
sequence of its increasing tendency to- 
wards the north it was then taken down. 
Hydrant Company, No 2., with full rank-, 
about sixty men, and in full uniform, red 
shirts trimmed with blue, glazed, hats and 
belts, marched through the principal 
streets in the forenoon, and at the termi- 
nation of their parade were entertained 
at the American House. In the afternoon 
a company of mounted Fantasties paraded, 
and there was a ball at City Hall in the 
evening. 
The ••Consolidated exhibition of Wild 
Beasts and Equestrian exercises'’ was here 
in the early part of the month. The en- 
tertainment "concluded with the Pageant 
?>i' St. George and the Dragon." From the 
spirited demonstrations outside the ■■pa- 
vilion" it was surmised that St. George 
was tiie personage better known here as 
St. Croix, and that the Dragon was none 
other than the “Baskahegan Giant” in ilis- 
irnise. 
A dramatic company under the manage- 
ment of Air. John 1) MeGowen, who had 
formerly resided here, gave several per- 
formances at City Hall this month, and in 
September we were favored with .several 
by the Howard Dramatic Company under 
the management of Mr. \V. B. English. 
On the 12th of August the Neptune l ire 
Company of Waltham, Mass., arrived here 
from Bangor on the steamer Boston. They 
were the guests of Hydrant Company, 
No. 2 at the American House. The two 
companies marched through our streets 
the next morning prior to the departure ol 
the Xeptunos on the Steamer Governor. 
The principal occupation ot our people 
during the summer, not only here but 
throughout the State, hail been the dis- 
cussion of the merits of the Maine Law, 
analyzing the characters of the several 
candidates lor the ollice of governor, and 
preparing for the political battle to be 
fought on the 13th of September. A pleas- 
ant episode occurred here on the 7 tli u hicli 
for twenty tour hours smoothed the wrink- 
led front of grim visaged war and spread 
oil on the troubled waters of the political 
sea. It. was a gala day with Hydrant 
Engine Company, No. 2. There was a 
pleasant, harmonious reunion of men and 
women of all parlies and sects at 1 'ity 
Hall in the evening, on the occasion ot the 
presentation ot a banner by the ladies of 
Belfast to the company before named The 
presentation speech, beautiful in langu- 
age and most gracefully delivered, was 
by Miss Helen A. 1 pton : the reply, equally 
happy and appropriate, was by Capt. Oal- 
vin llervey. The banner, of beautiful silk, 
bore on one side the State coat of arms, 
and on the other in gilt letters Presented 
by the Ladies of Belfast, Ac. It was painted 
by Theodore N. Phillips, then of this town, 
and cost about seventy-live dollars. Music 
by the Bangor Band and the Belfast Glee 
Club, appropriate addresses, boi|uets, re- 
freshments, Ac.. Ac., contributed to make 
the occasion one of much joy and festivity. 
The Company paraded the next morning 
and .lelt on the steamer for Portland on a 
visit to brother firemen. 
The animal State election came oft' on 
the 13th. There was no lack ot candidates 
or of questions involved in the issue. For 
the ollice of Governor, John Hubbard of 
Hallo well, the incumbent, was the candi- 
date of the Democrats, William G. Crosby ol this place of the Whigs, Anson G Chandler of Calais of the anti-Maine-Eaw- 
party, and Ezekiel Holmes of Winthrup of 
the Free-soil party. The vote in this place 
was, 238 tbr Hubbard, 303 for Crosby. 1 
for Chandler, and 2 tor Holmes. There 
was no choice by the people; at the next 
session of the legislature Crosby was 
elected. Alfred W. Johnson, Whig, was 
elected Representative, Robert White, 
democrat, was elected Register of Deeds 
and County Treasurer, and Nathaniel 
Patterson, democrat, Clerk of the Courts. 
It was a hard fought light, as was also 
that which followed in November. Look- 
ing over the field of battle at this late date 
for the dead and wounded, in a difierent 
sense from that in which those terms are 
ordinarily used, it is found that the suc- 
cessful candidates for Register of Deeds, 
Clerk of the Courts, town Representative, 
all are among the dead. Of the four can- 
didates for gubernatorial honors one only, 
Ex-Gov. Crosby, is now living. Ot the 
standard-bearers of the two great national 
parties—Pierce and Ring, Scott and 
Graham—the last named is the sole sur- 
vivor! “Vain pomp and glory of this 
world!” 
The smoke had hardly cleared away 
from the State battle held when the hosts 
began to rally for another conlliet on the 
National. A Granite Club was organized 
on the 16th by the democrats, and a Scott 
and Graham Club on the 17th by the 
Whigs. The latter having already raised 
their llag-statf at the foot of Franklin 
street, the former raised theirs on the 
Common in front of the brickschoolhouse. 
It occupied a very commanding position, 
and it was very much to the regret of the 
community, irrespective of party, that it 
was ent down a few years afterwards. 
The sixth annual Agricultural Fair and 
Cattle Siiow was held on the 16th and 14th 
oi October. The exhibition was in every 
respect creditable to the farming com 
munity. At the meeting of the Society at 
the Unitarian Church in the evening ot 
t!ie second day addresses were made by 
lion. Albert G. .Jewett, lion. Nehemiali 
Abbot and Alfred W. Johnson. Usq. 
That last name reminds the compilei 
that he has a duly to perform, pleasant yet 
mournful, for the discharge of which theft 
will be no more fitting opportunity, prob- 
ably, than the present; mournful because 
it is alwav s sad to think or speak ot tin 
ties of friendship .sundered by the hand l 
death, pleasant because there is pleasurt 
always iin bearing witness ti the merit* • 
the departed Allred Waldo Johnson, son 
of the late lion. Allred Johnson, was bun 
Dec. go, 1864, graduated at llowdoiu ii 
the class <>t 1847. studied law in hi 
father's ollicc. and was admitted b. the Ll;n 
in 1848. The practice of iaw had no at 
tractions tor him, and alter the decease 
his father in 1*76, he gradually withdrew 
from it and engaged in business pursuit- 
more congenial to his taste lii- busiut--- 
aequaintance with gentlemen interested in 
tin- conslrilcl ion oi western railroads b- 
him to investigate and linalh engage 
Ill* 1 Hi'l 1 11 11. Willi 11 > 1.1' 
successful. hi lb...1 ami 1-7,;', In- was fleet 
etl to represent his native town in tin 
State legislature. He was the eandidati 
for representative in Congress trom tin- 
district in 18»8 aud 1 .sijt .iese are tin 
only offices within the gift ot the people 
for which lie ever was a candidate. II. 
military title ol Colonel, by which he wa 
familiarly known, was derived from\old 
ing the ofliee ol aid to the eonimai 
chief ot the State, lie was one of tin 
lour, all young men, appointed m bin 
one ot the four is now living. in July l-si-. 
he went abroad with the intention 
making a tour ot the l nited l\ingdom am 
the Continent. A severe cold which In 
contracted on the pa-sage, and over exei 
tiou immediately after while travelling "i 
Ireland and Scotland, brought upon him o; 
developed the diseti.-e, consumption, o 
which he died. He returned in August 
the year following with impaired health 
and tailed gradually until he died at tin 
St. James, in Boston, on the 14th day > 
November, 180b, in the forty-fifth yeai 
his age. 
He was a man ot genial temperament, 
ardent in his attachments, and ol unbound- 
ed hospitality. He was a well read lawy er, 
especially in commercial law ; as a finan- 
cier there were but few superior to him 
Ho believed that wealth was a blessing, 
but only so tar as it was made to contrib- 
ute to the comfort, welfare and liappme.-- 
uf his fellow-men. Although possessed 
of large wealth lie was not of that class 
who hug it “to the xcry verge of tin 
eiuireh-vanl mould" Hu was a man I 
quick sympathies and ol many beuelae 
lions; but so quietly and unostentatiously 
were they bestowed that lew knew of them 
save the recipients, in tin- distribution ol 
his wealth In remembered liberally those 
connected with him by the tmsot kindred 
and did not forget those to wlmm lie was 
bound by the ties of friendship. In hi- 
will he made a bequest ot three thousand 
dollars to Bowdoin College to found three 
Scholarships for student.-in indigent cir- 
cumstances, and a perpetual bequest ol 
live hundred dollars, annually, to the pom 
ol Belfast, to bo distributed among them 
bv his Trustees according to their judg- 
ment. There is many a mail whose heavy 
burthen f poverty and infirmity has a! 
ready been made lighter by hi- generous 
bequest, to whom Ids tuemon is preeiou- : 
many a widow and fatherless m our midst 
who “arise up and call him blessed’'. 
At the Presidential election, November 
2d, -the votes in this plate were 1,17 tor 
Pierce, demo, hi l for Scott, whig, 17 t-.-i 
Hale, abolition. !'he result of the contest, 
the election ot fierce, was welcomed In 
the democrats with the liveliest demon- 
strations of joy. Bonlires were kindled, 
guns tired, hells rung, and democratic 
hauliers flung broadcast to the breeze. 
The machinery of the whig rooster was 
too tufiribly shutu-n to manufacture a 
single crow 
lliu County < onnins.-iotH-i's advertised 
ill is month for proposals to build tt new 
Court House, the iutenst ot the county in 
the old one having been disposed ot. The 
eonteniplated Court Jbntse was the one 
now standing at the intersection ot Church 
and Market street». quio-ite the North 
Church. It was creeled in the tear tol 
lowing. A term ot tin- Supreme Court 
Judge Iliee presiding, we held in it, toi 
the lirst time, in January Is.. 1 
Pierce's Block at the junction of < 'hurel: 
and Franklin streets was erected this year 
t'iie ground floor was originally designed 
for two stores; the large t cue was lirst 
occupied by the Mes- Pierce. The hall 
in the second story was dedicated on 
Thanksgiving Eve w ith a ball. I'he lirst 
lecture delivered in it was by Ue\ Mt 
Brooks of Eynn, Mas; n tin evening ot 
Dee. :17th; it was the opening lecture of a 
course before the Ly ceum. 1 lie lirst pul 
lie entertainment in it was on the evening 
of Jan. go. lsMi. it w as a concert ot in 
strumeutal music James \ MeClintock. 
Esq erected two thtee-story brick block 
on High and Spring streets each block 
containing four to tie incuts.—The construe 
linn of Doctor Payne's villa, at the cornet 
of Waldo Avenue andl'obbeti's Lane, now 
Vine street, was completed this w u It 
was designed originally for a Wat. ; me 
establishment. 
it is hardly worth mentioning, since 
murders lui\ c become eomnioi. in Maim 
that Ruins N. Higgins is oil trial at Au- 
burn for the murder of .lames Barlow, last 
September. Attorney ( o nml Plaisted eon- 
duets the ease. 
\nothcr triumph for women's rights 
Mrs Lydia Bradley, ot Peoria, 111., lias 
just been elected lirst Director of tilt* First 
National Bank ot that city She is a wealthy 
widow mid a large stockholder of the bank. 
1 he 1'resident lias sent a message to 
Congress about \rl ansas :>flairs. n,. 
thinks that Bt ooks has been unlawfully de- 
posed, and asks that < “tigress shall take 
action in the matter. 
— A sudden temperance reform 1 ns 
broken out in Ellsworth, and everybody is 
signing the pledge. Can this be because 
ot the iced harbors that bar out the? usual 
supplies:1 
—The late rain, formed a crust on the 
snow, and by aid of it they are slaughter- 
ing deer at the eastward. It is about as 
sportsman-like as to hide in a door-wav 
and shoot a truek-liorse 
—They have in Portland a popular pluv 
entitled "Alter Dark And come to think 
of it, the performance isn’t confined to 
that city. 
— 1 he Eastern and Maine C entral Rail- 
roads have agreed to put the night train 
back to its oh! time, lor which we are sorrv 
—Tito ice is so heavy between Rockland 
and the islands that the boats are unable 
to make their trips. 
—I'npt. Unix, of (lie steamer Kntnhdin, ar- 
rived ill town last evening. [Bangor Whig. 
Did you say he came by water ? 
—Senator Buckingham, of Connecticut, 
is dead. 11 is term would have expired in 
March. 
— Hie first railroad train passed through 
the lloosnck tunnel on Tuesdav. 
Generalities. 
I lie loss by tires in Maine, last month, was 
*41.200. 
\ N.w Ilamp-hip5 farmer has 300 barrels of 
» Mm nut nut a drop of water. 
\ M !•*; il girl sold h new bonnet so lhat 
her lover might buy a pair of skates. 
"i i' o'\i ug ar for shipwreeked mariners 
.a- ,ai eM\ed ;i" the Plum Island station. 
limb n M:.n>\U i\ "• m int. mi i•»' reel a starch 
w 1 i lull the ei tiling season. 
walked to a dance in 
H.in Mtp in r an- da\s slipped into her 
grave 
i, iiange- i tor the murder of 
Rutland, N't., oil the 21st 
\j>ri I"Ti 
around < ranberry Isles, 
iliai'itun} < mi remember ofsee- 
n_ v .ut In xeasoii. 
-,i\- tiiat a single enury of goods 
ruuk at the Custom House, 
.l ioonteu to §192,434. 
use has passed a lull appro- 
1 ■ t si ttlers in the dUtrh-t de- 
■.<*■•••nth and grasshoppers. 
nit uti.ii — r*M thirty thou- 
'• i« n a hat ei'line 
,.i.i ii .1 -a •. managed. 
o i. u)' n 1 nFi-nsi*. 1 wa-nry 
'• ati. t.i-i nemtli. ami more 
ini u ,,w feared. 
io Penitentiary, 
i. !)• le:'n«uii 4 •< 
who Miiee his 
•s-pl.oi H). 
.-■ •I 'a ••••: and 400 lbs. 
I! !, .1 11 lock hook, 
sseia ..raising near 
Hoorn Niam.L 
\ .i;< \ < nought hall a mil- 
I halt market ate**, 
e '! ]»* -ms who turu out t-> 
mmaiitle: W'• i i N. 
!:■ I <e ilHpeetnr "1 this 
.' I- tilth -til h Hole! this 
h .-I i, -' |11• \y forty 
... ■ : Methodist | 
'*• •*>!<>u with the ; 
11 li t’h. e«*mmeueing, 
M ii \ 'r'v to preside. 
el.i Morse, mi W iter 
i j-■ wa> tie<ir<»w<i b\ tile’ ahollt 
ii: m.-rumg. 11 was full of 
-git.: I::n< — if an.i ol hers. 
■ "M Aii*-. is under two j 
ui. a ! < < 11 < lor trial on tlie eh urge 
-in lie jm)t tuliic umler 1 
ting money tliei’tf- 
i it< :■« ...• wills < ox said : 
; e It; k 'll lav rje|* ill this 
; .! .»-i! I mere fenees or 
••* 'in lor more feiic- 
Si r. \\ 11. Tot man of 
1 ii*«* rool »f hi> house. 
-m .\ j. .ring a-** out of the gut- 
•0: i''s. died Friday, as 
'.he r< >tt!:. 
il <a i:a \ <• been defeated 
"tf! died and forty wound- 
ir. i.. An entire town lias 
'•nrg. nts. as well as 
iMm-i.-iI. two mo ii Lbs ago, 
ii-. 'bis winter, would 
tie lirst tMie di«l.—thinks 
: and going into some 
>i'i !11- rui v '• iMisiin*". 
1!!" 'ale! Of the < »loilees- 
.i >;i id Burnham, 2d, and 
Bo; have 'e t-n absent nine 
Me uni 1‘. 'i%'. The voc-ehs arriy- 
i; e\ ere w ealliei. 
! ■! I 71a el) i [all, Montreal, 
1;. \\ dnesdav night. 
>\ iie oi building wliere a 
No person w as killed, 
!» \ 1 •; 11 were >ej-icti>lv injmvd. 
: NJ• it;. 1 I. n siding at Poor's Hill, 
n t.- hi- *:i rui lie other morning, 
■ r hail'tlie sheep of his llock 
!i t. : j,• i;.-d u|f clean. The perpo 
"i •• »:’ tie- •utrage are not known. 
>. fi :i:is appii -! to the Maine legisla- 
I 1 uivoree. on ii:-- ground that the 
■ -late ha > jurisdiction over the 
'A ■ i mar. ie.i in England, and has 
ne'e ii' ed wuh In- w ifr in this country. 
e Tag d.-'T'asr iif railroad construction 
.1 inti \ !..'t v ar was fifty per cent, it 
-t net.• i that the rate of increase in railroad 
ling w died belore the panic v\ould 
1 w s ha1. <■ bankrupted the world. 
f- \ sj,.\. t;r* 11 has reived a letter from 
11 > t!ie purchase of a heater 
b. e 1 one.udes as follows : “The 
«i b\ \. u { h tli church works 
e- our M-k bottom prices, as we 
out x 1\ J-loU'S.” 
1 1 > 1 1 1 i- ain*ut as badly choked Up 
New York has 
lo •.1 frozen so that 
> ■ wadi out. around tin-shipping, and 
to go out to the ship chan- 
■. ’“■«'i)i ii to East Boston, 
Adams of Boothbav, who died 
nt 1 y at the age of ninety-two. was formerly 
iii'-M ham in (iardincr. held the cilice of seleet- 
man fr< r l"gb o is;>0, and represented the town 
.11 tie 1 .cgi'iatur• ill is:la. ||h was a member 
of Hi man Lodge of I've. Masons. 
.;•*■; iii -11 It'Dt •: Mie Augusta gas works 
pet l ise we alluded to the 
a g: lie ;.' furnishing his patrons. He 
bail art! t i. ..1 of a newspaper with no 
1 11 We recommend that lie put 
1 u> < nt. Iv mu bee Journal. 
.uiher < utb r of ’his city, who has, 
inr» le organization of tie* temperance eru- 
1 n Balia- r, Iasi spring, been one of the 
iru >t workers .11 tbe 
m* a t. oj.j-d i-ad widle speaking in 
I 1 in 1 ’oraiirr ila;i. last Tlnir.si.la\ 
bland. Febnum 0. *<‘hooner J- <liaun- 
1 < aptain Kennedy, arrived here to- 
( 'in Boston, and reports that a man was 
•»'i! aid last night. l'h.e vessel luis-t a x t*d 
■ mpt ng t » go about and nothing could be 
him. If v I- a S-oichnutn, named 
Bradv. .g< d about 'JO. 
T'di" oi-.r- d : -\vn of Saw liwdford. 
th *i! and arisi "Tar.. must look toiler 
I’e- II Mr. Julien, in a recent 
b* ei.pi, i,i Liberty Hall, asserted 
tL.ii ii:- v■•' more lying done to tbe square iM'di n Be<i|.ud than in any other place in 
'• ui“ >t:*i'-■ \« ej.i Washington. 
>! e\va I'! M r, -bed 1 lie ( listom House lllell 
" N“ w 1 k the other day by walking to the 
1 ! eii'ioiii- and pay ing sxJOO.000 in gold 
•11 ■ i -0.1.j -. I lie liew law goes into opera- 
•* ‘- and .aiiticipaiing this, Stewart 
e Business men sav that he 
II :‘xle ■ a i,\ tin operation; not a* bad day's 
Work. 
>b" A if, of Dr. J. < Aver, 
■' worth of jewelry that 
1 1 die medicine factory for se- 
tli- 1 ‘inplo\ ee> were put under 
•a 'I' 1 a-IT ja-i lui-es S< arched. K,.- 
ill. v ha- lm !1 tound iu the base- 
I•«' Hiding where it was placed for 
1 a :ii. ; ,, and forgotten. 
A ‘■ U \\ ,ide! 1 i’iiiilip- lilies to the ardent 
■"bb“ft of any administration, it is plain proof! 'ie deaib kn-II i- tolled. He is t*yer in at the 
1*d b. ltk«- d d Mortality.” “To do aught ’ -""• ,;i;' "Hi"'-." iii .111 v party or for 
:1 'i't 1 polilicai s.\ton, auil Hos- 
•I'""1' 1h "i :■■'■"! I-'.. over this omeu. 
uni l:ii.'\vi-l! N. V. Kxpress. 
IBritish i..n. rmuem is ufferintr $.'>,900 
>i""k giving an a.iraunt of the dirty do- 
‘■rm-'. the I i,mill. We haven't got 
tin ieink. hut have sent the British (lovern- 
ment nt'nresaiiJ, copy of the Beeeher .Seauilai, 
in the till ■ iiitiili'ii. •• that it will he filthy enough to xvarrant Hied- p-tying as imieli for it a.- Or 
't,r -f.'imfal *'\er {inhlislit'fI. [(iardiuer Jour- nal. 
iin- ■ i,h nt ..n the Southern Railroad of 
— Island ;s a novelty in railway disasters. 
1 In ‘•••inl had sunk sn that the boiler of the 
I'as-ine iver it ame iu eontaal with 
J."1' " "O' "Ill'll the trunk was covered. 
1 'mlae* ht uveen the eolil water tin- d surface the boiler cracked 
g"' ,'"1 '' * plosion immediately fol- lowed. 
'He N't rlli 1’eiTj '■'■rraftpondent of the East- 
porl ntinel u riles that paper that Mr. James 
IP.wen. while standing in the open doorway 
at lie house .if Nathaniel < 'lark. Sen., last Wed- 
nesday u ning. \va- suddenly eonfronted and 
it.n le d liv a large wild-cut. Mi It. -eized a 
short stunt Hull and soon dispatched his a.ssail- 
ml. which measured three and one-half feel 
from “tip to tip.” 
The Proposed Constitutional Amend- 
ments. 
1 lie < unstitutional Commission on Tues- 
day agreed upon the method of submitting 
; proposed amendments to the people in September next Warrants are to be issued 
11 L‘" 'ary oi state, with the amend- .".■nC moposjsd printed thereon; ballots ue to haw the titles of each amendment printed thereon ; electors are to erase anv title they wish to vote against; returns to be made b\ municipal olheers to the Gov 
crnor and Council, who are to count the 
votes, and announce the result to the Leg- islature. The amendments adopted are to be in force on the 1st of January, 1870. 
Ice at Rockland. 
ltouKi.Axn, Feb. 8. The steamer Clara 
Iai ila came oil from Vinalhaven, to-da\r, an<l was obliged to break ice a long dis- tance. She could only get within half a 
e of Owl s Head, when the passengers < ame ashore on the ice and were brought to the city, a distance of four miles. 
News of the City and County. 
How’s your cold? 
Excellent sleighing now. 
Next Sunday will be St. Valentine's day. 
How long before the tire l-ug will he heard 
from again? 
A night watchman is now employed at the 
Belfast shoe factory. 
Severe colds are the most prevalent disorders 
about town at present. 
Jee in the bay and cold weather everywhere 
have made business dull. 
lee boating on the harbor was attempted 
Tuesday with \ aried success. 
Neither do the boys pin'.' marble.- oil the 
walks at this soft and enchanting season. 
Rev. Mr. Ross will lecture next Sabbath 
evening. Subject—‘’.Vlways \oung. 
A Belfast woman recently fell violently to 
the icy ground. Her back linir saved her. 
The county expenses of Waldo ought to be 
good dual less than $20,000, hut they aint. 
The young man don't tarry long at the gate 
now, wlteu he goes home v> ith Mary Ann. 
I’he plan for setting off a portion of Palermo 
to Liberty lias failed before the Legislature. 
A man drove iiis horse lVom Corinth to this 
city last Friday, and next day the animal di al. 
Anybody would think that sidewalks were 
not popular just now. so many people are down 
on them. 
A new station has been created on tie* rail- 
road, called North Belfast—at the crossing on 
Bridge street. 
On Monday several people travelled across 
the bay. hauling t boat for safety. from I-dcs- 
boro to North port. 
Mrs. Treat, an elderly lady of Searsport. re- 
tired in her usual health, and was found dead 
next morning, she was a willow. 
The Bangor Amateur Minstrel* have accepted 
the invitation to perform at Belfast, but have 
not as yet appointed the time. 
Folds, influenza and lung complaints are 
very prevalent. Mr. Ceorge Knights and l>r. 
Fletcher are sick with lung fevers. 
There were lively times last Wednesday, 
w ith leaky roofs and receptive tubs and buck- 
ets. Blustering and paper suffered. 
The theatre company that was to play in this 
city Monday, did not put in an appearance. 
Froze up at Vinalhaven. dust as well, how 
ever. 
\ subscription paper for the Washington 
< oiupaiiy’s masquerade is being passed round, 
and signed by everybody. It w ill be a grand 
affair. 
The Belfast Variety Troupe lately gave one 
ot their performances in Belmont with such 
satisfaction as to receive an invitation to repeat 
the same. 
( apt. F. '1'. Cottrell. a retired and respected 
shipmaster of Belfast, died last week after a 
short illnc*>s, of pneumonia, brought on b\ 
taking a violent cold. 
The Auxiliary Centennial Committee, form- 
ed by the Lillies ol Belfast, will hold a grand 
tea-party in June, to aid in raising funds for 
the grand Exposition. 
Woodcock is enterprising. He doesn't wait 
for people to come to him, but sends out an 
agent about Hie country. The young man is 
doing a lively business. 
I he enthusiastic Searsporter who wrote to 
the Bangor Whig that the ice was all out of 
that harbor, woke on Sunday morning to tind a 
new crop that had come to stay. 
1 he ice in the harbor was cut out last week, 
and the Katahdin set free, so that she was 
turned around and headed seaward. But the 
terrible cold of Sunday closed it all up again. 
Trot. Whitten will close bis popular dancing 
school on Tuesday evening next with a grand 
calico ball, at 'Peirce's Hall. It will be one of 
Jem s best ifforts, which is .saying a ureal 
deal. 
The colored people on board strainer Katah- 
din gave an entertainment Thursday evening 
hist, that was pronounced a good performance, ■ 
but was poorly patronized, owing to insufficient 
advertising. 
Ni:\v Bi'jli»in<;s. A man named Farrow 
is building a dwelling house on the top of Wil- 
son's lull, the highest elevation in town. War- 
ren Frost is building a tenement house on 
Bridge street. 
ibis terrible weather and the luck of emplov 
ment make the poor man’s condition a hard 
oik. Remember, ye who have been blessed in 
basket and store, that you arc tlit stewards of 
God’s bounty. 
The horses attached to the New England 
House coaefli. ran away from the railroad sta- 
tion on Friday noon. There was a lady in-dd*-. 
.Mr. Maker climbed upon the coach, secured the 
reins, and stopped the horses. 
The birds that came down from the Arctic 
regions n -cully have become disgusted with 
the weather and gone home. \ lew chilled 
specimens were picked up about the streets 
Monday, thawed out, and sent on their wav. 
W e are indebted to William McClintoek, Esq, 
of Bristol, lor some fine specimens of stone 
implements found in that vicinity. They were 
left by Lo, the poor Indian, when lie passed in 
his cheeks, and departed for the happy hunting 
grounds. 
Mr. Ilavner will close his Assemblies on Mon- 
day evening next with a pillow Case and Mas- 
querade ball at Pierce’s Hall. It is designed on 
the part of the proprietor to make This the oc- 
casion of the year. Good music has been en- 
gaged from Bangor, and nothing will be spared 
to make it a success. 
A young lady in this oil v was afflicted rec ent- 
ly with a severe cold, and her sister made prep 
arations to administer a rum-sweat. Mistaking 
a bottle of hair oil for tlie forbidden fluid, she 
ignited the same in close proximity to the suf- 
ferer. She is now the most highly perfumed 
lady in town. 
A man from Winterport created some excite- 
ment among the smelt fishers on our river In 
setting nets one day last week. There was a 
good deal of grumbling, and some threats, lhit 
when the denizen of Winderput had, like tin* 
scriptural fishers “toiled a longtime and caught 
nothing,M ho sorrowfully folded up his nets and 
departed. Then peace reigned once more. 
Buev StoiuB Blackwell w ill lecture at Ilayford 
Hall this (Thursday) evening. Subject “Po- 
litical Kquality of Women.’’ She appears in 
response to an invitation from prominent citi- 
zens of Belfast. Mrs. Blackwell is among the 
foremost o4 American ladies who have appear- 
ed upon the platform—a lady of culture, origi- 
nality and eloquence, who cannot fail to inter- 
est all who attend. 
Mr. J. II. Loso, of this city, has lately in- 
vented and patented a chain lbr bridling sleds, 
sleighs or wagons when descending steep de- 
clivities. Jt passes under the runner, like the 
ordinary chain, but is adjustable and can be un- 
shuckled without stopping, by tripping a lever 
with the foot. From the simplicity and easy 
working of the chain we should say that it 
| 11 much needed invention and cannot fail in I coming into general use. Mr. Loso will shortly 
I introduce it. 
The railroad bridge in this city lias been 
] somewhat damaged by ice lately. The piling 
| at the northerly end rests upon mud-sills, and 
ihc ire freezing underneath them, raised the 
bridge some throe feet for a distance of forty 
feet or more. Trains crossed until Monday, 
when it was deemed unsafe. About forty men 
were at work Tuesday cutting away the ice. 
and it is thought trains will cross in a few days, 
in the meantime the ears have stopped at the 
crossing on Bridge street. The engine, which 
cannot reach tlie turn table, lias to perform its 
upward trip backwards, pushing the cars until 
it reaches City Point, where it can switch off. 
Geo. \V. Burkett & Co. are offering to the 
ladles a large assortment of Hamburgs, and a 
new and fresh stock of goods, at prices to suit 
the times. Bead his advertisement.—A. D. 
French & Co. have formed a co-partnership in 
the Stove and Tinware business, as will be seen 
b> their adv. in another column. They are gen- 
tlemen who understand thelrbusiness.—Notice 
of freedom Academy—Dr. "John Homer at the 
American House, whose card dpjvears in our 
columns, is a gentleman well recommended.— 
Dr. Fitzgerald will Hew England 
House next wTeck. :.A_ 
Ship City of Brooklyn of this port, Capt. 
Horatio Herriman, from San Francisco Oct. 22d, 
for Liverpool, put in at Pernambuco Fob. 6th, 
leaking somewhat. The ship is supplied with a 
steam engine for working her pumps, and the 
probability is that she put in for coal, and would 
proceed w ithout much detention. She has a 
cargo of wheat, at £4 freight. 
P. S. A later telegram from Capt. Herriman 
says that tlic leak was under control, and that 
lm would sail at once for Liverpool. 
t r. Carter will build the coming season 
for himself and Capt. K. 11. Herriman, a ship of 
1700 tuns burthen, the model for which is now 
being made in Boston. She will bo a very su- 
perior vessel in material and workmanship, 
and intended to he a fast sailer. 
\ dry goods merchant, living on Franklin 
street,was recently presented by his friends with 
u eanc. His infirmity is not a permanent one. 
Unity. There were shipped from Unity, in 
the month of January, 8 ear loads of cattle, by 
Thompson and Lihbv, and '.1 car loads of pota- 
toes by Stillman Berry—seven of which went 
to Lynn, >Iass., and two to Belfast. 
Skaksport. Capt John Small, Jr., died at 
Cardenas, Cuba, of yellow fever. He was form- 
erly a resident of thin town, and at the time of 
liis death was first officer with Capt. Leroy Dow, 
of brig Clio, of tlii> port. 
P. J. Beals lias rigged an ice boat, with 
which line sport is had in the bay. He thinks 
of running a packet to C'astir.e, ltoekland, Bel- 
fast. and all along shore. 
A neighborhood baby slow was recently 
held it. the eastern part of the town. A timid 
man was persuaded to act as judge, but when 
lie -avv the exhibition and realized how many 
indignant mothers there would be, lie backed 
out and tied the scene. 
ZELL'S POIHLAR EXt V« LOPED1A, Diction 
VKY AND DaZETTEER. 
Belfast, Me., Feb. ‘M. Is7‘». 
l have <*.\:miine*l Zell's Encyclopedia and 
I’niversal Dictionary, and have no hesita- 
tion in pronouncing it an excellent work. 1 
recommend it to all who contemplate purchas- 
ing such a work." (.'apt. \\ II Fooler, 
Superintendent of Schools u» Belfast, Me. 
“1 cntvrfuliy concur in the foregoing com- 
mendation anti have subscribed for tin* work as 
the V yf extant, for general use." 
iio\. .1. (r. Dl( KEPSON’, 
Judge S. J. <’ourt. 
“I fully concur in the foregoing, and have 
purchased the work.” X. Abbott, Atty. 
"I concur in the above." 
Emery Boar dm ax, Atty. 
*1 concur fully in the above recommenda- 
tion.” Wm. (J. Marshall, Ex-Mayor. 
••1 concur in the opinion of ( apt. Foglcr in 
his commendation of Zell's Encyclopedia. J 
regard it as the best work for the money that 
I have e\ er examined.” 
John <i. Brooks, M. D.. 
Mayor of City of Belfast. 
■1 have examined somewhat thoroughly 
Zell’> Encyclopedia and I’niversal Dictionary* 
ami am convinced that for general use it is the 
best work of the same or a similar kind, I have 
ever seen." Col. Phii.m IJkrsey, Atty. 
“1 have examined, and ordered, Zell's Ency- 
clopedia, ami think it well adapted to the wants, 
not only, of the scholar and literary man, but 
also to those of the farmer, mechanic and busi- 
ness man.” W. A. llorsTox, 
Principal High .School, Belfast, Mo. 
Belfast, Me., Feb. :>d. isTo. 
With m» end to the number of subjects treat- 
ed, Zell's Em vclopodia combines accuracy ami 
conciseness, which are very desirable. Hood 
taste lias been shown in the selection of illus- 
trations, clearness of type and quality of paper. 
Continued examination will only enhance 
om 's estimation of its value. 
Lewis \V. Pendleton, M. D. 
n. mmmgmmmm ■ ■ 
Letter from Rockland. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Rockland, Feb. 8. 
Nothing lias occurred since my hist let- 
ter that is worthy ot note. We have been 
obliged In seek a shinty retreat now and 
then, outside the range ot a lew shot guns 
loaded for us by several bellicose leiuales 
1 the spinsterian eider, because of our 
allusion hist week to “prickly pears.” 
You remember Noah had a little unpleas- 
antness at one time with this same class, 
and refused them state rooms because of 
their aversion to pairing. Several report- 
ers have been assaulted in our stead. We 
have an apology at hand for all interview- 
ers. It has seven barrels. 
.Manager Hall's ( Police Court) Theatre 
last Thursday morning was the center of 
attraction. The Iorest maiden Pocahontas, 
whose warbliugs in the Point music halls 
had attracted the attention of the “ushers,” 
was to make her bow beiore the Judge, 
and tickets were in demand She was 
much “enhanced” by the tact of her be- 
ing prevented from putting in her appear- 
ance fora day or two by a little conviviali- 
ty indulged in at the Wigwam, the first 
night ot her incarceration. A little tire 
water had been smuggled in by hands 
unknown, and there being a few braves in 
the dusky maiden’s wigwam, the result 
was “a sound oi revelry by night.” “The 
cock's shrill clarion” failed on Wednesday 
morn to rouse her lrom her lowly bed, 
and the usual matinee passed without the 
appearance ol the Indian Princess. Thurs- 
day morning the Judge reviewed her 
o’er told tale, when (hiding her beyond 
the ken of ordinary judicial comprehen- 
sion, 
“No nion- lie sought her merits to disclose,’’ 
but gave her a clean bill, and the daughter 
ot Ishmael drew her mantle more closely 
about her avoirdupois and slowly wended 
her way toward the setting sun. 
The Knights of Pythias spread their 
gustatori.il attractions in Farwell and 
Ames Hall Thursday night of last week. 
Au elegant gold watch was voted Rev. J. 
K. Ponder—the Knight Templar receiving 
the most votes. And then the Hour was 
waxed. 
And now you are conlronted at every 
corner by a double row ol buttons, and a 
smile that is childlike and bland as you are 
doomed lor your quota ol tickets to the 
Policeman's liall to come off Thursday 
next. With a keen eye to business the 
young man of suspicious habits invests his 
currency, thinking by such deposit he may 
be covered ill the <l;iy of the policeman’s 
anger. We wish our guardians of the 
peace the iullest measure of success. 
We think that the weather bureau at 
Washington and the last ol the (Aesars 
are at loggerheads. Everything here is at 
a dead lock. A sea of ice extends across 
from Jameson’s point to Owl’s Head. We 
sympathize with our Camden complain- 
ant in his conundrum of last week. 
We are confident that the fourth of 
March will bring a change in the temper- 
ature. Our mercury rises at the thought. 
We already hear the cracking of the ice as 
the foxy James cuts his last flourish as 
grand umpire, and catching his political 
skate in the party seam, measures his 
length with the common herd. Never did 
a day loom up in the Republican horizon 
with such fearful distinctness as that day 
which but prefigures their final and dis- 
graceful overthrow. It seems like a dream, 
to us long weary with watching, as the 
old Democratic flag is sighted once more 
in the oiling, and the day of our redemp- 
tion draweth nigh. God grant the day 
when the whole herd of national plunder- 
ers shall homeward “wind slowly o’er the 
lea” and sink away into the shades of 
political disgrace. 
—Steamer Clara Clarita, from Yinal- 
haven, on Tuesday, landed her passengers 
on the iee, four miles from Rockland. 
—The telegraph announces the suspen- 
sion of the C. P. Kimball Company, at 
Portland, carriage builders. 
The Civil Rights Bill- 
Washington, Feb. 5. 
Voting began at 1:48, and it showed 
that there was very little disposition to 
force mixed schools upon the south, and 
the majority for the Kellogg amendment, 
striking out all reference, was unexpect- 
edly large—148 to 28. This was the only 
amendment adopted, White’s bill tor 
equal but separate privilege, and Cessua’s 
senate bill being voted down by large 
majorities. Mr. Buffington, Judge Hoar, 
Mr Fierce and other Kew England mem- 
bers voted for the judiciary committee’s 
bill with the Kellogg amendment. The 
other Republicans who voted against the 
bill finally were R. R. Butler, Harrison. 
Thornburg.and Crutchfield of Tennessee, 
Lolland of Delaware, Loundes of Mary- 
land, Thomas and Smith ot Virginia,' 
Sloan of Georgia, Stanard of Missouri, 
and Fitelps ot New Jersey. The bill as 
t passedjthe house, by a vote of 1G3 yeas 
to 93 nays, is the bill of the house judicia- 
ry committee, with the school clause 
stricken out. It provides for all citizens 
full and equal enjoyment of the accommo- 
dations, advantages, facilities and privi- 
leges ot inns, public conveyances on land 
or water, and theatres and other places of 
public amusement; violation ot the law to 
lie a misdemeanor, with a fine ot $500 to 
81000 and imprisonment thirty days to 
one year. It confers exclusive jurisdic- 
tion upon C. -S. courts to enforce it. It 
now goes to the senate, where its passage 
is doubtful. 
—SM 5tii, sloop Commerce, (tray, Islcsboro; 
sell HoUsdon. Patterson, fir Belfast, or os 
near as ice will permit. 
Somebody, with a considerably decided 
opinion of the advantages of Castiue har- 
bor. sent the above to a newspaper. As a 
comment, we will mention that on Wed- 
nesday two men hauled a sled on the ice 
from Gastino to Beltast, and went back 
with a load of corn. It isn’t safe to brag 
much this winter. 
—The bill to abolish capital punishment 
came up in the Senate at Augusta on 
Tuesday. It failed ot a passage, the vote 
being a tie. Ii now goes to the House, and 
if the vote there favors the measure, it will 
come back to the Senate. The following 
was the Senate vote on the question— 
1- as—Cortholl, Cutler, Emery, Foss, Foster. 
French, Haskell, Kent, Morrison. Palmer, Pres- 
cott, Hounds. Stevens. Svvasey, Webb—15 
.Mills—Atwood, Campbell, Cross, Ciisliiajr, 
llv-r. Gould, Hull, Hanson, Hinckley. Hol- 
brook. Hyde, Ford, Richardson, Russell, | hur- 
lough—15. 
—The warrant for the execution of Gor- 
don has been signed by the Governor and 
sent to Thomaston. 
< astine harbor closed on the night of the '-’bill 
fust., and people crossed the iee on loot the next 
day. The “oldest inhabitant” believes this, to 
lie tile tirst or second time that the halberd' 
(Justine has been closed in January' for lortv 
years. 
Blood Diseases. 
Tlie Mood being the source from which our 
sy-tenis are built up and from which we derive 
our mental as well a- physical capabilities, 
how important that it should lie kept pure, it 
it contains vile festering poisons, all organic 
functions are weakened thereby. .Settling up- 
on important organs, as the lungs, liver or 
kidneys, the effect is most disastrous. Hence 
it. behooves every one to keep their blood in a 
perfectly healthy condition and more especially 
does this apply at this particular season of the 
year than at any other. No matter what the 
exciting cause may be, the real cause of a large 
proportion ot all diseases is bad blood. Now 
Hr. Pierce does not wish to place his Golden 
Medical Discovery in the catalogue of quack 
patent nostrums by recommending it to cure 
every diseaee, nor does lie so recommend it. on 
the contrary there are hundreds of diseases that 
he acknowledges it will not cure; lup what he 
does '•iaiin is this, that there i- but one form of 
blood disease that it will not cure, and that is 
caiierr. He does not recommend hi- Discover, 
for that disease, yet lie knows it to be the most 
searching Mood cleanser yet discovered, and I 
that it will trie the blood and system of ail * 
other known Mood ptiisons.be they animal, 
vegetable or mineral. The Golden Discovert 
is warranted by him to cure the worst forms of 
Skin Diseases, as all forms of Blotches, Pim- 
ples anti Eruptions, also all Glandular .Swell- 
ings. and the. worst form of Serotulous and 
i Derated Sores ot Neck. Begs or other parts, 
and all Scrofulous Diseases of the Hones, as 
\\ bite Swellings, Fever Sores, Hip Joint and 
Spinal Diseases, all of which belongs to Serof- uious diseases. 
juisr disease <tked 
\V. Grove Station, la.. July ] l, ]s:-j. 
Dr. Pi Kin I Buffalo, N. Y.: 
-Vr—M, wile tirst be-xuue lame nine 
years ago. Swellings would appear and disap- 
pear on her hip, and 'he was gradually becom- 
ing reduced, and her whole system rotten u idi 
disease, in 1 «1 a swelling broke on her hip 
discharging large quantities, ami since that 
time there are several openings. Have had 
five doctors at an expense of" STJo, wiio -a 
nothing will do an; good but a surgical opi ra- 
tion. 
July ltitli, ]s7;;. lie writes thus: Mv wile has 
certainly received a great bum-fit from the use 
of your Disco; cry. for she was not abD to get 
off tile bed and was not expected to live a wi ck 
when she commenced using it, a .war ago. She 
lias been doing most ot her work fur over -ix 
months. Has" u-ed twenty bottles and still 
using it. Her recover; is considered almost a 
miracle, and we attribute it all to the use ol 
your valuable medicine. 1 can cheerfully re- 
commend it as a blood purifier and strength 
restorer. J. M. ROBIN -ON 
Discovery is -old by druggists. 
Pills, Potions and Pungencies, 
Dr. O. Fitzgerald, the wonderful clairvo; ant 
physician and surgeon, will visit Hcllast at Y ;\ 
England House, Tuesday and Wednesday. 1 p. 
16th and 17th. Don't fail to =ec him. lii- cures 
are truly wonderful. 
100,000 lives of consumpliu saved by the time- 
iy use of Adamson's Bothanie Cough Balsam. 
Sold by all druggists at 35 and 73 ots. per bottle 
Smok t-s and Dealers in cigars wi 1 do well to 
notice the card of Estabrook & Enton, Boston. 
These gentlemen have been long and wildl; known, for their liberal and fair dealing, and 
excellent good. 
Twenty million a year is the verdict ot the 
public in favor of the Narragansett Collars. 
Geo. M. Glazier. Boston, N. E. Agent for the 
Elmwood, Warwick and Rutland brands, mi as 
them in confidence as superior to any paper 
collars in the market. Your tailor lias tin m. 
Croup Disarmed of its Terrors, 
The eroupv cough—so alarming to tin- ear and 
so dangerous to lift—to which children are sub- 
ject, may lie immediately relived by administer- 
ing a dose of Halt's Honey ot ilOREitot; vn 
and Tail When given to a child who seems to 
lie chunked under the effect of a sp; smodir and 
husky cough, the effect is electrical as many a 
mother will testify, in fact their is no affection, 
of the throat or Hie lungs, short t|f the actiulT 
disorganization of the tissues mid membranes, 
which it will not cure. 
Pike'sT«mmi-a- hi: Dmu-s—t tire in.min- 
ute. 
It sometimes happens that men of the most 
means are also the meanest of men. 
Stop that cough ! No one who lias en r used 
I>r. Morris syrup of Tar Wild Cherry and 
Hourhuund will ho without it. As a remedy 
for all throat and lung diseases, cure for Croup 
and'-prevenlive of consumption it has no equal. 
Relieves hoarseness, and takes away all tile 
distress of whooping cough. Contains no opium 
and is pleasant to the taste. Trial bottles ill 
cents—Wxi. O. Poor & Sox sole agents for 
Belfast. Alfred Hooper, agent lor Seat-s- 
port: A. J. Jordox, agent for OHand. John 
\V. Perkins & Co., Portland, General Agents. 
Morris & Heritage. 
l.vriti Philadelphia, Proprietors. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
THE CONFESSIONS OF AH INVALID, 
Published as a warning and for the benefit of 
Men and others who suffer from N KR- 
VO IS DKBIJ.IT Y, LOSS OF MANHOOD, etc., 
supplying the means of Self Cure.. Written by one 
who cured himself after undergoing considerable 
quackery; and sent free on receiving a post paid di- 
rected envelope. 
Sufferers are invited to address the author. 
NATHAN IKL M AYFJfl R, 
dmolOsp I*. O. Box 163. Brooklyn, N. V 
Why Will You 
Suffer ? 
To all persons suffering 
from Rheumatism, Neu- 
ralgia, Cramps in the 
limbs or stomcah, Bilious 
Colic, Pain in the back, 
bowels or side, we would 
say, the Household 
Panacea and Family 
Liniment is of all others 
the remedy you want for 
internal and external use. 
It has cured the above 
complaints in thousands 
of cases. There is no 
mistake about it. Try it 
Sold by all Druggists. 
Iysp32 
IMPORTANT TO TRAVELERS. 
When you visit or leave the City of NEW YORK, 
save annoyance and expense of carriage hire and 
stop at the f«RA!VI» iWIOI HOTEL, op- 
posite the GRAND CENTRAL DEPOT. It has over 
:*50 elegantly furnished rooms and is fitted up at an 
expense of $900,000. Elevator, steam and all mod- 
ern improvements. European Plan. The BtEsi- 
TAII It A HT>», Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms 
are supplied with the best the markets can furnish. 
The cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms fora single per- 
son, $1,50 and per day; ricli suites for feimilies 
proportionately low, so that visitors to the city and 
travelers can live more luxuriously, for less money 
at the GRAND I NK)N, than at any other first-class 
Hotel in the city. Stages ami Cars pass the Hotel 
every minute for all parts of the City. G. F. & W. 
D. GARRISON, Managers. JyrsplG 
CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE. 
Every monieut of delay makes your cure more 
hopeless, and much depends on the judicious choice 
of aj'emedv. The amount of teacbnony in favor Of 
Dr. -Schenck’s Pulmonic SyramgEs a cure for cou. 
sumption, tar exceeds all Lhfjp can be brought to 
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See 
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates 
of many persons of the highest respectability, who 
have been restored to health, after being pronounced j 
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability, j Schenck’s Pulmoilic Syrup alone lias cured many, as these evidences will show; but the cure is often pro- 
moted by the employment of two other remedies 
which Dr. Schenek provides for the purpose. These 
additional remedies are Schenek’s >ea Weed Tonic 
and yiandrake Pills. By the timely use ofthe.se 
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenek cer- 
tifies that most any case of Consumption may be 
cured. 
Dr. Schenek will be at the Quincy House, Boston, 
on the following Wednesdays, from 9 to 3 o’clock: 
Jan. bit 11 and iMh, Feb. lbth ami iMth, and aiarch 
Hltl. ami J4‘li. Con.-uli at ioim free; bat fo*- a thorough 
examination of the lungs, wi:h the Uespirometor, 
the price is So 
I>r. .'schenek is profess ion ally at his principal ci- 
lice, Corner Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, 
every M ind:; v, u Imre all 1* tiers of advice must be 
addn s-.cd. 
.i-.sr> -Jb. tM.« JC- W-1:V~*rw 
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT. 
Corrected Weekly for the Journal. 
Belf vst, Wednesday, Feb. 10, ls75. 
I' lour, 5>7.00alu.OU|Round Hog, lual2 Corn Meal, $•!.G5a00|Clear Salt Pork, $20«27 
Rye Meal, S l. JOaOO'Mutton per lb., 7o8 
Rye, 55l.25aOO.Lamb per lb., Oalo 
Corn, l.OOaOO Turkey per ib., 10a20 
Barley, 80a0o'< ’liicken per lb., 12a 10 
Beans, 2.•JGuv.’.rG Duck per lb., 10al4 
Marrowfat Peas, 1.Goal.25 Geese per !b., 1 Oa 14 
Oats, 00a02 llav per ton, $l2alG 
Potatoes, OuhOO Lime, .•Jl.2GaO.tC 
Dried Apple-, 7as Washed Wool, -4,:,.GO 
Cooking Apples, 4<»:i5’0 Cmva-dud Who], :i3:;00 
Butter, r.oaOG Pulled Wool, 43u<‘5 
Cheese, 17al8 Hides, 7u0 
Eggs, 23a00 Calf Skins, 1-iaOO j 
laird, 16al7 Sheep Skins, $1.00:0.75 
Beef, 7ulOTlurd Wood, 5.0 a.6 0 
Baldwin Apples, 7oa.00Soit \\ ood, l.CCaCJ 0 
Veal, 7aO’Dry Polb.ek, 4; 5 
Dry Cod. ~a0!straw sS.fti.0 
nu«i-ajjw-rn* t-cr, .^wrvtu.-j mma jam miLumjKy.^rat —n r- I1 nil ■ 
MAJ4R1E1). 
In Camden, Feb. 2d, Mr. Rul'us Shibles and Miss 
Nancy S. Cpham, both ofCanub-u. 
In North Haven, .Jan. 30th, Mr. Ellington Carver 
and Mi~> Ella A. Witherspoon, both of 7'. Haven. 
In Waldoboro, Jan. 2d, Boyd S. Creamer and 
Miss Phebe J. Welt, both of \\ aldoboro. 
In tValdoboro, Jan. 18th, Briggs }J. Jones and 
Miss Vesta Hussey, both of J filer son. 
In Freedom, by Stephen St rout, E-rp, Mr. Win. 
I.. Wheeler and Mrs. Ann ft. Smith, both of Paler- 
mo. 
hi s.-ursport, Feb. 2d, Cant. Ruin- W. Fowler and 
Miss Abbie L. Merrill, both ofS. 
in Brooklin, Jan. 24st, Mr. John Turner and Miss 
Joan Barney Grindle, both of B. 
In Gouldsboro. Jan 20th, Mr. Hiram Smith of Sul- 
livan, and Miss Lydia O. Clark of Gouldsboro 
In Gouldsboro, Feb. 1st, George Gouldsboro and 
Miss Mary Abbie Tracy, both of G. 
In Gouldsboro, Jan. 31st, Mr. John M. Myrkk and 
Miss Olive O. Hammond, both of G. 
i >1 ED. 
Obituary notices, beyond trie Date, \ome and Age, 
must be paid for.) 
In this city, Feb. 3d, Mrs. Alic»* Patterson, last 
lar on<? of t!ie heirs of flu lute Nathaniel Wilson, 
aged 'jO years, 10 months and ,4 days. 
In this city, Feb. 3d, Vesta .J., daughter of Alon- 
zo sbute. aged 3 years and e months. 
la this city, Feb. 4th, Capt. Libbeus Cottrell, 
aged a I years. 
In this city, Feb. bth, Frances «J. Bradman, aged 
'-5 vears, lo months and lb days. 
fn this city, Feb. 7th, Eugene Thompson. aged 19 
years and * mont hs. 
In Brooks, Feb. 7th, Elsie Johnson, aged as years. 
In Searspon, Feb. 2 I.liza heat, aged 7.' years; 
Jan. 3lst. Harriet Tr at, aged 72 years/ 
In Lincolnville, Jan. 3!st, Levi’ Mathews, aged SO 
years. He leaves a widow with whom In- had lived 
over G3 years. 
In Liucolm ilie, Jan. 3utli, ('u. a Bell, daughter of 
David (>. and Mary Adelaide Mahout aged 3 years 
and 7 months. 
In Rockland, Jan. 31st, Beatrice H. Piston, aged 
2 mont li- and 4 day*. 
In Rockland, Jan. 31st, Franklin A Miller, aged 
years, 11 months and 0 days. 
In Rockland. Juu. 31st, <’ -ra R. uuple-. age,.! i; 
months ami s days. 
In Roekiand, Feb. 2d, William MeColl ■ y, aged Go 
years and •*« mont li-. 
In Portland, Feb. ;*h, Mr. \ .ign>tns H. Stephen- 
son, formerly of Belfast, aged y, Urs 2 months. 
In W hittinsville, Mass.. Jan. tli, ot' Pneumonia, 
Hiram L V\ ing, oldest sun of Pelrg s. and Zuletna 
Wing of .Searsmont, aged 2U y ears and 3 months. 
Lie was a young man of much promise, beloved by 
his associates, and highly respected by his employ 
ers. He died in the full faith of a glorious immor- 
tality b**vond death and the grave. 
In Sullivan, Jan. 30tli, Mr. \\ Rlnrd'F. Hall, aged 
•» > ears. 
la Mt. Desert. Jan. 1st. Mrs. FK;e B. Grover, wife 
of Geo W. < >r jvr r. aged GJ years and lo mouths. 
In Buckspon Jan. 1sth.’Maria B. Nows, aged s4 
year-. 11 mont let ami 21 days. 
In Fast Bucksport. Dec. 2.7th, I. J. Ifor.. v. ri oi 
M W Herve\. aged ''1 y ears ami mont!; 
hi Castine. Jan. 2Mh. infant -on <d iJ. L., and 
Margaret J. afaeoinber. aged 13 m mtlis, : day-. 
Having formed a Copartner- 
ship, would respectfully inform 
their friends, and the public gen- 
erally', that they will continue 
lo carry ou the 
Stove and Tin \\ are 
Business at A D. FRENCH’S 
old stand. No. 2U Church street. 
We shall keep constantly on hand 
a f irst Rate Stock of 
Tin Ware. Sinks, 
Sheet Lead, Lead 
Pipe, Sheet Zink, 
Tie., Tie,, Tie. 
Furnace Work and Plumbing 
made a specialty, 
gwy Remember the place, No. 
20 Church St., near the Court 
House. 
A. IN FRENCH. 
0, W. FRENCH. 
All persons indebted to A. L). 
French are requested to call and 
settle their accounts, 
ESTABR00K& EATON, 
(Late WILDER & EsTABROOK, 
* < omnuM-ci tl ^f.. (Ohl ituiitl), iliislon, 
AC> LINTS FOR 
KI Principe «lv> C«al<s 
^ KEY WEST 
„ ^.u. K’lGABS* 
Also, for the celebrated OVALAVIO§ ( I. 
€*i A BSSi, Put up in Tin Boxes. 4w32 
Epilepsy or Fits! 
A sI Ri: CURE for this distressing complaint is 
now made known in u Treatise (of 48 octavo pages) 
on Foreign and .Native Herbal Preparation*, pub- 
lished by Dr. O. I’hki.is Brown. Tlie prescription was discovered by him in such a providential man- 
|‘°r that he cannot conscientiously refuse to make 
it known, as it ha# cured everybody who has used 
it Tor Fits, never having failed in a single case. The 
ingredients may be obtained from any druggist. A 
copy sent fiee to all applicants by mail. Address 
Dr. O. Puklps Brown', 21 Grand street, .Jersey 
City, X. .J. 4w32 
ktotice/ 
rADIES don’t fail to leave your orders at M. P. J Woodcock & Son, to have‘your Piano Tuned 
in excellent shape by Mr. F. li. LOUGEE of Ban- 
gor, who will be here Tuesday and Wednesday, 
Feb. 10th and 17th. !\v32 
Freedom Notice. 
I ATWOOD W. HARDING of Troy, in the j County of Waldo, and State of Maine, give my 
minor son, Lorino E. Harding, aged nineteen 
years, his time from this date. I shall claim none 
of his earnings, nor pav any of his debts, contracted 
hereafter. ATWOOD W. HARDING. 





Have this day received over 
SB €300.00 
Worth of IIAMBURGS of the cry LATEST Styles 
and improved patterns, suiting at 
LOWER PRICES 
Than have ever been quoted before. We have 
placed them upon our counters for Inspection 
and cull attention of the public to their 
P R I C E S 
HAMBUHCS! 
W*' intend by LOW PRICE'S to make a dull 
season lively by Ham burgs. 
-•» 4P*- 
Suuiuiei' Dress i’ambries! 
Now selling al \2 Cent-per *m\i. 
®- 
Linen Bosoms 
,« A X.IXEX BOSOMS RECEIVED 
JL?©Ka •M.lliufTfrom Jin 50 cts. ,-acli 
—• *• 
Bleached Cottons! 
In order to make an eilYctual and I.Alb.i 
SALE on our HAMBURG*. w«- have been 
induced to mark down to a VERY LOW 
margin of profit. our entire Mo.k ol 
COlTONs 
Deo. \Y. Burkett & Do., 
Hay ford Block. Belfast, Me- 
Freedom Academy 
rnil!: spRl M, TERM Ol i I N WEEK‘S WILE 
I <. oinmcncc Fi.i, red, 1675. Instriwti m in 
Common and Higher Engli.-di, French and Larin. \ 
Commercial Department will be atlded, unde,- tile 
:nurge of a Graduat* ol Dirigo liusine-s » 111 
G. C. K I LG ORE. Prm. 
G. A. KILGORE, Com. P»pt. 
.Send for Circular WM. S. FULEF.U, See 
Freedom. Jan. 22. Wm .'Iw.T.* 





CONSULTATION FREE TO ALL. 
i item :> a. 'i until i i> ,\r 
DIE JOHN HOMER, 
BOSTON, MASS. 
Regular iruduate in Medicine and Surgen. Mem- 
ber ot the Ma-?saclr;-etts Milica I .Soviet). Laie 
Professor of the principles and practice ol Onesutiv* 
and Clinical Surgery. Licentiate member oft;.,. 
Faculty of Physicians ami Surgeon'-. England. In- 
ventor and proprietor f llomei A New Surgical ay 
pliances, etc. 
Makes Surgical and Chronic Diseases a 
Specialty. 
TO PHYSICIANS. 
Surgical Apparatus and Appliances, with Audi 
cial Limbs and his Inventions, furnished to mem 
bers of the profes-ion at a large ill-count, and re. 
patients at reasonable prices. 
CONSULTATION BY LETTUR. 
All persons consulting him by letter, with stamp 
enclosed, directed to his rooms, shad receive an 
answer Immediately. As promptness is a virtue 
amt earnest labor brings success. 
Dlt. IIUMEK will make professional \ isits to any 
part of the country, at reasonable prices, and a- 
promptly as his practice will adn.it. He will be 
uappy to fraternize and consult wii h Ph v.-ici.uis up. 
on Surgical or Chronic Diseases of a critical or ob 
scure character. 
TO MODERN EDUCATORS—A ANr /; /> 
titled ‘Guide to Science.” 
A work designed lor Mate Normal Schools, V -ado 
mies, High Schools and Seminaries. 
J HOMER. M D. Author. 
A .VE IV BOOK—Entitled '•Ru le ror Students'.” 
A work designated to render the Physiological 
action of Medicines and Hygiene easv to understand 
L HOMER M. D. Vu'thor. 
Also, a New Text Rook entitled Anatomy and 
Phgsiology rendered attractive. A w->rk properly 
adapted fur Children attending school, and so ar- 
ranged In conversation as to make it very attractive 
and Instructive for familv cin leJ 
LA DIES’ MEDICAI. INS TR UC TOR. 
A NEW BOOK which the Author mis deigned 
for, and dedicated to Wives, Mother- and Daughters 
of America. 
N. B —No nerson need defer calling early in con- 
sequence of being poorer unfortunate in life, as he 
always favors the honest laborer, the orphan and 
the widow, as we are all subject to adversity, m.r- 
fortunes, disease and death. 
43* Every aft* rnoon from 2 to >' dm olod e\ 
ly to Ladies. 
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC. 
My Entire Stock to be Almost 
Given Away I 
Follow Citizens, I am profoundly grateful f«*r your 
very liberal atronage for the past twenty vt-ars, 
hut I must leave you, and my entire stock must be 
closed out by the loth day of April. 
Those who call first will have the greatest 
variety to select from. 
All in want, or are contemplating the purchase of 
Carpets, Oil Cloth, Window 
Furnishing Goods! 
Will find It greatly to their advantage to give in,' a 
FALL. a. Il.tiini*. 
Belfast, Feb, 1, 1876. Sltf High Street. 
FRENCH 
Having formed a Copartnership, would respect fully intorm their friends, and the public generallv. that they will continue to carry on the 
Stove and Tin Ware Business 
at A. D. FRENCH’S old stand, No. 20 Church St. 
We shall keep constantly on hand a first rate 
Stock of 
Stoves, Tin Ware, Sinks. Sheet 
Lead. Lead Pipe, Sheet Zink, 
&c.. &c., &c. 
Furnace Work and Plumbing made a specialtv. 
Remember the place, No. 20 Church Street, hear 
the Court House. 
A. D. FRENCH. 
O. W. FRENCH. 




Don’t Fail to Cali Upon 
AND EXAMINE THE CELEBRATED 
SMALL & KNIGHT 
ORGANS! 
They are built from the best material, in the most 
thorough manner, and it is generallv conceded that 
they posses* all the qualities of Tone, Action, De- 
sign, Finish and Durability which constitute n:*r- 
(.' lass ins mu vi k.nts, and Wherever they have been 
introduced, they have, bv their merit alone, won 
their way into the admiration and confidence of the 
people. 
Every Instrument sold by us is fully warranted and 
eatislactiou guaranteed to the purchaser. 
Ihe tuning and r< pairing of an Organ should b< 
done by a person, t inti by ciontaut practice and con- 
nection with Organ-, understands them perfectly. 
Conseq ntly we shall have a tunKi; from the fac- 
tory visit us regularly and keep our Organs in 
TINK mid R1 tl’Allt. 
Come and examine these Organs for yourself and 
be convinced that they are as «.ool> ami lukaim.i: 
han any you ever -aw, and it you want one we are 
bound io aKLI. as we shall let No onk touch u* in 
prices. lyrtiG 
?.l, P WOODCOCK & SON. 
For Sale- 
A BLACK KNOX GELDING, 
Wy tsix years old. >in-d by "Gilhrith Ivuo.n” 
pf} > irom a last -Drew" mart*. 
Um -lmlf intere.-t only tor sale, and for 
sale only to an experienced trainer forspend. He 
is co il black. very strong, of great endurance, cer 
tainlv last, how last 1 don’t know.' and hr is sound, 
kind, free from trick-, and a- I think valuable, fix 
perienced trainers onlv nred applv. 
1 have also a 1 WO YLAK OLD STALIJO.V 
from a “Drew’ mare whose record is 2.:>; sired a- 
•Gideon,” tlie celebrated Hanibletoniun. 
1 will give one quarter interest to an experienced 
horsemu'n who will keep and manage him until he 
is four years old. "Jockies m .1 not appiy. 
WM F. GFRRIFR. 
Camden, Feb. 1S75 iw.’jl 
I’'MEADOW KING MOWER,’ 
1376, 
rF7Hl.y favorite Mower i- again offered totln- farm- 
I era of Maine and the l’i > vinces, ldr the coming 
season Four y ars of unini rruptrd succors is Mif 
licient evidence of merit in localities where no 
agencies are established, correspondence is solicited 
from responsible parties. 
FRFD ATWOOD, Gen’l Agent 
N B. Address Senate Ghamber. during session 
of the Legislature. 'hnosP.o 
Have You Seen It ? 
AT 
vou havii’t don’t fail to call at one- and ••.•tin* 
Lane's Patent Coffee Roaster ! 
and try some of their Ire-di Roasted 
It is so much nicer than ( oflte that has he n I 
Rousted for month- as we have been ohiig 
ed to sell heretofore. 
We now R<uA>T in Small Quanto;,.. and HQAST1 
< H T! \ tin by saving all the strength of the j 
Goflc-e wuicii wc give our 'tMomers tin 
adv antage of 
v,v also have a Good Stock of 
CHOICE FLOURS 
wiiii 11 \vr. sj.ii. 
I'll Si.IIs 111!? i'XSil 1 
We sell in* M’K TS but v.! at are warranted to be 
M RI< 1 LV I'l Ki and our TT » * as (..oodas 
can be found in tin market I H A 5 
Among tbi' many arti-de- wliu''i wa- 1.• j> ma\ be 
found Molu.-x varimt-. grader-. Sirups, Beet 
l‘««rk, La* d, 1* -ii. He >rt ami t < e..t ..rn, orn Meal, 
Rye M< al, \\ it ’Ll. < hit Meal, (iraham 1 
Buck" :i at l-’i< *s11 « ;ai>ii d Ml '. ! t on n■ \ 
i, .v R> liiemle t !■• plan 
ri | :y p r-i nj f,LLiv3 & drift, 




11.L N1 MMi;--. 
Isb White or Colored 
.V I 
B. F. WELLS. 
HAMB^ECS! 
—»* «*• 
H A M BURGS! 
^ * 
A NEW STOCK Just Receiv- 
ed and Selling from 3 cents 
to §1.00 Per Yard. 
B. F. WELLS. 
tj FI 
— II A S 
JUST RECEIVED 
A ! il 1 Sil SITPLY Ol 1IM 
OYERCO ATI NOS 
—a x n 
SUITINGS! 
WHICH UK WILf. MANUK \UTl UK 
To Order ! 
Belfast. Nov. 11. 1 .^T 1 —111 
MEAT MARKET 
: GROCERY STORE! 
fTMIE I'NnF.RSF N LI) have purchased the stork 
I and trade of the Meat and Grocerv Store tor- 
inerly occupied by S AN HORN & S 1 A FLO in I do 
■ rapii building, corner of Main and High streets 
where they will keep every thing in the meat and 
vegetable line that the season affords. Also gro- 
ceries of all kinds. 
RAT A Team will deliver all articles 
purchased of us at any part of the City 
free of Charge. 
We invite our old friends to call. 
CALVIN .1. GRAY. N. F. l’ATTERSON. 
Belfast, Aug. 20th, 1871.—tIT 
New Firm! 
TUJE subscribers having become mhtps'di■- to.I. IJ. WADLI.N, by the purchase of his pluck of 
STOVES, 
Tin, and iron Wan* &c. 
Together with the Tools and Machinery, are now 
prepairing ourselves to furnish ALL the old custo- 
mers, and AS MANY NK\Y ONES as are pleased to 
give us a call, with all kinds of good- in >ur line, 
with as 
GOOD AN ARTICLE 
-AND AT AS- 
LOW FIGURES 
As any House in the State. 
ALL KINDS OF 
JOB WORK 
DONE TO OKI ‘lit. M < II A s 
| SETTING F0R»A*J£S&RBPMMHG SAMK 
Impairing STOVES, TIN & IKON WAKE, L! AD 
1>IKE it PTMP>, >vitli neatuo- ami cli-i :it<-li. 
—MS', cu*—-- 
! 
WADI,IN & MERRIl.L 
| o. !■:. WADI.IN. W. W M ERR IT. I 
— 
I'. S. ,1. II. Wadliu will 1" found :it tin- old 'tin l 
I for a shart time, where* nil tho-< who have un-t i- 
tloi accounts wid j>!** :»-e call and s»-tI h* in* >ano 




F. A. FOLLETT’S 
KM) BOB. 
'l'l.KNLUD M’.U Yii!!K 
APPL EH. 
Now is ycur time to Buy Good 
Fruit Cheap. 
ALSO. A l.ARbL LOT of ( Hull I 
Confectionery am! Cigars1 
Who!, -ale ami Retail, at pi’.« >•- 'ha* V'l 
defy competition. 
REMEMBER THE PLACE, 
F. A. FOLLETT, 
80 Main Street- 
Patent Medicines 
Sold lowei' than ever before 
If you don't believe it 
come and see. 
w. o. poem & sox 
just i'i- <*i\ •><l 1 It• I. AID 11 > 1. 1I> I 
and most (OMPLITi: VAiat.lY 
..i D>ons in any nun; stork 
in the County, 
^ 
SIG STOCK AND 
f hiaip ;ss flip ChftiiH'st ? 
Personal Attention i\m to Prescriptions 
Hi Alllb SI'.LllM! AT OiSi fAl.l, QUifK. 
O R GAN S ! 
One Word is Sufficient for \k wist : 
n'l.VI buy a littl. third r: te «»rg:. n, w !i.m '•au get out '-t' W«>« ■I.r.-a MammN II a A 
U.v> tor le-s M(«M v 
P'lu’t bin »f parties that kimv nothing ab<»t.: 
electing :ui 'Organ. 
1 *i i’.i’i buy part ;• ii Ai inn* ;iml Hi- 
pair an Orv.ui ! I>L."1 i UI"AF1>1 
•lb A \ can In bought f 
\V. C. TUTTLE 
1 " ! High Street. Belfast. 
Work! Work! Work! 
100 GOOD EXPERIENCED 
VEST MAKERS ! 
< ’all tin.J >f< a<i\ injii ". .cent ?|f 
EA. ID. ID CD ID1 (3- TD T> 
\ i:> i FACT, ill\ A 1 I’.UOuK- 
Hr > .1:.,,. li, !.; 
“Help Those Who Try to Heir 
Themselves." 
inoisun i. cLtitit 
Having recently purrhu-• d tie- -to< k ml trad* -t s 
> Ill.Ksl.Y. v.-iil kei'i »i.stauth on hand a 
assort au nt ot 
HT< > V IDS 
I '! the h<-t manufacture. \. o Furnace \\ .k 
I in Ware, l amp-, Ml, \c 
The WYO.MINli ST<>\ K 
Made a '■pecialty. 'ome ami examine the m u. 
and best -tore in the woi l !. 
J O ±3 TV ORK 
('t all description promptly attended to 
it :i* l‘‘ople who coiitempla’e piircha-ing o 
and t in ware w ill do well h\ calling on m. ! h r.~ 
ing elsewhere. Having had larg< experience m » biiaine.-; am tatislied that I can -ive >.iti-faciioi 
Beifa-...,-,w, CLARK. 
Help! Help! Help! 
< * N 
\ tvsis, Hoys1 Suits iV Hauls! 
YF.ST Makers can get I'iimi «d W.mk 
JT at our Mum in Ki.itasr. and those living 
near Monroe can get work from our M"ia. at Mon 
hoi:. 
Goon, Boys’ Sl IT Maki.Io. and Fast Finimi 
lls will tind a plenty <d work at our More In Bel- 
fast. M e have began work in our Machine Room 
when we .shall manufacture Boa s M ils, Foa;^ 
and Fonts, and want a large number t Girl- 
POTE & QUIMRY. 
Bel last. Pec. Is. 4. g u | 
SILVER PLATED 
lining and Tea knives 
IN addition to nn usual Stock, I have just it.-, ived from the manufacturer, a very su| erior article f 
Plated Table Knives. 
Also a full line of FORKS, SPOONS, ,*e nf Ho- 
liest .Makers lleavv SII.VFR PI. V fF on line 
Nit. KF1. SlFVFR foundation. 
CALVIN HERVEY, Phenix Row 
For Sale. 
rpm; Subscriber offers for sale .1 Ilia bouse anil store combined 
on Church Street, second buildiim 
from the Court House. Hie buili'f 
lug is .’1 by .’,4 t et, two stories, 
with seven rooms above for family aud a good store 
and one room below all ill good repair, \ppli on 
the premise to DAVID DCHG1N. 
Belfast, Feb. 4, 1875. tftf 
Dead Days. 
Our summers are but burial-places where We lay to rest the sweet day** as they die,— 
Softening their outline with love's rosemary 
And memory’s lavender, and all of rare 
l <>k«*iis to keep them fair. 
Our winter; are the vaults whose ice-fringed 
cells 
Shut in still other collined days, for whom. 
When borne an i l» ft amid their frozen gloom. 
White-siirpLVod Hakes, (in place of lily-bell-» 
Tinkle their mutllcu knells. 
We 1.11 r\ them, and sigh, with bowing head, 
Submissive else: The tender via vs j/ins( go: 
For they are earthly-born, and perish so: 
Yet 1 >\ what augury hath any said 
That they are tckvlly dead? 
The short, ohild-tneted grave o’er which we 
yearn 
liven yet—the empty bird Vilest tilled with 
snows— 
'Hie iealless bough—tin* spring that comes and 
goes— 
'I’cach resurrection lessons, each in turn, 
Which we are quick to learn. 
Our days die thus, and we—their lives with- 
drawn— 
Like other mourners, fail of faith's control, 
Forgetful that each memory is the soul 
Of a dead day such as in summers gone. 
'.Mid rosemary sleeps on. 
And when they meet to yonder, face to face. 
After their resurrection—shall we then 
Hail them with greet and welcome once again, 
< ompanion of our blessedness always— 
Dear, risen, deathless days? 
I Aldine for January. 
Beyond. 
Peyond life’s toils and cares, 
It- hope- and joy-, it- weariness and sorrow, 
11 sleep less nights, it s days of -miles and teal's, 
Will he a long sweet life, unmarked by years. 
One bright unending morrow. 
Peyond time's troubled stream. 
Peyond the chilling waves of death's dark liver, 
Iteyond life's lowering clouds and titful gleams. 
It- dark realities and bright dream-, 
A beautiful forever. 
No aching hearts are there. 
No P-ar,dimmed e\e.uohum by|-iekue-- wasted, I 
No cheek grown pah* through penury or rare, I 
No -pirit- cru-hed beneath the woe- they hear. 
No sighs tor bli- untaisted. 
No -ad fa:v\vell is heard. 
No loiieh wad lor loving one- departed. 
No dark rcn.or-c i- there o'er memories stirred. 
No smile et scorn, no harsh or cruel word 
To gric\e the broken-hearted. 
No long, dark night is there. 
No light from sun or silvery muon is given. 
Put Ohri-t.the Lamb of tiod. all bright and fair. 
Jilume- the fit\ with etfulgcnee rare, 
The glorious light of heaven. 
No mortal eye hath seen 
The glories of that land bc\oiid the river. 
Its crystal lake-, it- tield- of living green, 
it- fadeless 111.\\ ci- and the unehanging sheen, 
A round the throne forever. 
1 ,ar hatli not heard the song 
of rapturous praise within that shining portal: 
No heart of mail hath dreamed what jo\ belong 
To that redeemed and happy blood washed 
throng. 
All glorious and immortal. 
A Mysterious Lite and an Unexplain- 
ed Death. 
lt~u i- .1.11 tin ;mi oi May, lfiii-s,—that is, 
mi the Faster Monday oi that year,—that 
the strange youth, historically known as 
Caspar llouser. made his first appearance 
in Nurnberg. It was just midday when 
his strange gait and still stranger way 
of talking, something after tliemanner 
oi chilil, attracted the attention of a 
shoemaker named Weiekman. Caspar 
had a letter addressed tothe eaptain 
of the Fourth Squadron. Weiekman 
undertook to show him the way to 
the Captain's house. lie did wliat lie 
could to o]leu a conversation with the 
voiith. but all to no purpose. The strange 
boy could utter but a lew words, and even 
to these lie attached no meaning whatever, 
lie was little better than a parrot, articu- 
lating what he could not himself under- 
stand. Tht* Captain was not at home, and 
( aspar was taken to a stable to await his 
la turn. Arrived there, be threw iiimself 
upon the straw and fell into a profound 
deep. When the Captain came home, the 
people ol the house waked the boy up, 
who presented liis letter to the person to 
whom it was addressed. The letter was 
dated, •'From the Havanan boundary— 
1’laee unknown, lsi's." In German, any- 
thing but classical, it recited that the boy 
was sent to him—the Captain; that he 
had been Confided to the writer, a poor 
• lav-laborer, on the 7tli day of October, 
lx'lg; that he—the writer—hud ten child- 
ren ol his own, and enough to do to sup- 
port them ; that the child’s mother had de- 
sired him to educate il : that lie had 
brought him up in a Christian manner, and 
that since HUg he had not allowed him to 
stray one step from the house; that no one 
knew where the boy had come from, and 
that the lad himself did not know w.iere 
the house lie had lived in was, nor tiie 
place in which it was situated ; that lie had 
been taught to read and write, and that if 
tie had parents to educate aim, lie would 
he a very clever lad. The writer added 
teat lie lead taken the boy as far as Neu- 
mark only, and had lelt him, saying that, 
when he became a soldier, lie, the labor- 
er. would lind him out. Accompanying 
this letter was a note in Homan letters, 
which recited that the boy was already 
baptized, and that his name was Caspar; 
that lie was seventeen years ot age. born 
on the doth of April, l*]g;und that the 
writer was a poor girl and unable to sup- 
• lort him any longer. 
Captain Wes.-i-ning questioned Caspar 
about his origin and antecedents, but 
failed to elicit any inlormation, or scarcely 
a gleam ol intelligence, irom him. A few 
words and phrases repeated over and over 
again, like a machine, w ere the only evi- 
dences the lad gave that lie could talk or 
think at all. Despairing ot discovering 
■ill' thiai; from him. the eaptain turned the 
Inn wr to the police authorities of Nurn- 
borg. Tin: jailor, a very benevolent and 
kind-hearted man, took liini in charge, 
and kept him seven weeks, all the time 
exercising the strictest observation over 
his action- AL the end ot the seven weeks 
it became apparent that Caspar was a most 
extraordinary phenomenon. His physical 
and mental constitutions, the jailor and 
others who lead watched him saw, were 
ver\ different from those of boys ot his 
age". With the stature ot a, boy of 17, he 
had the appearance ot a child of 0. His 
mind was mtirelv undeveloped. He would 
taste nothing but bread and water. When 
compelled to take other food, ins stomach 
rebelled against it. His senses were ex- 
ceedingly sensitive. While a lew could 
see in him nothing more than a stupid 
peasant-lad, intelligent observers ai kuowl- 
il.red themselves in the presence of an 
abnormal instanee of human development. 
After Caspar was able to make himself 
understood, he gave it as Ills recollection 
that, from about his Itli year to the time 
of his appearance in Nurnberg he had 
lived in a small, dark room, in a sitting 
posture He was provided every (lay with 
bread and water, washed occasionally, and 
furnished with clean linen. A pair of wood- 
i'll Horses to piaj Willi, auu a pm 01 leinn, 
were the only objects of amusement lie 
had known during his captivity, and rid- 
Jinir them had been liis soli; entertain- 
ment and employment. A short time be- 
fore hi, advent in Nurnberg, a man used 
to i-ame into his prison to teach him a tew 
w ind-,, ami to guide his hand until he bail 
learned to write the word* "Caspar Hau- 
ser.” Alter tliis the strange man took 
him on hi- back, and, in the darkness of 
the night, carried him to the neighbor- 
hood of Nuruburg, when he gave him 
the letter referred to above. 
When it was finally known that nothing 
could be discovered concerning the boy, 
the city of Nurnbnrg decided to adopt 
him, and to have him educated at its own 
expense. A guardian was appointed for 
him. and the well-known Prof. Dimmer, 
who took the lad to his own home, was 
charged with his training. This was on 
the 18th ot .July, 1828. On the 17th of 
October, 182’J, an attempt was made on 
Caspar’s life. Nothing could he learned 
concerning the appearance or person ol 
the would-be-murderer, save what Caspar 
related himself, viz : that tie wore a mask, 
and made an attempt to kill him in the 
house. This effort to get lid ot Casper 
has, like nearly everything else connected 
with his history, remained a mystery to 
the present time; but there is no doubt 
that it was in some way connected with 
his previous life. The strange history ot 
the foundling had gone abroad, it is sup- 
posed, mhcli to the discomlort of some 
one who supposed that when he placed 
him in charge of the illiterate day-labor- 
er, ho would never be heard iroru again. 
The illness ot his preceptor. Prof. Dau- 
mer, necessitated a change in Caspar’s 
domicil; and he was placed in the family 
of a merchant named Biberach. The 
change was a great misfortune for Caspar. 
In his new home, out of the experienced 
hands of an educator like Daumar, lie 
was treated and exhibited like a natural 
curiosity. lie was made an object of en- 
tertainment for the family and guests ot 
the merchant. Questions of all kinds were 
put him, and his answers awaited with 
the utmost attention. The effect on the 
youth was disastrous. 11 is vanity was first 
awakened, lint, in the end, he came to 
dislike his surroundings, and obtained 
very false notions of the world he was in. 
In the summer ol 1830, Caspar's guar- 
dian the Baron Von Tuclier, noticing the 
evil effects of his life in the merchant's 
house, took charge of him himself; and, 
lor a year and a half, he led a happy life 
in the Baron's family lie was industri- 
ous, and labored to improve himself, with 
the happiest results. Both Tuclier and 
Daumer bore witness to the amiability and 
cheerfulness of their pupil; as did also 
another eminent man who happened to 
come in contact with him, President \ on 
i'unerbacli. 
It was about this time that an English 
Lord—the eccentric Stanhope—appeared 
on the scene as the protector ot the youth, 
it had been conjectured by some that Cas- 
par was of noble descent. Stanhope es- 
poused this view with enthusiasm, and had 
the boy given over to him. in spite ol the 
opposition of Daumer and Tuclier, who 
knew that the noble Lord could have none 
Imt a bad influence over him. Caspar had 
been heard to pronounce a few words in 
the Hungarian language, and Stanhope 
jumped at the conclusion that he must, 
therefore, have been of Hungarian origin. 
11c took Caspar with him on his travels 
through Hungary, llis supposition, how- 
ever, as to the boy's origin, was ground- 
less; and, when he discovered it, he lost 
all interest in liis protege. He put him 
under the tuition of a well-meaning but 
incompetent Bavarian school-master,much 
to the loss of Caspar. His former teachers, 
hoiyever, never gave up their interest in 
him. 
\<iw we come, after this short but 
.-trance biography, to an end altogether 
in keeping with the rest. On the 1ft li of 
December, 1S.33, Caspar was, while out 
taking a walk, mortally wounded by an 
unknown man, at Ausbach, near the monu- 
ment erected to the memory ot the poet 
I /.. All efforts to discover his murderer 
were in vain. 
Attempts to discover Caspar’s origin did 
not cease with his death. For years every 
trace ot him was followed up, in the hope 
ol solving the mystery ol his life. There 
were scientific men who occupied them- 
selves lor a long period ol time with the 
question of his antecedents. Opinions 
differed concerning him. By some lie was 
looked iqioii as a model of human good- 
ness and innocence; hy some, as a stupid 
peasant lad ; by others, again, as an im- 
postor. It was now supposed that he was 
the son of an English or German noble- 
man ; and now it was asserted that he was 
the illegitimate son of a Bavarian soldier. 
It was said also that lie was a Baden Prince, 
son of the Archduchess Stephanie; and 
this surmise was supported hy several cir- 
cumstances. 
Two years ago, the son of the school-mas- 
ter to whom Lord Stanhope, had intrusted 
Casper, published a volume purporting to 
convey authentic information concerning 
him. This 'nook was something of an at- 
tack- on Daumer, who therefore published 
a work in answer, entitled “Caspar Hau- 
ser; His Nature, innocence, and Suffer- 
ings." In this production of his, Daumer 
repeats his conviction that Caspar Hauser 
was the son of the Archduchess Stephanie 
of Baden. The Archduchess wasan adopt- 
ed daughter ol Napoleon E. the daughter 
of Josephine by tier first marriage, and 
wiie of Archduke Karl of Baden. She lost 
two sons in the most mysterious manner, 
and it is said that her husband died ol 
poison. It is supposed that Caspar was 
the elder of those two sons. The daugh- 
ters of the Archduchess lived in every in- 
stanee. The party interested in the ex- 
tinction of the male line of Stephanie’s 
descendants was the mother of the Counts 
ol lloehberg, and their sons. Countess 
Von lloehberg was married to the Mar- 
grave of Baden, and exceedingly anxious 
that her sons should ascend the throne. 
But thi- could not happen unless the sons 
id the Archduchess were made away with, 
and unless the Margrave Eouis caiue to an 
understanding in the matter with his mor- 
ganatic step-mother. It happened as the 
Countess wished. The Archduke Karl and 
his nephew Ludwig died without male is- 
sue, and Ludwig recognized the right of 
descent in the Margrave. It was a sus- 
picious circumstance that both ol Steph- 
anie's sons should die or disappear shortly 
after their birth,—the more so as the moth- 
er had always been a remarkably robust 
woman. There are very many circum- 
stances going to show tint Haunter's hy- 
pothesis is correct, and that Casper was 
Stephanie's son, in whose cradle a dying 
child was placed in his stead. But of this 
there is no certainty, and it seems that the 
history of tile boy will remain in flic fu- 
ture what it has hitherto been,—a mys- 
tery. 
The Grief of n Rhinoceros* 
Even a rhinoceros is capable of grief, 
according to a Paris correspondent, who 
tells tile following anecdote of the rhinoc- 
eros which recently died in that city. The 
animal luid been in the collection at the 
.lardin des Plantes for twenty-two years, 
but was of an unsociable and irascible 
temper, and not even his keepers ventur- 
ed to take any liberties with him. One 
day. however the little lap-dog of the 
wife of the director, given her by Queen 
Amelie, got into his house by squeezing 
in between the bars of the iron work. 
Instead of killing the intruder,as expected, 
the rhinoceros allowed the little creat- 
ure to play' with him, scampering over 
his hack, biting his neck, and playing off 
all mariner of sportive tricks. The two 
became great friends; the “wee doggie” 
passing several hours each day with his 
undemonstrative acquaintance, which put 
up patiently with all iLs teasings. One 
day the rhinoceros inadvertantly set his 
loot on his little pet, killing it instantly. 
Tiie poor brute’s grief at the catastrophe 
was pitiable; tor two days he did not eat 
a particle ol food. 
S. X. Moody ol New Orleans, who died 
recently by his own hand, while suffering 
from an intolerable neuralgic attack, was 
a singular man. He prospered when 
Louisiana was wealthy, and he prospered 
when Louisiana was as poor as a rat. The 
secret ot his continued success was adver- 
tising. He knew howto advertise, and 
the duller the season the more persistent- 
Iv lie kept himself and bis wares before 
the public. He Mas known as the “Shirt 
King of the South-west.” On every dead 
wall and on nearly every telegraph pole, 
in the Mississippi Valley, the wayfarer 
was invited “to get his shirts at S. N. 
Moody’s.” lie was a most liberal patron ol 
the daily press, and by a thousand ingen- 
ious devices, and in spite of tremendous 
opposition, he died as he lived, the super- 
eminent and pluperfect “King of Shirts.” 
Such was his faith in the necessity of cap- 
tivating the laney of the people and win- 
ning their attention that it was seriously 
declared in New Orleans, years ago, he of- 
fered $.'>0,000 to help pay for a new steam- 
boat intended for St. Louis trade, provided 
he had the naming ol the craft. His offer 
was promptly accepted, but almost as 
suddenly declined, when it became known 
that “Get Your Shirts at Moody's” was to 
Ire the baptismal appellation. 
The Lewiston Journal tells the story of 
two ladies who called at a stable to hire a 
horse to go ten miles out. The proprietor 
was out, and the hostler, being a “new 
comer.’' not acquainted with the horses, 
gave them the best looking one. On the 
return ot the proprietor he found the la- 
dies had gone with a horse that was so 
high-spirited that he would trust but lew 
men with him. lie took another team 
and drove after the ladies, but did not 
succeed in overtaking them until they 
arrived at their destination. He asked 
if they had any trouble in driving the 
horse. They replied they had not, that the animal was a splendid horse; that he 
ran more than half the way, and they did 
not touch him with the whip. He asked 
them if they had any trouble in passing 
teams. They said they did not as every 
one who saw them coming got out of the 
way and gave them the whole road. 
An engineer on the Marquette, Hough- 
ton and Ontonagon Road was pushing a 
heavy snow-plow with a sixty-ton engine 
down a long and heavy grade. Every 
pound of steam was on. Turning a curve 
he saw about a quarter ot a mile ahead a 
four-horse team, hitched to a sleigh, 
caught in the track in such a way that the 
drivers seemed unable to extricate them. 
When they found that they must abandon! 
the sleigh to its fate they scampered off, 
much to the engineer’s surprise, as rapidly 
as their legs could carry them. lie shut off 
steam, whistled down brakes, but to no 
purpose. The engine was going and didn’t 
mean to be stopped. The steam whistle, 
however, started the horses into a plunge 
whereby the sleigh was so far carried from 
the track as to escape the engine by no 
more than a hair’s breadth. As soon as he 
c juld stop the engineer returned to see if 
any one was hurt, and found that he had 
missed an excellent opportunity of run- 
ning the first through train to the moon. 
There were eight hundred pounds of nitro- 
glycerine in that sleigh. 
Romance in Real Life. Chits. A. Mer- 
rill, a native ol Waldo Co, and a nephew 
ol Albert Merrill, Esq., of this city, went 
to California sixteen years ago, when he 
was but nineteen years ol age, leaving 
behind him a young lady in Belfast ot 
still more tender years, to whom he was 
betrothed. By his perseverance and in- 
dustry he has been very successful and has 
become a man of inliuence and high re- 
spectability, as well as of a large fortune. 
Last week he ret urned to Belfast to visit 
his former friends and more particularly 
the young lady ot his choice, with whom 
lie liad kept up a correspondence during 
his long absence. Yesterday be passed 
through here, stopping at the Preble 
House, on his return to his adopted State, 
accompanied by the lady as his bride, 
who has so long and anxiously waited his 
return. Who will say there is no romance 
in real life? [Portland Argus 
A finely dossed lady slipped and fell near the 
Post-office yesterday, and the man who assisted 
her to her feet inquired, “Did you break any 
bones madam “Nolguess not,” she replied; 
“but I am just as mad as if I broken a dozen 
of ’em!”—f Portland Press. 
|Uto l^hcrtistnunts. 
im Sk fa — The choicest in the world —Import H |0 ^ ^ ers prices—Largest company in Ameri I Lflllea—staple article—pleases everybody 
trade continually increasing — Agents wanted 
everywhere—best inducements—don't waste time— 
send for < ircular to Korn.h Wells, BJ Vesey St., 
N. Y., I’. O. Box 1287. 
FELLOWS’ HYPO,PHOSPHITES. 
THE MENTAL RENOVATOR. 
THK ASSISTANT TO THE TO I LIN<. .STUDENT, 
IT RELIEVES THE 
PALPITATING,GRIEF-STRICKEN HEART, 
AND on EH 
BUOYANCY TO THE TIRED BRAIN 
OF TIIE IIA KR ASHED .M AN OF Kl SINKSS. 
DOLLARS 
TO THE AMOUNT OF TWO MILLION FIVE 
HUNDRED THOUSAND ARE TO BE DlSTRI 
BUTED ON THE 27th FEBRUARY BY THE 
PUBLIC LIBRARY OF KY„ UPON THE OC- 
CASION OF THEIR FIFTH AND LAST CON- 
CERT. 
Drawing Certain or Money ReiunHcH. 
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT. $250,000 
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT. 100,01 0 
ONE GRAND CASH IFT. 75,000 
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT. 50,010 
ONE GRAM) CASH IFT. 25,000 
5 Cash Gifts, $20,000 each,. 100,000 
10 Cash Gifts, 14,000 each,. 140,000 
15 Cash Gifts, 10,000 each,. 150,000 
20 Cash Gifts, 5,000 each. 100,000 
25 Cash Gifts, 4,000 each,. 100,000 
Cash Gifts, H,000 each,. 00,000 
50 Cash Gifts, 2 000 each, 100,000 
100 Cash Gifts, 1,000 each,. 100,000 
240 Cash Gifts, 500 each, ,. 120,000 
500 Cash Gifts, 100 each,. 50,000 
10,000 Cash Gifts, 50 each,.050,01.-0 
Whole Tickets, $50. Halves, $25. Tenth, or each 
Coupon, $5. Eleven Whole Tickets, $500. 
For Tickets, or information, address 
TH<>. E. BRAMLETTE. Agent and Manager, 
Louisville, Ky. 
PUBLIC LIBRARYOF KENTUCKY 
Death of Gov. Bramlette—Action of the 
Trustees—A Successor Appointed—No 
More Postponements—Drawing Cer- 
tain February 27th. 
At a meeting of the Trustees of the Public 
Library of Kentucky. Jan. HI, is To, it was re- 
solved that C. M. Briggs, Esq., who under the 
late lion. Tho. K. Bramlette was the real bus- 
iness manager of the gift concerts already given 
in aid of the Public Library of Kentucky, be 
and be is hereby authorized to take the place 
made vacant by the death of said Bramlette, in 
the management of the affairs of the fifth and 
last gilt, concert, and that the drawing announc- 
ed for February 27, lS7f>, shall positively and 
unequivocally take place on .hat day without 
any further postponement or delay oil any ae- 
I count whatever. 
It. T. Dl'BRETT, Pres. 
John S. Caix, Secretary. 
Hereafter all communications relating to the 
111 Concert should lie addressed to the under- 
signed, and I pledge myself that the drawing 
shall come oil' February 27th or that every dol- 
lar paid for tickets shall be returned. 
C. M. BRIGGS. Agent and Manager, 
Room 4, Public library Building, 
Louisville, Ky. 
Or THOS. If. HAYS &. CO., 000 Broadway, N. Y. 
No Charges for obtaining 
rpA TXTvnrXT'rCYD e Patents unless successful. 1U LW VAN lUXVO Pamphlet free. C. A. Shaw, 110 Tremont Street, Boston. 
A WEEK to Agents to sell an article 
0 saleable as Hour. Profits immense. Pack- 
age free. Address BUCKEYE M'F’G CO-. Marion, 
<>hio. 
a month to agents everywhere. Ad- 
J dress EXCELSIOR M’F’G (JO., Buell- 
anan, Mich. 
A11V RRTIMIXU : C heap: Good: Syste mafic. All persons who contemplate making 
contracts with newspapers for Hie insertion of ad- 
vertisements, should send 2;» cent* to Geo. P. 
Rowell & Co., 11 Park Row, New York, for their 
PAMPHLET-BOOK (ninety-seventh edition), con- 
taining lists of over 20uo newspapers and estimates, 
showing the cost. Advertisements taken for lead- 
ing papers in many States at a tremendous reduction 
from publishers’rates. Get the book, 
WANTrn AGENTS for the “LIFE AID 11 M11 I LVi EAPLORATlOIfiOr »H 
El VIldHTON E.” Complete, authentic; a 
fresh book. Price suited to the times. Address, 
li. It. RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston Mass. 
CC c CQH Per day at home. Terms free. Address 
■— vt.w Geo. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me. 
qh m A WEEK guaranteed to Male and ALT Female Agents, in their locality. 
m M Costs NOTHING to try it. Partic- 
Jm M ulars Free. P. O. VICKERY, Au- 
gusta, Me. 
“•pSYCHOSTANCY, OR SOI L CHARMING,” XT How oi lier sex may fascinate and gain the 
love and utfections of any person they choose, in- 
stantly. This art all can possess, free by mail for 
25 cents; together with a Marriage Guide, Egyptian 
Oracle, Breams, Hints to Ladies. Ac. l,000,0ou sold. 
A (jueerbook. Address T. WILLIAM & CO, Pubs., 
Philadelphia. 
AT MOODY’S 
The Best Selected Stock of 
IN THE CITY. 
--
This being a new line of goods and an 
addition to my always large stock of 
Patent Medicines, 
Drugs, Fancy Goods, k! 
I have taken particular pains to make such a se- 
lection as will be desirable, ornamental and 
useful to the purchaser. My stock con- 
sists in part of an elegant line of 
Vases and Toilet Sets, 
Russia Leather Wallets, 
Dolls, Cutlery, Perfumery of 
all kinds, Children’s Tea 
Setts, Toilet Soap, 
brushes, & c. 
The most interesting feature of all is the very low 
price at which I am offering my goods. We shall be pleased to show our Goods to all who wish to 
examine. Please call. 
E. H. MOODY, 
Corner of Main and High Sts., Belfast, Me. 
A. B. MATHEWS 
LATE OF THE FIRM OF 
FIELD & MATHEWS’ 
HAS BOUGHT OUT 
A BLODGETT & CO.’S 
70 MAIN STREET. 
And is making large additions to the stock which he 
will sell at the lowest living prices 
WALNUT GOODS ! 
-SUCH AS—- 
CHAMBER & PARLOR SU1TS.PARLOR 
TABLES MARBLE d: WOOD TOP. 
HA T TREES, WHATNOTS, WRIT- 
ING DESKS. WORK TABLES 
and LOOKING GLASSES, 
EX TENSION TA IS LES 
it SIDE BOARDS. 
ASH AND PAINTED SETTS ! 
CONSTANTLY ON HAND. 
ALL KINDS OF 
BEDSTEADS. BUREAUS. &c.. &c. 
Also a nice assortment of 
I would call special attention to our stock of 
CASKETS & COFFINS! 
To those who have to purchase I would say I have 
them all grades, from tin lowest price that they can 
possibly be sold for, to the nicest WALNl 1 and 
ROSEWOOD. 
-ALSO- 
Metalie Burial Cases! 
Same patterns as were sold by FIELD & 
MATHEWS. 
REMEMBEli TUT l1 LA CE.-JUT 
tfl7 70 Main Street, Belfast Me. 
A, B. MATHEWS. 
THIS I KNO W! I 
THAT AT 
s. 1.1. mum 
NO 5, Phoenix Row, 
Can lie 1'onml all the 
DRY GOODS 
Advertised in this paper, at as low 
and even lower prices 






TO CONST ME ITS, 
AT COST OF PRODUCTION. 
BEAL m HOOPER, 
Cor. Washington St. Extension 
a x n 
Ilaymarket, Square, Boston. 
Owing to the general depression ol’ the Wholesale 




And other first-Class 
FURNITURE, 
Which we take this method to dispose of. 
4fcir*Those desiring FClt.NiTT'Iif will find it great- 
ly to their advantage to inspect these goods before 
making a purchase.- Rmostf l 
BELFAST TO NEW YORK 
FOR $7.25 ! 
Buy a through ticket on hoard 
Steamer Hatakdin ! 
AND— 
SAVE 25 CENTS! 
R e mo v a 1 ! 
jst j±: w 
LIVERY STABLE! 
Henry Dunbar, Jr., has bought the stable loi merly occupied bv Fred Kim- 
[ 1 JA ball, on Washington Street, near Perkins f ** Brothers’ ( arriage Shoo, where lie has 
op» ued a livery stable, stocked with 
First-Class Horses, Now Carriages, 
Harnesses, &c. 
Teams furnished for all occasions and at all times. 
Good and capable drivers tarnished when required. 
(ter'Gn e me a call ami try mv teams. 
,, lr 10„ H. DUNBAR, Jr. Belfast, July JMh. 1ST- til 
Eyes for the Blind! 
I am constantly milling to my stock of 
SPECTACLES & EYEGLASSES! 
Making it one of the largest and most complete to he tumid in this section of the State. Mv Glasses an selected with care, and adapted to all ages and con dilions of the eves. 
BIFOG A I, GLASSES ! 
Which enable a person to see the finest print, and objects at a distance with the same spectacles. 
Glasses of all kinds titled to old bows. Give me a call and you cannot fail to be suited. tf28 
CALVIN HERVEY, Plienix Row. 
Farmers & Mechanics 
ATTENTION ! 
Tins HAVE JUST RECEIVED A LARGE IX- 
▼ V voice of White Charcoal i'jg Iron, calculated 
expressly for 
Sled Shoes and Fittings. 
Shoes made from this brand of iron are infinitely superior to those made of pot metal, and cost no 
more. 
We have a large list of patterns and as we cast 
from three to four times per week, can till orders 
upon short notice and low prices. 
A?ir*Leave o) ders at 
A. C. BURGESS', Main St. 
Office of Company, 10 Phoenix Row, or at the 
Works, Head of Tide. 
25 BELFAST FOUNDRY CO. 
Caution Notice. 
TRADERS, Shopkeepers and all dealers are here- by forbidden to deliyer articles to persons on 
our account, unless accompanied with an order from 
the firm. Also all persons having old unsettled ac- 
counts against us, are requested to bring them in 
(or adjustment. 
RICHARDSON & CRITCHETT. 





STew and Fresh Stock!! 
— — -—- 
laving returned to this city, and purchased the C. 
). Field Furniture Store and Stock, would announce 
o the public that he intends to sustain the past fa- 
orable reputation of the establishment by keeping 
onstantly ou hand a new and nice assortment of 
uch articles as arc usually found in a 
FIRST CLASS 
Furniture Store! 
AT REASONABLE RATES. 
Among the many articles that may be mentioned, 
o which special attention is called are new, nice and 
■ich 
Walnut Chamber Sets 
-A X D- 
PARLOR SLITS! 
Chamber Sets in Chestnut, Ash and Pine, with 
rich ornamentation, or plain, as may be de- 
sired ; Sofas, of various patterns and 
styles of upholstering, Chairs of all 
kinds, Walnut Sideboards, &c. 
What-Nots, Mirrors, Bedsteads, Spring 
Beds of Various Kinds, Mattresses, 
including the 
isr isr AL 
Wire Net Mattress! 
Best thing in Market of the Kind. 
Brackets, Picture Frames, Tables of all 
Kinds, &c., &c. 
Burial Gaskets 1 
lioth wood and metalie of anv style, and COFFINS 
»nstautly on hand, or readily obtained. 
MR. ii. ij. llankersnn an experienced cabinet ma- 
ker aud tirst-rate upholsterer is always on hand 
where work in his line is required to be done with 
neatness and despatch, for he is one who well un- derstands Jill the details of the business. 
£ ^-Remember the place and number. Old Stand 
of < 0 Field, No. 11 Phoenix Row, Belfast. 
J. L. LOCKE. 
Nov. 10, Is?4.—vhnoslO. 
Observe These Footprints. 
CGI\ntfEHLfS 
Brahminical Moon plant 
East Indian Remedies. 
Introduced via San Francisco. Califor- 
nia, thence to Maine, and now Sell- 
ing Commercially by 
J. E. ROBINSON. 
CITY DRUG STORE, 
282 Main St., Rockland, Me 
Sole Agent for the State- 
I'M If Brahminical Remedies are represented in 1 twelve .SPECIALTIES, DISTINCTLY PREPARED, 
each one having qualities and principles innately 
peculiar, and a name to distinguish all of them, 
labeled on the bottle ; whereon is a number denoting order of succession to be taken, and are for the re- 
lief of 
Price 
GOUT, Acute or Chronic. $K.O© 
UII E t M ATIC CO n PL a IUTK, 
Acute or Chronic. 0.00 
AGUE, 0,00 
HE1T1IALGIA anil SCIATIC in 
Head or Hip*. 0.00 
»HOPSY, Incipient Ktagc*. 0.00 
SYMPATHETIC for Liver A f- 
ection* generally, Epilep*y, 
lo»» of Memory, &c..*c. 3,00 
SK IA DISEASES, Scrofula. 
l*iniplcN. Stunning Korea and 
Eruptive Humor*. YOO 
(ATilRRIf, Ymal Air Tube*, 
tttomaih or Cheat IV-in* with 
Cough or Aathmu, 9,00 
FEMALE Corrector, Monthly 
trouble*, exceaaea or defici- 
encies thereof: aubduer of in- 
flammation of Mexual organ*, 
change* of life alleviator: 
adapted for young or old. 3,00 
IYIARRH<EA and Dysentery. 3.00 
DYMPEPNIA. CO.VNTIPl. 
TMOKI, Debility or JLangour, 3.00 
APE1KIENT, to he uaetl with 
all the mixture* constantly, 
a household medicine for in- 
fant* or adult*. 3.00 
Applicants should make sure that the Medicines, 
come only Irom the Agent, d. K. Robinson, for 
iurther information call on or write to 
J. E. Robinson, City Drug Store. 
1-* 282 Main St., Rockland Me, 
FOWLE’S 
Pile and Humor Cure. 
I ll K < )N I. Y MLDICIN10 that is warranted a per- 
eet rare for all the worst forms of Piles, Leprosy, 
s. rokuea, Kind Worm, Salt Rheum, Cancer, 
< waurh, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Asthma, 
Dyspepsia, Kidneys, and all diseasee of the. Skis 
and Blood. Entirely vegetable. Sent by express, 
and money returned in all cases of failure. II. D. 
fOWLK, Chemist, 71 Prince Street. Boston. Sold 
everywlu re. $1 a bottle. Send for Circular. 
Ilniosl2eow. 
They Do Say it Beats the World. 
$5000 Gold for a Better Article 
An Unfailing Remedy for 
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma 
Bronchitis, Influonza, Soreness of 
the Throat, Chest, and Lungs, 
And all Diseases leading to Consumption. 
It is prepared from Vegetable Extracts and Barks, 
of wonderful healing properties, and this Balsam is 
highly recommended by physicians, clergymen and 
others, testimonials from whom 1 can lurnish with- 
out number. 
LARGE BOTTLE. 35 < ENTS. 
Don’t fail to try it. It is pleasant to take. See 
that the name of F \\ vinsman is blown in the 
glass. 
4STSample Bottle and Circular Free.,£ff 
JP.jjit’. HI.Y'MnAM, Proprietor. 
14'2 Water Street, tiigUMta, JHe, 
Kou sai.k in \i.L ?>ur«• *11 Si'S. lyeowH. 
— —^QUININE HAIR TONIC ! W Stilt {/rowing hi public furor. Each w month'increases its sales nearly double 
that of the previous month. The fol- 
lowing are some of the reasons why it Ppleases so universally. I II4YOI.IMK never fails to stop 
falling out ol‘the hair. 
H4lOl.Hi: will immediately 
eradicate dandruff. 
k ll.410LI.1i: keeps the huir soft 
Band pliable. 
^ 11.41 OLIVE is as clean as pure 
water. 
BilOLll'i: will not color the 
{ hair. 
L B4YOLI1E lias won for itself 
Pa popularity which has never before 
been equalled by any other preparation 
recommended for the same purpose. 
4 All who have used it are willing to B vouch for its ability to perform all that 
_^ is claimed for it. It is without doubt 
the best Iloir Dressing ever used. Prepared by 
LEVI TOWER, JR., BOSTON. 
Sold Everywhere. 50 Cents a Bottle. 
As a guarantee of the reliability of BA VOLIN E 
wre. are permitted to use the name of GEO. II. NICH- 
OLS, M. D.. who has used it in his family with ex- 
ceedingly beneficial results, and is perfectly acquaint- 
ed with its composition. lie unhesitatingly recom- 
mend'' it to his patients, and declares it free from 
any injurious substance. 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
HAVE REMOVED to their new Banking Room in Custom House Square, are prepared to re 
ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the 
first days of June, July, August and.September, and 
December, January, February and March. Interest 
being computed on same, the first Mondays of June 
and December. 
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and 
Legal Holidays,) from 9 to 12 A. M., and 2 to 4 P. M. 
Saturdays Bank closes at 12, noon. 
John H. Quimby, Treas. ASA FAUNCE, Prest. 
Belfast, June 8th 1874. tf 
500 Agents Wanted! 
A HARK CHANCE 
to make money. Agents 
can make more money working for me, than 
any other way. The article is something that will 
sell at every house, it retails at $3.00, but to intro- 
luce the article, 1 will Bend sample and full direc. 
dons for $1.00. Address, J. ALGER, Barton, Vt. 
lmo30 
Agents Wanted. 
AGENTS WANTED. $75 to S1O0 
month to male or female. Article de- 
sired by every family. Steady employment given. 
Address, with stamp, I. S. ROGERS & Co., 
3w20* Box 102 Searsport, Me. 
G. E. JOHNSON, 
Attorney at Law! 
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST. 
Office formerly occupied by E. K. Boyle. 
GEO. E. WALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
HARADEN BLOCK, Belfast, Me, 
tfir'All business entrusted to him will receive 
rompt, attention. 
J. M. FLETCHER, M.D., 
PHYSICIAN A SURGEON, 
Belfast, Maine. 
Office over Furber & Bean’s store. Residence on 
Church street. ouDOSite the Journal Office. tf'l 
M. L. M A G 0 0 N 
DEMTIST! 
Office in Gordon Block, Main St. 
SEARSPORT. ME. 
uirr“ Tri Ma. Special attention paid to extracting 
teeth. Artificial Teeth Manufactured, 
i t eth filled in the best manner. 
DENTISTRY! 
dr. G-. p. Lombard, 
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE. 
May still be found at the old stand of 
Dr. Moare, corner of Church and 
Spring Streets, lias all the latest 
improved instruments for operating upon teeth, in 
eluding 
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE! 
by which the process is rendered much less painful 
and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth insert 
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons prefer, 
lie bus the country right for the use of 
Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates. 
Particular attention given to making and inserting 
artificial teeth. tl*46 
Arlington House 
Cor. Causeway and Canal Sts. BOSTON. 
Killirely new and furnished with all modern 
improvements. Clerks in attendance at all 
(hours. Its nearness to the Lowell, East- 
ern, Fitchburg and Boston and Maim* R. IK. Depots, oilers special advantages to 
[those arriving late at night or taking early 
morning trains. Board $2 f>0 a day. 
is. II, DUMAS, Proprietor. 
Lute of Phenix Hofei, Concord, N. 11., and Pro- 
prietor Boar’s Head Hotel, Mampton Beach. 3ui31 
PHENIX HOUSE ! 
The subscriber, having recently assumed 
proprietorship of tin* above well known 
House, and made extensive improvements 
in the same, informs the public that, he is 
now reaily for business. The old friends of 
the house will find increased comforts, and new ones 
will he welcome to as good fare as can he had any- 
where. 
file stable has shared the general improvement, 
and with experienced and careful hostlers no pains 
will he spared in taking care of horses. 
He has some fine LI \ FRY S TOCK, fur the accom- 
modation of those desiring good teams. 
R. II MITCHELL. 
Belfast, Dec. 23, 1874.—Gmos2G* 
HERRiMAN. WARMINGTON & CO 
SHIPWRIGHTS, SniPSMITIIS, 
Mast. Spar and Blockmakers. 
JOINERS, &e. 
OFFICER Water,no nottd 
WORKS : Barton Street. ) 
This firm confidently assure the masters and own- 
ers of ships that they have the best of facilities for 
executing every branch of shipworks, for both wood- 
en and iron ships, in a manner guarante* <1 to give 
satisfaction.—tf..4 
IMotice! 
SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK ! 
DEPOSITS received on terms us liberal and favor- orable to depositors as any Savings Bank in 
the state, and dividend declared on same the first 
of May and November. (Mice hours from 'Jto 12 A. 
M. and 1 to 4 P. M. 
.1 AS. <;. PEXDLETOX, President. 
CHAS. F. GOKDOX, treasurer Gmoslf. 
Employment. 
1 want 1.000 agents to canvass for the COM 
PLET E HERBALIST, and The Guowing Would. 
I will give such terms and furnish such advertising 
facilities that no mail need make less than $200 per 
month and all expenses—no matter whether he ever 
canvassed before or not. Address Dr. O. PHELPS 
BROWX, No. 21 Grand street, .Jersey City. X. ,J., 
and full particulars will be sent by return mail. 
4 w.'JO 
MISS BEECHER’S 
HAIR OR WHISKER DYE. 
For Hair and Whis- 
kers. Changes light 
or gray hair to a jet 
black, dark brown, or 
auburn color. It con- 
tains no Sulphur or 
Lead, or other delete- 
rious ingredient. Ii 
requires but a single 
application t«> ell'ect 
its purpose,and \\ ash- 
ing is required after 
dyeing, as in tin* case 
of other dyes. It is not 
two separate articles 
(as are most hair 
dyes), but a single 
combination; ami ex- 
perienced whoh-sale 
druggists, who have 
nanujou ail me various uyes, pronounce u no; iu^ 
single preparation for changing the color of the hair which lias ever been brought to their noth e. 
PRICK 50 CENTS. Satisfaction guaranteed in every Case, or the money refunded. Prepared only hy w 





A.NI) OTHER ILLS OK 
HORSE-FLESH! 
AN I' SORES ON All. 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS. 
iio 'Witness the mimes of Gentlemen who testify 
to its extraordinary merits ; 
A. llayford, Esq., Ex-Mayor, Belfast Me 
Israel Cox, Gen’I Ins. Agent. 
Harrison Hayloid, Farmer, »« •* 
P. M. Moody, Horse Trainer, 
S. ,1. Dean, Frop. of Eiverv StabY Rockland 
i :ijeii W. Seavev, Hotel Keeper, No .v,-ar»port, ** 
Robert O. Ames. teamster, 
J. VV. Black, Deputy 8heritf, 
.1. M. Hale & Co., Stage Props., F.llswortli, 
VV. L. ( leaves, Frop oi I.iv. stable stoeki-m, 
AM) MAM OTHKliS. 
I’rqwrcil By E11EI11 SAWYER. I’ru!|i. 
SKARSPORT, M K. 
RICHARD M. MOODY. 
Druggist and Apothecary laeiieral 4g«*i»t, 
Jmosl2 Bi: i.i r, M l: 
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PATENTS 
R H. EDDY 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS 
hr InvfntioBs, Trailc Harks or Resigns, 
No. 76 State St., opposite Kilby St., Boston 
AATER mi extensive practice of upwards of 'lo years,continues to secure Patents in the L nited 
Mutes; also in Great Urituiu, Krunee, and other lbr- 
eign countries. Invents, ISpecitications, Assign meats, and all papers for Patents executed ou reason- able .terms, with despatch. Researches made to tie termine the validity and utility of Patents of lnven 
“‘J11 'V?111 «,ld other advice rendered in all matters touching the same. Copies of the claims of any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. As signments recorded in Washington. in the United States possesses superior facilities for obtaining Patents or ascertaining the patentability of inventions. mi i  m
All necessity of a journey to Washington to nrn 
he" saved6,“in'emors1.10 “YU™' dl'Y t»ere,Pare 
testimonials. 
Com’s’r of Patents.** 
thevcanVno?2±ititati°n *n assurin£ inventors that worthu^e™?Uiy aman m»re competent and trust- 
tions in n i-m°re caPa^e ol putting their applica- pniljn°rm,. ° secure for them an early and favor- abk c“/a io« at the Patent Office. EDML ND BURKE, late Com’s’r of Patents.” 
"?F11 Eddy has made for me over Till RTY applications for Patents, having been successful in almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great talent and ability on his part leads meto recommend all inventors to apply to him to procure their pa- tents, as they may be sure of having the most faith* tul attention bestowed upon their cases, and at very reasonable charges. JOHN TAGGART.” 
Boston, Jan 1 1875. iyr27. j 
THE NEW YORK 
UNIVERSITY MEDICINES 
Have cured not on paper, but positively cured in the 
New Englaud States and Canada, 
within three years, 
Over 2000 cases of Rheumatism. 
3000 “■ Catarrh. 
1000 Deafness and Eye Diseases. 
1000 Pulmonary Consumption. 
2000 Female Diseases. 
2000 Piles. 
3000 Spermatorrhoea. 
10,000 Private Diseases. 
3000 Scrofula. 
2000 Salt Rheum. 
1000 Dropsy. 
500 Southern Fever. 
looo Kidney Diseases. 
looo Neuralgia. 
300 Dyspepsia. 
Jt will reach all cases that are curable. 
It has cured thousands after their physicians had 
given them up. It has cured more chronic cases 
than all other medicines and doctors combined. It 
is not a patent medicine, but prepared by the most 
skillful physicians in the world. Hundreds of cer- 
tificates of cures of citizens of Portland and vicinity 
can be had. Also, a book free, explaining diseases, 
with the necessary remedies by writing to 
DR. PE LEG STAPLES, 250 Congue*-- Sikee i, 
Portland, Maine, 
General Agent for the New England States and 
Dominion. 
Cases ean be treated by letter. Advice free. 
Agents warned in every town. 
Staples’ Compound Tar Ointment cures Piles in „4 
hours, cures chilblains, chapped hands, sore lips 
sore nose; good for all kinds of sores. Price 50 ets. 
per package. The money will be refunded where it 
fails to give satisfaction. 
The University Medicines cure diseases that phys 
icians canuot cure and consequently pronounce iiam 
incurable. Catarrh (the mother oi consumption, 
.Scrofula, Salt Rheum, ami many other diseases 
hitherto considered incurable, readily yield under 
treatment ot the University .Medicines, some of its 
greatest cures are ot a nature tliat will not permit 
certificates to he made public, such as Spermator- 
rhoea, the greatest uestroyer of humanity on the lace 
of the globe, flow many bewail the io.-s ol precious 
vitality without having the least idea of the cause ; 
Their manhood is daily vanishing, and they are glid- 
ing into a stage of hopeless decay. Its victims are 
among all ages, sexes and stations. It is dragging 
millions yearly to insanity and premature graves. 
Mothers be careful whom you let y our children as- 
sociate and sleep with, lest tin* viper commence tin- 
work of destruction before yon ale aware ot its dead- 
ly sting. \ ou cannot exercise too much care to 
guard against this horrid evil. There is nut one 
ianiily in leu exenqft from it. Any one■ «:in have a 
book treating on tin- malady by enclosing a stamp 
and sending to me lor it. 1 ictitinns names can be 
used if pret'i ruble. 1 have cured 2uuu cases of this 
life and soul destroying malady within three years 
in the New England Males and Panada. 1 have in 
variably found that the foundation ot destruction 
was laid before the victim was old enough to know 
of its evils. Do not let false modesty stand in the 
way ot treatment before the constitution is ruined. 
1 he blood is the life, and all chronic diseases come 
from impure blood, either hereditary or contracted. 
Then how worse than useless it is tu'attempt a cure 
without removing the cause, by purifying me blood, 
ll females atllicted with disea.'e peculiar toibeirsex, 
will understand this natural Jaw, they will never 
subject themselves to tin- w-e of the speculum or to 
crustic or drastic injections. An ul ;er should be 
treated by keeping the parts clean and cutting oil the 
fountain head of the disease by purifying the blood, 
and it cannot be cured in any other way. If any 
ladies afllicted with this disease will address me by 
letter or personally, 1 will put them in a way to treat 
themselves successfully three bottles of the Ex- 
tract of Cancer Plant will purify the blood more 
than all the apothecaries and patent medicines in 
existence. 
For the want of room I can present but compara- 
tively few certificates. Any one wanting more tes- 
timony can have it by sending for circular and book. 
Kill that Mother of Consumption by curing your Catarrh, which, with the light treatment i- as wr 
hie as any oilier disease, the •pinion of all the dor- 
tors in the world to the contrary notwithstanding. In addition to hundreds of testimonials of cure.-, the 
following is from one of the oldest and most reliable 
citizens of Portland. 
For two years my health has been failing, ami af 
ter try ing tin* different remedies and doctors w ithout 
benefit, three weeks ago 1 called at the University 
Uranch, 250 Congress street. The Doctor told me 
that Catarrh was the chief cause of my troubles, and 
he could cure me. Mv limbs were stiff and bloated, 
my eyes and throat sore, and my head felt a* if I had 
a saw mill in it. 1 could not have believed that 
three weeks could have wrought such a change in 
me. i am now free from the above troubles. I 
would say to those that are afllicted, give tin* medi- 
cine a trial and not be scared by the cry of humbug. 1 received more benefit from it in one week limn 1 
ever did from all the doctors and apothecary medi- 
cine, m my life. 
CHAltLEsj SAW\ ER, Commission Merchant. 
Aug. 1, l«7ti. 12d Commercial Street, Portland. 
1 his is to certify that I have used remedies pur- chased ot Dr. Peleg Staples of this city lor the last 
six years in the Island ot Cuba, and in all cases w ith 
the best results, curing in every case where the r* me 
dies employed by the regular Physicians were use- 
less and of no avail. I am satistied that his medi- 
cines are* far superior to any other class ot medicines 
whatever. 1 have been troubled myself with a noise 
in my left ear for a number of years, which has been 
very troublesome at times, and have been perfect 1\ 
cured by Dr. Staples remedies. 
J°HN M.|ELl>F.\. Engineer ami Machinist. 
Refer.' to Mr. (iibeon Elden at the Portland nin 
puny’s Work.' 
From birth I have been atlected with Salt Rheum. 
After employing several physicians, leaded on l'r. 
Staples and cured. 1 liree years have elapsed and 1 
have seen no return of the symptoms since. 
•JOHN II. WlliliIN. 
[>K. Sr vi*i.i.s— Dear Sir This* is 11» certify that 1 
have suffered with Scrofula on iny leg for the last 
eight years. 1 have used almost all kinds of medicim. 
1 could think of and employed our best phvsieians 
all to no benefit. The doctors said they could do no 
more. I got discouraged and thought J never should 
get cured, but at last 1 heard of your l niversity 
Medicine. Last Fall 1 sent to you and got it,and aft* r 
using only lour bottles of the Cancer Plant, with tIn- 
May Apple Pills ami Tar Ointmeut to go with it, 
1 now consider myself entirely cured. 1 think the 
medicine is all that it. is recommended to be ami flu- 
best ever before the public. 1 would advis*- all -ut- 
tering with Scrofula to use tlit University Medicim-. 
Any one wishing any further proof'of the hem-iir 
that I have received from your medicim 1 should be 
happy to answer all questions. 
Y ours respectfu 11 v, 
MUS. SI SAX l AKTI.i: 
Uluehill falls, Maine, March M, 1*74. 
fen years ago 1 found myself greatly nimovud ■vith Catarrh. For seven years it gr'worn- and tinally untitted me for business. Its ravages extend rd to my lungs so that I was continuallv coughing and raising fro in a half pint to a pint of consump- tivc matter daily. 1 was emaciated, mv appetite 
gone, and my physicians told me they could do no 
more for me. I considered my case about hopeless when 1 hem»1 of some of tin* w nulerful cures of the 1 diversity Medicines. ! called at the bram h ollice and the doctor told rnc my case was not hoped-, and 1 went under his treatment and in three weeks I was a well man. My vigor and strength spefdilv returned, and m three months 1 had gained tift'v pounds in weight. Three years have elapsed and I have not had the least touch of the disease since. 
Any one doubting this statenn-ht can address me at 
my residence IIP Congress street, Portland, Maine. 
l0- A. M. M<HUiAX. 
Some .ten months ago I contracted tin- Southern lever (fever and ague), in South Carolina. After 
trying several physicians and getting no better I was 
obliged to give up my vessel and stopped some time in Philadelphia to doctor, all to im heuetlt. 1 then 
mme to Portland and put myself under treatment of 
l>r. Staph s. In -Is hours mv disease was broken up. In one week I was us well as ev> r. 
CAP I II. F. DAVIS, K nightsv ill.-, ( L 
1'his'is to certify that my littl* girl, fiv years old, 
"as afflicted wit h serolula swellings on the'neck, ami inflammation tOnthalnuC of tin* eve, ami nearly blind, .she could not hear the light without gr* a: 
pain. She has been under treatment of the l niver 
sit> Medicines about two months and the bunch* > 
have all vanislu-d and her eyes are as well as ever. 
.. AitTil l It A. tJKLLX, 
ISov. 10, Is.Small Point, .Maim-. 
l or twenty years I have suffered with Sen Tula 
ami Milt liheiuii. Mv le ad, back and legs Were 
»*»•••') with s« a I in ess of the skin. Hav * paid out Inin dr.-tis of dollars to tirst class physicians without benetit. About four years ago, 1 put myself under tieatment t the 1 niversitv Medicines and was cured in one month, am) then* has bo«*n no eruption since 
STL PH LX C. M1XSLV, Miilnmker. Xo. :t Commercial Wharf, house C hesmit >t. 
Portland, Nov. lo, ls7;t. 
l or M Vi-rul years I have been troubled with ( a t iirrh and Scmlula. About two months ago, ,„v h, ad nas a continual rack of pain. My throat and lung.- so badly elfeeted tha I could ucarccly breathe 
l', '1,*1""1 cough. My limbs badly swollen.’ My light knee was twice as large as the left one. t could scarcely move or hear any weight on it Mi 
d fLT‘JwSnTd,tl‘<‘y uou!d “01 bldP me. I„ this nm hum., without expecting a curd, hut hoping for temporary relief. I employed In-. Staples. In los. 
e m!!l 4n,h0!‘irS cPh'yioK the Acupunctural ur, 1 
am now- VU‘.'l T‘lk wil,‘ P'rlrcL ease, and I  no  perfectly lree from the above mentioned troubles. MISS KATIK MILKS. Cumberland Mills, Mar. 5th, ls7 l. 
Some «!»y ■" arS 1 ,mve b<>'n troubled with Scrofula. ™ r,l!,, :; n ymrs ago, a feurful ulcer broke out on ‘.K-i,"’-" ,nontbs ago it bad extended from the 
w ,1 ■ "*Trly, ?° tb,‘ kl»-c- 1 could not move 
tho i ,4 b!Un. tn this condition 1 commenced taking 
f mrfo m,‘‘rS’ty ,?Iedlcines- At first it drove out a arful humor all over me. In a few days the humor begun to subside, and the ulcer is now healed and 1 
R'vl like a iu*\v bring. 
ELIZABETH (HA MB E R LA IN 
l’or two years T have been afflicted with gastrite 
Rheumatism ami heart disease. Four months ago I 
called on l)r. staples. I now consider myself well. 
Kennebunk Me. D. XVH It'llLLR. 
About 4 years ago my daughter 0 years old, was 
suffering from the effects of Lung and Pleurisy fever. 
She was so emaciated and feeble we had but little 
hopes of her recovery. The Doctors could give no 
ei couragement. I applied to Dr. Staples. I'nder 
his treatment she soon began to improve. In a few 
months she was able to go to school and has since 
been perfectly well. 1 know the treatment saved 
her lile. CAPT. J. II. THORNDIKE, No. IS St. Lawrence st. Portland 
Nov. 20, 1874. 
R. H. MOODY. Agt. for Belfast. 
HILLARD M, GRIFFIN, Agt. for Stockton, 
3mos2G 
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. 
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS. 
ON AND AFTER Monday, Nov. 17, Trains will leave Belfast for Boston, Portland, Augusta and 
intermediate stations « A. M. and 3 :30 P. M. 
For Danville Junction. Lewiston and Skowhegan, 
8 A. M. 
Dexter, Bangor and St. Johns, 3 30 P. M. 
Trains are dhe at Belfast \'Z M and 7 .35 P. M. 
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt. 
Knox and Lincoln Railroad. 
CHANGE OF TIME. 
Commencing Monday,Aug. 17,1874. 
Two Through Trains to Boston, Baity. 
Leave Rockland for Bath ami 
all points \\ e<t, at 10 a. m. ami 
1.30 p. M.; due in Boston at 
7.30 and lu.30 r. m. 
Leave Bath for Rockland at 9 A. m. and 3.20 P. M. 
Arrive at Rockland at 11 40 a. m. and 0.55 p. m. A 
mixed train leaves Rockland at 0.30 A. M. Returning 
leaves Bath at ll.3o.v. >iarriving in Rockland at 
4.45 P. m. 
tft> A. COMMB£, Superintendent. 
Sanfords1 Independent Line 
BOSTON AND LOWELL 
KATA 11 DIN, 
^ ^Copt. WM. R. ROIX, 
Will k-uvr Belfast 1 Boston"' •ry Monday 
and Thursday at 1* m. 
Returning will < Boston every Tuesday and 
Friday at 5 1-2 I’. M. 
FARE TO BOSTON. $2 50 
LOWELL. 3 65 
All freight inu-i he aecompauit-d hy Bill of Lading 
in duplicatt Ml in ighi bills mu.-t be paid on 
delivery of goods 
<.i;o <. WFI.LS, Agent. 
Belfast, I>ec s, 1-7». 
STEAMER 
PIONEER. 
m^yr a Will run until further no 
•ytiee on uml alter Monday, 
v I »ee. Hih as follow- Leav «• 
llrook'Ville,Wa-son’s Whin’, 
for Belfast >n Monday, fu< 
day, Thursday and Friday ut s A M. 
K K T I II \ I % 4m 
Leaves Belfast tor Brooksv i 11 < on Mondav and 
1 hursdaj at :30 P. M., and on w- dnesdav arid Sat 
unlay at A. AL. or on tin arrival of the Boston 
Boats, touching at (. astine and Isle.sboro’ each wav. 
Connecting (at Brooksville) with stage for Sargent 
ville and Sedgwirk on Wednesday and >aturdav it 
UAL 
Freight Taken at Fair Rates ! 
Ticket-: old liruii^li to Sargcnlville and Sedir 
«ick by Stair**. 
FARE: 
Sedgwick (.Stage to Brooksville to Belfast, fv -o 
Brooksville to Belfast, $i.o*> 
Cast i ne 
Islesboro 
'astine to 1 dr-born, It 
Brooksville, 
Stages leave- Sedgwick via- Sargentvilh- t'<*r Brooksville on Monday and Thursday at * o’clock \ 
AL, connecting through with Boston Boat-return 
dig same day from Krnoksville at 1 1* AL Also, 
stag!' h nves Sedgwick on W* dm -dav and Saturday 
at '.i A. AL, returning front Brook-ville at U At ar 
living at >edgwick about J.’tO P. AI. 
i)eer Isle and Sedgw ick passengers can on Mon 
‘lavs and I hursdavs ton e about three hours time in 
Belfast and return to Sedgwirk at about 4 o’clock >l 
same day. 
Stage leave- DorityN Hotel, >rdgwick, at *'< A. AL 
Stage leaves AV. .J. Sargent Son, Sargentvilh it 
<’* :‘*u A. AL 
W. W. CASTLE, Agent, Belfast. 
Belfast, Dec 7 1*74. —tfU. 
CORNETS, ALTOS, BARI- 
TONES, BASSES, 
Ami all other P.aml Instrument-. 
Violins, Violas, Violoncellos, Double 
Basses, :“‘<l all Mrche-trai and Solo Instruments 
Splendid Large Music- Boxes. 
Prices from £ to 
i»in MS AND F IFLS for the Soldiers. The be-t 
Cl 1I ABS fur Guitar players. In fact all musical 
instruments in common u.-e, of the best materia!, 
imported or tnanufaeiured. and of reasonable prici -Also all tiling-' needed to replace lost parts of iu 
.-trumeuts. \ iolin and t.uirar strina- and all .Musical 
AI»-r«jlumvlls« i* or sale bv. 
.I IIAYXKS & CM 
1*>1'P. <’ourt ilim-c i:u'i.urt st Most on. 
flg3 the great cause 
HUMAN MISERY. 
Just Published, in a Settled Envelope. Price ft rents 
A Lrrlnr, the Mature. Treatment atul Haaliral anv ,,t >,-mtiml Wi-nkm--., te- st ■ nimtniTliira. iiwlui-eil l.v S. H AI.11-. Iiivnluiiturv hull.--mu., miiut.iuy, .N.rvuu. I *. bill! v. mui Im 
JV1'! •<>, Murrmae ymn.llv; nnsumptimi, KpiJej'.i, iiliil I : Mental ami I-IumY,.! I mal tnci-i 
y- a- o'.m m .! ...! u.. „ thor of the "(in-cii Kook.’ kc. 
Ilo wurlil-u '\vi ii author, in tin's admirable Lee turt clearly proves from his own experience that tlienw lul conse.j lienees of S,lf-Abuse may be effect- ually removed without medicine, and without dan 
gerous surgical operations, bougies, instruments, 
nng>, or lormals; pointing out a mode ..i cure at 
om certain and etfectunl, Ly which every -atb n r, no matter what his condition mat he, may cure him- 
■ It cheaply, privately ami radically. 
K*, > his l.ctui'i' trill Jim re a in, o, t/h •</sa ml 
tint/ thousands. 
Sent, under seal, fn a plain envelope, to any ad di'es-i, on receipt ot six c* nts,or two ■ --t:»u -ml;!- Address the Publishers, 
CHAS. j. C. KLINE & CO., 
**owerv. \«*w lork 
Post < Mitre p.ox 4 »*«► 
MANHOOD. WOMANHOOD AND 
NERVOUS DISEASES. 
A Book lor Every Man, 
Jl si published hv'the Peabody Medical I nsti! ute ; anew edit ion of he cel e'er at» l medieal work en 
titled Sf,Lf P1IL> 1 111 \ \ fit ).\ It trots upon \i \ \ 
how lost, how reg.iim-d and how perpetuated, 
cause and cun- ot Kxiiatm ki» Vvtiutv, Im 
I’utkm v, Premature I*..line in Man, Sperinator 
rhoa, or .-eminal In-..- nocturnal ai d diurnal 
Nervous ami Physic-a! 1 »*l»i lit >. Hypochondria, 
(.loomy foreboding-. Mental I>. predion, l,)Ss of 
j Energy, Haggard t'oi:iitMiunn < onlusiou ot Mind 
and Loss of Memory, impure State of the |{|»»od. 
and all diseases arising from the i:utd:s"i ym m, 
or the indi-ci etions or exc- -x •> of- m are vcui s 
It is, indeed, a hook for every m o young ai d 
middle-aged men in pai t icular. .’.oo pig. I.on ml in 
beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price onlv SI 
4 Jtool, for ri en ll'onian, 
Knt it led, SI \t AL Pin SlnLtMiV OF WOMAN, 
AND lll.i: l»!s|, \ s|.s Hi', II ,/ r ptlt/ 
sioloff'irtn'/tf ami Ihttkfdoyo al/it,in In alth and disease1 
Irom Jujutii'u (•> ti/il .!</>. page-, hound in beau 
tiful Fn nch clot!. With tie v cry be,t prescriptions 
tor prevailing dise.^, ... Pii,. -hi 
A Itool. lor Kvenliody, 
1 Peabody Institute lias :»!- » just pul li.-hod 
new book treating exclusively of \KRVotS A\i» 
-MI'.NI Al. Disl.AM.s, mor« than two huudred 
royal octavo page-, twenty elegant engravings, 
bound in substantial muslin, price 
hither ot the above hook^ at1* sent by mail to any 
part of the world, closely -• -led. postage paid, on 
receipt ot price. Orallthn. book' -mt to on* ad 
dress at the same time on n et ip? ..j only $|. Here 
is oflered over eight huudreil and fifty pages of tin 
ablest and best printed and bound popular no dical 
science and literatun on subjects ol itul importanet 
to all, tor only $ I ban iy enough to pay tbr mailing 
It shoultl be borne in mind that these great Medical 
Works are published by the .VetlieMl 
■ imtitiite, an honored institution, stubliahed w ith 
large funds lor the sole purpose of doing good. 
1 hose are, beyond all comparison, tin most extra- 
ordinary works on Physiology ever published. Then 
is nothing whatever that tin* .)fat ried or SingU of 
either sex can either require or wish to know, but 
what is fully explained, and many matters of the 
most important and interesting character art intro- 
duced, to which no allusion evmi can be found in any 
other works in our language. All tin- ,\Y«* Piscot. 
cries of t In author, whose experi* m* is such a> prob- 
ably never before fell to the lot of any man, are given 
in full. No person should be .w ithout these v.dua 
Me book.-. The press throughout the country, the 
elergj and the medical faculty generally highly extol tlu.-e extraordinury and u-eiul works. The most 
fastidious may read them. 
Address the I»eaboi>y Mkdkai, Institi tk. No. 
4 Bultinch st. (opposite Revere House\ Boston, Mass 
N- B- J he author and consulting physicians can t e 
consulted on all the above named diseases, and all 
diseases requiring skill am> i.\pkkii:\< i-. jyig 
I am prepared to furnish at short notice, any stvle of Handle that may be wanted, from the best’of 
Connecticut Oak; workmanship, first-class- furn- ished in anv quantity, at bottom prices 
T4iKl> ATWOOl), \Vinterport. Me. 1 Ag’t Higganum Mfg. Co. 
